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TYPE 

C- 301 -A'.- 

AMPLIFIEF 

FIL. VOLTS 

FIL AMP... 
PUTE Y. ' _ 20.12 

CT CUNNINGHAM 
DETECTORAMMPIEK 

tNc. TYPE L 301 A 
SAN t NANCISCO,CAï I >AT" 

CUNNINGHAM 

r)ETECTORTUBE 
TYPE G -300 

PATENTED 

In the 
ORANGE and 
BLUE CARTON 

Price 

$ 2.50 
Each 

Types C-301A, C-299, C-300. C-11. C-12 

Your Radio Set Can Be No BetterThan Its Tubes 

YOU may build an aerial that will overtop the Eiffel Tower, you may 
construct a set of materials that are worth their weight in gold, but 

-if you put a single inferior tube in any socket of your receiver -you 
will never know what it means to hear clear, pure, resonant tone. 

RADIO / TUBES 
-dedicated to the task of intensifying the world's radio enjoyment 
-will bring a magic symphony of radio delight into your home. //r 

Home Office: 182 Second Street, San Francisco Chicago New York 

Patent .Notice: Cunningham rubes are rarered by patents dated 2- 18 -12, 12- 30.13, 10- 23 -17, 10 -23 -1; and other, and pending. 
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CABINET SPEAKER 

A matchless rei roducer harmonizing with the 
most refined surroundings. Mahogany sides and 
top, of rich piano finish, it rivals in rare beauty 
the highest priced. Cabinet models. In tone qual- 
ity and volume it has no equal regardless of price. 

Wherever there are ears that hear 
there is a Toquer Quality Product 
to Fit yotr Taste and Pocketbook. 

SOLD BY GOOD :iEALERS FROM COAST TO COAST 

TOwEI2 PIFG. CORPORATION 
98 I3ROOKLINIE AVE. BOSTON. MASS. 

owrie ,,,1 
9 
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WORLD'S GREATEST LOUDSPEAKER VALUES 
TcII thcul that y...0 saw it in RAM(' 
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Forecast of Contributions 
for November Issue 

Lieutenant Jennings B. Dow of the U. S. 
Navy, author of the "C. W. Manual," starts 
the first of a new series of articles on vacuum 
tube transmitters with an account of the vacuum 
tube and its circuits. 

H. de A. Donisthorpe gives some advance in- 
formation on the radio beam as a revolution 
in methods of radio communication. 

Roy C. Hunter discusses short wave reflectors 
for amateur use. 

A. Binneweg, Jr., 6BX, has devised an ex- 
cellent antenna for transmitting on 80 meters 
and less, which is described in detail. 

Formal announcement of the new calibration 
laboratory established by RADIO for service 
to readers will be made by an article describ- 
ing the equipment used. 

A. J. Haynes tells how to make a good tuned 
radio frequency unit that may be used ahead 
of any standard receiving set to give a real 
gain in selectivity, distance and volume. 

Ernest W. Pfaff describes the construction 
of an ideal audio frequency amplifier employ- 
ing impedance coupling. 

An interesting character sketch of Marius La- 
tour, the French radio inventor, has been drawn 
by O. C. Roos. It throws some helpful side- 
lights on the radio patent situation. 

James W. Harte in "After the License - 
What?" gives many valuable hints to the aspir- 
ant to the position of commercial operator on 
ship or shore. 

J. E. Anderson gives some useful calculations 
of the comparative efficiencies of various styles 
of coils, his conclusions being based upon the 
ratio of inductance to length. 

Henry W. Hall has a simple and unique idea 
for mitigating static effects. 

R. Lewis Rockett's story on constructing an 
improved loop receiver, originally scheduled 
for publication in October, will definitely ap- 
pear in the November issue. 

Harry A. Nickerson presents some good ideas 
about changing various types of receivers so 
as to receive the very short wavelength sta- 
tions. 

The fiction feature is a weird and entertain- 
ing story, "The Beat Note," by H. A. High - 
stone. 
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EVEREADY HOUR 
EVERY TUESDAY AT 9 P. M. 

Eastern Standard Time 
For real radio enjoyment, tint n the 

"Eveready Group." Broadcast tarough 
stations- 
W EA F New York 
W1 A R Providence 
W EEI Boston 
W F I Philadelphia 
Wort Buffalo 
W CA E Pittsburgh 

WSAI Ciciinti 
W WJ Dar* t 

( Minn. apolis 
W CCO st. Paul. 
WO C Daverput 
W GTS Women vr 

OMY 
No ONE size or type of battery can be 

economical on every type of receiving 
set. That's why Eveready Radio Bat- 
teries are made in different sizes and 
types so that every radio user can 
enjoy the economy that is to be had by 

fitting exactly the right Eveready Bat- 
tery to his receiver. For owners of 
sets with five, six, eight or more tubes, 
and power amplifiers, there is the extra- 
large, powerful and unusually long-last- 
ing Eveready "B" Battery No. 770. 
There is an Eveready dealer nearby. 

Manufactured and guaranteed by 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, INC. 

New York San Francisco 
Canadian Natbnal Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario 

EV-tbgtf 
C()1,11 MBIA 
IGNITOR 

'DRY CELL 
FOR 

RADIO, IGNITIU" 

GENERÁL'tIRLPOSES 

EVEREADY 
Radio Batteries 

-they last longer 

Eveready 
Columbia 

Ignitor 
"A" 

Battery, 
the 
Sloven 

ry 
cell 

for all 
radio 

dry cell 
tubes 

Ws volts 

No. 770 
45-volt 
Extra- 
Large 

Vertical 
Price 
$4.75 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 3 
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Music Waster 
'Resonant Il "ood 

Insures atnral 
`lone fZüality 

Model VI,$ 
11" ;Food Bell 30 
.Model VI1,$2 
21" Wood Bell 35 

TYPE 60 
Five Tubes. Two stages of radio frequency, detector 
and two stages audio frequency. Selective, good 
volume and distance. Brown mahogany art $O 
finish cabinet. Price 

adio,too,h now ,Standardized 
6 J IONEER owners of automobiles had to try 

out larger magnetos, different carburetors, 
more accurate timers and what not else, to get some 
degree of motoring satisfaction! 
Pioneer owners of radio receiving sets likewise experimented 
with different tubes, more powerful batteries, condensers and all 
sorts of "loud speakers," trying to balance the power of the set 
with the quality of the amplifier. And they found that, no mat- 
ter how good their set might be, Music Master Reproducer 
made any good set better. 

Music Master Receivers provide efficiency of radio reception 
equal to the quality of Music MASTER reproduction. Music 
MASTER makes no claim to have developed new and sensational 
radio "hook ups." Standardization is the accepted principle of 
New Era Radio, and Music Master Receivers embody the 
demonstrated principles of radio research and electrical science. 

An authorized Music MASTER dealer will demonstrate -in your 
home if you wish -Music MASTER'S power of distance, clarity 
and volume, ease of operation -and above all, its faithful re- 
production and superb musical tone quality. 

See MUSIC MASTER- hear -com- 
pare -before you buy ANY radio set. 

Slltusic Master Corporation 
Makers and Distributors of High -Grade Radio Apparatus 

128.130 N. Tenth Street 
NEW YORK CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA PITTSBURGH MONTREAL 

Canadian factory: Kitchener, Ontario 

TYPE 175 

Sia Tubes. Special Music Master Circuit. 
Very selective, long distance and splendid 
tone quality. Built -in Music Master Re- 
producer. Solid mahogany cabinet in 
brown mahogany art satin finish $ 175 Price J 

Ten Models -$50 to ,U60 
Guaranteed Unconditionally 

TYPE 100 

Five Tubes. New Music Master 
Circuit, involving special adapta- 
tion to radio frequency. Very 
selective, good volume and dis- 
tance. Solid mahogany cabinet in 
brown mahogany art $IOO satin finish. Price . . . 

US4 
RADIO 

4 Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

(Canadian /'ricer 
Slightly Nigher) 

er 
PRODUCTS 
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The Rectigon re- 
charges BOTH 
"A" and "B" bat- 
teries easily and 
quickly. There's 
no muss or fuss; no 
acids or chemicals 
to bother with - 

No moving 
parts, and 
no noise. 

Mr/P 010..^.", 

No storage - battery 
radio is complete 

without a 

RECTIGON! 

Westinghouse 
Rectigon battery Charger 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. COMPANY 
South Bend, Indiana 

©1.25. 
W. E. & M. Co. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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Radio 
Receiver 

Selectivity means more 
with the Valleytone 

Potential Balance 
exclusive in the Valleytone 
The potential balance method of suppressing 
oscillation and preventing distortion is used 
for the first time and exclusively in the Valley. 
tone Radio Receiver. 
Reception is clear and mellow -free from the 
thin, hard, metallic sound and the howls and 
squeaks which have been the plague of radio. 

Valley Toroidal Coils 
The Valleytone is the first manufactured set 
to use Toroidal coils. The Valley Toroidal 
winding allows a greater coupling ratio be 
tween primary and secondary. The result is 
an appreciable increase in volume over the old 
solenoid winding. 

Appearance 
The Valleytone is mounted in a solid walnut 
cabinet, finished in two tones with inlaid 
gold stripes. It may also be procured in 
beautiful console models. Special Valley 
tables with buil in loud speaker may be 
obtained for the cabinet model. 

Finer tuning becomes a reality + > selectivity means 
more with the Valleytone Radio Receiver. 
For instance : The Valleytone has regularly received and 
separated clearly and distinctly, radio programs broad- 
casted simultaneously from stations on wave lengths from 
four to five meters apart. 
Such selectivity is attained in the Valleytone because 
of the Toroidal coils. The Valleytone circuit brings in 
stations sharply, clearly, and free from distortion. 
With the Valleytone, you can enjoy radio as never before. 
You can get a station if it is on the air and transmitting 
strongly enough to reach you. You can choose your stations 
by the clock and hear them with the Valleytone. 
The Valleytone is a five -tube set. It is manufactured by 
an old established company with the experience and the 
resources to assure you always the utmost in radio value. 
Before you buy a radio, see the Valleytone. Hear it. Let 
an authorized Valley dealer give you a demonstration. 

VALLEYELECTRIC COMPANY,RadioDivision, ST. LouIS, U.S.A. 

Branches in Principal Cities 
Valleytone Valley Valley 

Receiving Sets Battery Chargers B- Eliminators 

Valley Electric 
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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For radio at its best 
you need these, too 

Valley B- Eliminator 
The Valley 11- Eliminator is made for receiving sets of from one to eight 
tubes. Binding posts and control rheosta Bare mounted on Bakelite panel. 
The unit i s enclosed in a handsome black case. 

It costs less at the start than wet B batteries and less in the long run than 
dry cells, too. Much more satisfactory than either. 

The charger with 
ten points of superiority 
The Valley Battery Charger has a reputation for re- 
sults. It is based on principles which were proven 
successful long before radio became popular. 

It is the only charger needed for all radio batteries: - 
6 volt A batteries; 24, 48, 72 or 96 volt B batteries; 
and 2 volt batteries. 

It has ten points of superiority 
1 No bulbs. 8 Special switch for B batteries. 
2 No liquids. Voltages: 24, 48, 72, 96. 

Like new B batteries every night 
Here is a new and better way of supplying B voltage 
for radio reception. 
B batteries wear out. They cannot be the same two 
nights in succession. As they decrease in strength, vol. 
urne decreases, too. Furthermore, they become noisy as 
they wear out. 
The absolutely ideal B battery current can be obtained 
only by the use of fresh new B batteries every night. 
The same ideal results can now be obtained by the use 
of the Valley B- Eliminator as your source of B voltage. 
In its performance, the Valley B- Eliminator is like a 
new set of B batteries every time you tune in and every 
second you are tuned in. 
The Valley B- Eliminator is more than a substitute for 
B Batteries. It is a new and better way of supplying 
B voltage for radio reception. It operates on the house 
lighting circuit and provides B current at a constant 
voltage all the time. 
Hence reception is always at its best. There is never 
any decrease in the strength of signals and none of the 
frying noises or hum which are due to low B batteries. 
Volume is maintained. Reception is uniformly good. 

3 Quiet in operation. 
4 Cannot harm your battery. 
5 Efficient. Takes about a dime's 
worth of current for a full charge. 

6 Correct 6- ampere charging 
rate enables you to recharge your 
battery overnight. 
7 Ammeter mounted flush with 
panel shows if battery is receiv- 

i ng charge and if charging rate is 
correct. 

9 Has only two wearing parts, 
the contacts, which can be re- 
placed easily and cheaply. Aver- 
age life of these contacts about 
two years. 

10 Built in handsome black case 
with grained and engraved Bake- 

I ite panel and clear glass top 
which shows simple patented 
working parts. Harmonizes with 
the finest receiving set. Valley Battery Charger 

These features are all essential. Be sure of them by 
getting only a Valley Battery Charger. 

VALLEY ELECTRIC COMPANY, Radio Division, ST. Louis, U. S. A. 
Branches in Principal Cities 

Valleytone Valley Valley 
Receiving Sets Battery Chargers B- Eliminators 

Valley Electric 
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO T 
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'! ^.'aF'. Robert Loos sits at home and hears them 
as naturally as though they were sing- 

ing in the room. 
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AUDIO 
a FREQUENCY 

TRANSFORMER 
á 

AH Stage Ratio 

f 
Karns Harmonik Transformers 

Amplify Radiocast Music with Absolute Fidelity! 
No sooner had Karas Harmonik 
Transformers been introduced 
than letters began to pour in 
from all over the country. 
Exacting set builders, after 
many disappointments, found 
in the Karas Harmonik an 
audio transformer which really 
amplified with tremendous 
volume - and positively with- 
out distortion. 
"Now I know radio as I never 
knew it before." So Mr. E. M. 
Lubeck of Kokomo, Indiana, ex- 
pressed himself. "Karas Harmoniks bring in every voice and 
every instrument as distinctly as one could get them in the 
room," wrote the Rev. Wm. Stellhorn of Columbus, Ohio. "I 
consider your transformer a real musical instrument. Like a 
good violin, it has fine tonal qualities at all pitches covering 
the musical scale, "was the comment of Mr. Walter Krause of 
7807 Burnham Ave., Chicago. Mr. G. C. Tubbs of Gratham, 
New York, told of his wonderful reception of a band concert 
from St. Louis, pointing out that every tone of every instru- 
ment could be picked out with perfect distinctness. 
These few reports- picked at random from scores of letters 
-tell you more convincingly than WE can tell you, the won- 
derful results YOU can obtain through installing Karas Har- 
monik Transformers in your new set if you build one -or your 
old set if you keep it. Nothing like it has ever been known 
before the Karas Harmonik was produced. Nothing approach- 
ing it has ever been developed since. Remember, the finest 
loud speaker can't overcome the shortcomings of defective or 
inefficient transformers. 
Here, for your enjoyment, is an audio transformer, scientifi- 
cally designed to reproduce through your speaker all of the 
beauty of Radiocast music - exactly as it is rendered 

Karas Electric Co., Chicago, Ill. 
Dear Sirs: I take great pleasure in praising your wonder- 
ful Karas Harmonic Transformers. I recommend them 
to the most critical. I am using two of them in a three - 
tube Low -Loss set which I built. I have two brothers 
singing from Edgewater Beach, WEBH Station, and 
whenever they are on we listen in. Well, their singing 
comes in so natural and clear that at times we think they 
are right in the same room with us. My brothers are known 
as Chicago favorites, the Loos Brothers, and they also 
tell me mine is the clearest set they have ever heard. 

Respectfully yours, 
Robert Loos, 1640 N. Leavitt St., Chicago, Illinois 

in the studio, whether by a 
soloist or the largest band or 
orchestra. 
The problem of amplifying high, low 
and medium audio frequencies to an 
equal degree has finally been solved. 
Sonorous bass notes pour forth from 
the speaker in full strength and rich 
tone quality. The vital harmonics 
and rich overtones are brought out 
in their true beauty by this marvel 
of audio transformers. 
All last season, home set builders - 
the most discriminating class of radio 
enthusiasts - bought Karas Har- 
moniks and enjoyed a musical qual- 
ity of radio reception that owners of 
factory-built sets knew nothing about. For set manufacturers mistakenly thought they could not pay a 

little more for Karas Harmoniks than common kinds cost. 
If you want the utmost pleasure that radio has to offer, get a pair of Karas Harmonik Transformers at once. Whether you are building a new set, or intend to remodel an old one. it is very easy to put in Karas Harmon - 
iks. Or, if you don't care to install them yourself, any radio repair man 
will do it for you at small expense. Why not make up your mind right 
now to have the best music your set is capable of giving? 

Most good radio dealers carry Karas Harmoniks. If your dealer is out of them. order direct on the cou- 
pon below. Send no money, just pay the postman. 

Karas Electric Co., 40 -58 N. Rockwell St., Chicago, Ill. 
Please send ma pairs of Karas Harmonik Audio Frequency Transformers. I will pay the postman $7 apiece, plus postage, on deliv- 
ery. It is understood that I am privileged to return the transformers 
any time within 30 days if they do not prove entirely satisfactory to me, and my money will be refunded at once. 

Name 

Address. 

If you send cash with order we'll send transformers postpaid. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 
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CRadiotorial Comment 
AGREAT stir has been created by the Westinghouse 

Company in finally taking action to protect its super- 

heterodyne patents against widespread commercial in- 

fringement. Some of the circuit diagrams and directions 

published in the radio magazines for the use of home con- 

structors have been so good that they have been used by 

many radio dealers as the basis for making sets for sale. 

This is manifestly, although often innocently, wrong. When 
their attention has been called to the illegality of their prac- 

tices, most of the dealers have voluntarily ceased manufac- 

ture. 
The radio patent situation, in general, is in a worse muddle 

than has ever happened in any other industry. Nobody yet 

knows definitely whose patents are valid. Latour created a 

sensation last spring by claiming that his patents on iron - 

core transformers, common B battery for multi -tube sets, 

reflexing radio frequency stages, etc., antedate all others. 

Certain German inventors make similar claims. Many 
American inventors dispute these matters. General Squire's 

patents on wired wireless were thrown out because they 

were developed while he was in the army and are thus pub- 

lic property. It has been suggested that Armstrong's super- 

heterodyne patents are likewise clouded. 

So there are many legitimate manufacturers not knowing 

just where they stand. Nor will they know until the pat- 

ents have been finally adjudicated by the Supreme Court. 
The larger companies claiming the patents can object no 

more to the publication of the circuit diagrams than to the 

publication of the patent office specifications. It would be 

questionable whether a home builder could legally assemble 

and wire a set for his personal use, were it not for the fact 

that the big companies believe in encouraging the man or 

boy who makes his own apparatus in accordance with pub- 

lished constants for coils, condensers and transformers. 
Consequently the home mechanic need have no fear of 

injunction as long as he does not sell the product of his 

handicraft. Undoubtedly there are some who will continue 

to make and sell unlicensed sets, anticipating that their ac- 

tivities are too small in scope and too difficult to detect to 

warrant prosecution. Their actions parallel those of the 

liquor bootlegger. 
THE outstanding accomplishment of this year's tech - 

nical advance in radio will probably be the experi- 

ments in the radiation of horizontal waves. An an- 

tenna normally radiates two sets of waves, one polarized in 

a vertical plane and the other confined to a horizontal plane. 

Heretofore most of the energy has been contained in the 

vertically polarized waves. The experiments now being con- 

ducted represent an endeavor to put most of the energy into 

the horizontally polarized wave. 
The vertical wave is the electrostatic component of the 

electrical energy radiated. It moves freely through space 

and is apparently refracted earthwards by means of the 

highly ionized layer that is believed to exist some miles 

above the earth's surface. The wave has well been called 

the sky wave. 
The horizontal wave is the electromagnetic component of 

the radiated energy. It does not seem to travel skywards 

but to follow the curvature of the earth. It is thus earth- 

bound. 
As the vertical wave travels, its plane of polarization is 

gradually twisted from a vertical to a horizontal position. 

So that at some definite distance on the earth's surface, de- 

pendent upon the wavelength, the refracted space wave, 

now horizontally polarized, unites with the earth wave 

which is also horizontally polarized. But as these two waves 

are exactly opposite in phase they neutralize one another so 

as to create a dead spot. This dead spot shifts as the refrac- 

ting surface is changed by variations in atmospheric and 

light conditions. This theory, reinforced by experiments, 

constitutes as reasonable an explanation of dead spots as has 

yet been advanced. Yet there are still many instances that 

cannot be explained by this means so that there is still great 

need for thought and experiment. 
It is found that the space or reflected wave is responsible 

for many cases of freak long distance reception at night, 

whereas consistent daylight reception seems to be more de- 

pendent upon the earthbound waves. But it is also found 

that the space wave is more affected by static disturbances 

than the ground wave, which thus offers a partial solution 

of the problem of minimizing static. 

Elsewhere in this issue are pictures of the antenna system 

and transmitting equipment used by engineers of the General 

Electric Company to radiate waves whose electromagnetic 

component contain much more energy than does their electro- 

static component. Similar experiments are being conducted 

by David Grimes of 2MG, who uses a horizontal antenna 

and counterpoise for transmission and a horizontal loop for 

reception. 
By this means it is believed that two nearby stations, one 

radiating horizontal waves, the other vertical waves, may 

be enabled to transmit simultaneously on the same wave- 

length, one being received on a horizontal loop and the other 

on a vertical loop so as to eliminate interference between 

the two. 
While none of these experiments have been completed and 

while world -wide ooservations are yet to be made and co- 

ordinated, sufficient has been learned to indicate that some 

of the present difficulties due to static, fading, interference 
and absorption may be largely overcome in the near future. 
So, as theoretical knowledge increases, practice may be im- 

proved. 
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Piercing Neptune's Shroud 
A Graphic Account of the Theory and Practical Use of the Radio 

Compass in Safeguarding Navigation 
By Volney G. Mathison 

HOMEWARD bound from the 
Orient, richly laden with South 
Sea spices and Chinese hand -made 

treasures of silk and gold, and booked 
to capacity with six hundred passengers, 
the magnificent steamship President 
Washington knifed her way through 
fog- hidden midnight North Pacific seas 
on a course that was carrying her swiftly 
toward destruction upon the sabre -like 
reefs of Vancouver Island. In one of 
the big ship's carpeted and white -en- 
amelled corridors, a matron walked 
sleepily with a bottle of paregoric to a 
stateroom where a baby wailed plain- 
tively; in the radio cabin far above a 
duplicator was clicking out two hun- 
dred copies of the midnight press. At 
one- minute intervals, the steamer's fog 
whistle hurled hoarse blasts into the 
white darkness, and occasionally rub- 
ber boots thudded on the clean, mist - 
wetted decks, punctuating, as it were, 
the whirring song of the powerful.tur- 
bines below. 

Up on the lofty bridge, a gray- haired 
man with four gold stripes on his coat - 
sleeves and the legend "Captain" on 
his wide -banded uniform cap glanced un- 
easily at the gleaming fog -haloes about 
his running lights, a greenish glow on 
the starboard side and a wavering red 
glare on the port. 

A moment later, his third officer 
stepped out from the chart -room. Shiv- 
ering a little in the chill mist, he ad- 
dressed the captain : 

"According to our reckoning, we 
should make a fair entrance into the 
Straits within two hours, sir." 

"I hope we do," growled the com- 
mander in the darkness, without moving 
his head. "Making port in a fog is as 
killing a job now as it was when I first 
tried it, thirty years ago. More so, in- 
deed ; for I used to sail small ships with 
no passengers; and now I have this 
floating city on a steel shell shooting 
through the dark at twenty miles an 
hour. In those days, if I lost twenty - 
four hours, the company was out three 
hundred dollars -now every hour's de- 
lay costs us a thousand." 

The younger man nodded, silently. 
He, too, was learning what it meant to 
be a servant of the modern god, Speed, 
the right bower of Profits. 

For the hundredth time, the captain 
peered into the damp mists pouring in 
over the canvas bridge- dodger and lis- 
tened alertly for an ominous response 

10 

to his own ship's deep- throated warn- 
ings thundered automatically each min- 
ute by the electrically controlled steam - 
whistle. 

"It's the fog and unforeseeable ocean 
currents that's the curse of a seaman's 
life," he muttered. "We can weather 
any gale that ever blew; but when we 

Dr. Kolster, inventor of the modern radio compass, operating the instrument on the S.S. 
"Leviathan." Above, loop with its supports on the flying -deck of the "Leviathan "; below, 
close to ceiling, the capacity compensating device, next, hand -wheel for rotating loop, me- 
chanical compensator for error, sight -wires, dial; to the right, the six -tube receiver. 
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have to take six -hundred sleeping men 
and women and children, and a ten 
million -dollar ship and cargo, and lunge 
ahead blindly with them through a cold 
streaming white mist hour after hour, 
without being able to see our own bows 
fifty feet ahead -it's hell." 

"But we have our new radio compass, 
now, sir," his third officer reminded him. 
"Here is where it does its work." 

The commander did not cease his 
fruitless staring into the white wall that 
remained continually before his eyes. 

"I can't use that thing; I don't un- 
derstand it. I've every confidence we're 
making good our course; suppose that 
machine should show us off ; I'd lose my 
nerve and delay, probably to find the 
thing in error, and a lot of valuable 
time would be lost." 

"I watched the installation engineers 
calibrate it ; it's dead accurate," returned 
the third officer, quickly. "Now is the 
time to find out what it can do." 

The third officer switched on the six 
vacuum tubes in the receiver of the 
radio compass. Rather clumsily put - 
ting on the compass head -phones, the 
captain grasped the automobile -like 
hand -wheel on the loop shaft and swung 
the taut sight -wires over the face of 
the gyro- compass beneath them. Three 
times, he rotated the machine, and a 
disgusted look settled upon his heavy - 
sea- tanned features. 

"I don't hear a damn thing -" he 
began; then he started a little as a shrill, 
warning "dot -dot, dot -dot, dot -dot," be- 
gan steadily in his phones. 

Doubtingly, yet eagerly, he swung his 
sight -wires along the face of the dial 
below, until he came to a point where 
the high -pitched "dot -dot" in his receiv- 
ers suddenly vanished. He moved his 
polished hand -wheel a trifle farther and 
the sounds returned. He pressed the 
wheel back, and the signals again van- 
ished. The vanishing point was sharp, 
unmistakable, -and it was dead ahead! 

"Two dots, coming in straight over 
our bows," he muttered to his attentive 
third officer. "Who's two dots ?" 

A book was quickly consulted. 
"Pachena Point, Vancouver Island." 
"Wrong," growled the commander, 

bluntly. "This says we're setting north, 
while the currents here are always to 
the south'ard, if any. I don't be 
lieve it -" 

He paused, for another set of sig- 
nals had begun vibrating in his head- 
phones, a monotonous "dot -dash, dot - 
dash, dot -dash," lower -toned and slower 
than the first. The shipmaster moved 
his radio -compass hand -wheel to the 
right, until the new signals also instan- 
taneously vanished. The sight -wires 
were now pointing well over the star- 
board bow. 

The captain consulted his list of lights 
and beacons again. 

"Tatoosh Island -away to star- 
board!" 

Five minutes later, two new pencilled 
lines appeared on the chart on the table. 
One of them ran out into the Pacific 
from the radio beacon on Vancouver 
Island, the other likewise from the bea- 
con on Tatoosh. At the point where 
they intersected, there was a new dot; 
and this dot was half -an -inch north of 
the old one. 

"Ten miles too far north," growled 
the captain, pulling off his compass 
phones with two moist thick hands. 
"Two hours more and we'd have 
been -" 

But the third officer had hastened 
away to chalk up a new course in the 
wheel- house. 

In the early hours of morning, when 
the tall steamship President Washing- 
ton shot like a huge green and white 
thunderbolt from the wispy border of 
the fog -belt into the gray glow of corn- 
ing dawn, the shore lines of Vancouver 
Island and of the state of Washington 
stood revealed a comfortable distance 
upon either side. With a massive sigh, 
the commander turned over his ship to 
a pair of spick and span officers just 
come on watch ; and back in one of the 
staterooms a baby ceased its plaintive 
wails and slept. 

THE foregoing is a sketch of an act- 
ual recent occurrence aboard one of 

our largest American passenger liners. I 
have drawn it in the aim of bringing 
to the land -loving folks ashore some 
realization of the marvelous value to 
seafarers of one of the most lately per- 
fected devices in the scientific world - 
the radio compass. 

With all attention focussed nowadays 
upon the startling progress being made 
almost daily in music radiocasting, the 
no less interesting advances in other 

Pa 

fields of radio are receiving compara- 
tively slight notice. As one of the chief 
executives of one of our largest and most 
progressive radio companies remarked to 
me not long ago, the significance of the 
radio compass has been unappreciated, 
even by the radio fraternity itself -yet 
it is perhaps the only invention in radio 
that has already actually worked out a 
brimful "one hundred per cent." 

Those of us who have heard of the 
compass, have accepted it as a matter of 
course. Few of us are called upon to 
navigate ten million -dollar steamships 
laden with passengers and cargoes 
through dense fogs at a speed of fifteen 
knots or more. An instrument that 
enables the commander of such a ves- 
sel to know precisely and continuously 
just where he is, in the thickest haze 
and on the stormiest night, is actually 
far greater in value to him than all the 
rest of the ship's radio installation put 
together. It supplies the last want in 
navigation, the power to "see" over 
great distances through fog and dark- 
ness. 

The radio compass is not an overnight 
invention or a stumbling discovery; 
rather, like most modern inventions it is 
a product of high engineering skill and 
mathematical ability, a thing deduced by 
sheer brain power from knowledge al- 
ready at hand. As science broadens and 
rises, it constantly serves as a basis for 
new and unsuspected additions to itself, 
just as story succeeds story in the con- 
struction of a skyscraper, until the cu- 
pola is reached -but who knows where 
the cupola of science shall be? 

The action of the radio compass is 

based upon the perfect neutralization of 
the currents induced in two wires, or 
rather in two sections of a single wire, 
both of which sections are symmetrically 
exposed to an advancing radio wave. To 

make this statement clearer, we shall 
have to refer to diagrams. In Fig. I 
(a) is represented a large wire loop 
which is meant to be standing vertically 
and to be turned edgewise toward an 
advancing radio wave. In this position, 
the front section of the loop, marked f, 
will be struck by the oncoming wave an 
infinitesimal fraction of time before the 
rear section of the loop, marked r. Ow- 
ing to the unequal potentials to which 

Fig. 1. Illustration of Radio Compass' Action. 
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the two sides of the loop are thereby 
subjected, a current, as indicated by the 
arrows, will flow in the loop from f to 
r. This current will continue to flow 
in the loop, and attached apparatus, until 
the peak or highest potential point of 
the moving radio wave passes over the 

At or near this point, the current 
flowing in the loop will cease, owing 
to the fact that both the front and rear 
wires are now subjected to equal poten- 
tial. As the rear, down -curving side 
of the advancing wave passes over the 
loop, the current in the wire will re- 
verse and flow from r to f, since at this 
time r is being acted upon by a higher 
part of the radio wave is f. See Fig. 
1 (b). 

When the end of the wave passes over 
the loop, the current in the wires will 
again fall to zero, owing to the absence 
of surrounding or cutting potential. In 
a moment, with the arrival of the next 
wave, the above -described action will 
be repeated. The result obviously is 
an oscillating or alternating current in 
the loop, which may be amplified, de- 
tected, and re- amplified as desired. 

This is the action of the loop of any 
radio receiver. It explains, incident- 
ally, why the loop must be turned edge- 
wise, and not flatwise, toward a trans- 
mitting station in order to get the loud- 
est signals -simply that one side of the 
loop shall at almost all times be cut- 
ting into more or less potential than 
the other side. It will also be seen that 
the larger the loop, the greater the dis- 
tance between f and r, the greater will 
be the difference in the strength of the 
currents induced in the two sides, and 
hence the stronger the signal received. 

I shall pause here a moment to point 
out that a radio wave does not neces- 
sarily have to be conceived of as advanc- 
ing in the form of hills and dales as 

pictured herein; it may be a series of 
outspreading etheric or electronic im- 
pulses, but the rising hills and falling 
hollows serve to represent the varying 
potentials at different progressive points. 

Now let us turn our loop flatwise to- 
ward the advancing wave, as indicated 
in Fig. lc. With this adjustment, both 
sides of the loop will be struck simul- 
taneously by the wave. If the loop is 
exactly at right angles to the wave, that 
is, across it, the current induced in the 
side f will now be exactly counterbal- 
anced or neutralized by an equal and 
opposing current induced in the side r. 
In other words, if the action of the 
radio wave on the side f is such that a 
current tends to flow upward in the 
wire, the similar action of the wave on 
the side r will also cause an equal cur- 
rent to flow upward on that side. Since 
two currents cannot practically flow to- 
ward each other in a single wire, the 
result will be neutralization or zero cur- 
rent. We will now have an absolute 
silence in the radio receiver connected 
to this loop, even though this receiver 
be extremely sensitive, and accurately 
tuned to respond to the advancing wave. 
By drawing a line at right angles to 
the loop we shall have an astonishingly 
accurate pointer showing the direction 
of the advancing wave and hence of its 
distant transmitter. This is the action 
of the modern compass. 

One of the most remarkable things 
about this action is that if the loop is 
moved the slightest fraction of an inch 
from a true right -angled or flatwise po- 
sition to the advancing radio wave, a 
signal will be heard in the attached re- 
ceiver. This is because of the fact that 
one side of the loop is now slightly ahead 
of the other side, with respect to the 
oncoming wave; it is struck by the wave 
a trifle sooner, and hence a current is 

set up in the loop -wire, which 
results in a signal. The dif- 
ference in time between the 
arrival of the wave at the 
two sides of the nearly right - 
angled loop may be immeas- 
urably slight, especially when 
it is remembered that the 
radio wave is coming at a 
speed of 186,000 miles a sec- 
ond, and the difference in 
potential induced in the two 
sides of the loop is inconceiv- 
ably little, to our minds; yet 

bT 

Fig. 3. Circuit Diagram of a Typical Radio Compass. 
I-90B HCSB 
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it does exist, hence signals are produced 
and the compass works. 

Lest the editor be forthwith deluged 
with letters from owners of radio sets 
equipped with loops, declaring that they 
can hear stations with their loops set 
perfectly flatwise, I shall here hasten 
to point out that the perfect neutraliza- 
tion of induced currents in the loop of 
a radio compass set across an advancing 
wave depends upon the absolute absence 
of any disturbing or unbalancing fac- 
tor. In nearly all radiocast receivers us- 
ing loops, as in the superheterodyne for 
instance, the loop is connected to a vac- 
uum -tube grid, or is subjected to various 
other battery currents and connections 
that interfere with its free action. In 
the radio compass, the loop (and its tun- 
ing condensers) is connected to the 
radio receiver only inductively through 
a transformer. See Fig. 3. 

Another factor that will disturb the 
accurate operation of the radio direction - 
finder is the proximity of large metal 
surfaces or objects, which set up a ca- 
pacity effect between themselves and the 
nearer side of the loop. These condi- 
tions, which are unavoidable aboard ship, 
are automatically compensated for in 
the radio compass by a small compound 
book -condenser connected as shown in 
Fig. 3. The middle movable plate of 
this condenser is grounded and the two 
stationary leaves are each connected to 
one leg of the loop. By an ingenious 
adjustable mechanical system of cams 
and rollers on the loop shaft, the middle 
plate is caused to move automatically 
as required toward one or the other of 
the two stationary plates connected to 
the sides of the loop ; and the disturbing 
effect of any nearby metal surfaces is 
thereby accurately compensated for at all 
loop positions. 

Another difficulty that had to be over- 
come in perfecting the compass lay in 
the fact that the steel masts and stays 
of a ship cause a bending in the front 
of an advancing radio wave, as sketched 
in Fig. 4. This produces serious errors 

Fig. 4. Bending of Radio Waves by Steel 
Masts and Stays. 
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in the apparent direction of a distant 
transmitter. The amount of the bend- 
ing varies according to the position of the 
ship with respect to the oncoming wave. 
The effect is generally greatest when 
the vessel is. heading toward or away 
from the radio wave at an agie of 45 
degrees, and is zero when the vessel is 
bow -on, stern -on, or broadside to the 
wave; because in these positions the ship 
presents a symmetrical structure to the 
advancing wave. 

The errors thus produced often 
amount to as much as 25 degrees. Since 
they are constant and invariable, how- 
ever, they are accurately compensated for 
by another adjustable mechanical de- 
vice that causes the sight -wires of the 
compass to read toward the true direc- 
tion of the incoming radio wave, the 
error being absorbed automatically by 
the mechanism. When the compass is 
installed aboard a ship, a motor boat 
containing a small radio transmitter is 
caused to circle around the vessel, at a 
distance of two or three miles. By op- 
erating the transmitter on the motor 
boat and comparing its direction as 
shown by the radio compass against the 
true direction of the little boat as Ob- 
tained by direct visual means, the er- 
rors in the compass are found and per - 
manently' "adjusted out" in the sight - 
wire mechanism. 

Undoubtedly the most novel point of 
the modern compass is the previously 
described use of the "silent spot" where 
the signals of the desired stations are 
not heard, instead of being heard. In 
some of the earlier compasses, efforts 
were made to utilize the point of loudest 
reception, obtained by pointing the loop 
edgewise toward the distant transmitter, 
as in Fig. 1. The fatal defect of this 
arrangement was the difficulty in making 
out just which was the loudest point. 
The signals would come in with grad- 
ually increasing intensity from a right - 
angled to an edgewise position of the 
loop, and it was quite impossible to de- 
cide with any certainty just where the 
signal was really loudest. The accuracy 
was so poor that the device was worth- 
less. By using the vanishing point, how- 
ever, astonishing results are obtained, 
since the signals vanish only when the 
loop is set flat across the incoming wave, 
and are more or less audible at every 
other position. A movement of less 
than 1 /100 part of a circle from the 
silent spot cuts the signals in. 

It will be seen that the compass, as 
I have so far described it, is subject 
to a possible error of 180 degrees, ow- 
ing to the fact that there are two posi- 
tions in which the loop may be set flat - 
wise to an advancing radio wave. The 
second position is obtained, of course, 
by rotating the loop half a turn. This 
second position of the loop causes neu- 
tralization quite as effectively as the first 

Close -up e.iew of sight-wires 
or dial over which they swing. 

attached to lower 

position; therefore, when the loop is 
rotated through a complete circle, there 
will be two "silent spots," half a revolu- 
tion apart. 

When taking a bearing from a dis- 
tant station, the general direction of 
which is already known, the two vanish- 
ing points in the compass present no 
difficulties, since the correct point is 

end of vertical loop - shaft, and compass 

immediately recognizable. If the direc- 
tion of the distant transmitter is entirely 
unknown, however, we have here a seri- 
ous possibility of error. A ship taking 
bearings on another vessel in the vicinity 
would be unable to decide whether that 
vessel were ahead or astern, with safety 
in one position and danger of collision 

(Continued on Page 72) 
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Fig. 5. .Method for .lvoiding 100 Degree Confusion in /fearing.. 
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A 

The L -C Circuit 
Tuned R. F. Receiver Using a New Combination of Auto -Transformer 

Inductance and Feedback Capacity 

By G. M. Best 

THE popularity of receivers em- 
ploying radio frequency amplifica- 
tion with regeneration is evident 

from the number of such sets that have 
been constructed, especially the Brown- 
ing -Drake receiver recently described in 
RADIO. The receiver to be described 
herein is similar in principle to the 
Browning- Drake, in that it has one 
stage of radio frequency amplification, 
regenerátive detector, and two stages of 
audio frequency amplification, but re- 
generation is obtained by means of ca- 
pacitive feedback instead of by means of 
a tickler coil, and the radio frequency 
transformer represents a departure. In 
order that the set may appeal to the larg- 
est possible number, the controls and 
parts have been reduced to an absolute 
minimum, as may readily be seen by a 
glance at the illustration of the panel 
layout. 

Before describing the procedure neces- 
sary for building the set, a brief discus- 
sion of the circuit will clear up any 
mysteries about the theory of operation. 
Irl Fig. 1 is a schematic wiring diagram 
showing all the actual connections. The 
two radio frequency coils consist of an 
antenna tuned circuit, and a radio fre- 
quency transformer. The antenna 
tuned circuit has an aperiodic primary 
and tuned secondary wound in the form 
of a continuous single layer coil, the 
ground tap being taken out at a selected 
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LIST OF PARTS 
2 Variable condensers- .00035 mfd. 
2 Vernier dials for above. 
4 Cushioned Vacnum tube sockets. 
2 Audio frequency transformers. 
2 Single closed circuit jacks. 
1 Single open circuit jack. 
1 Grid condenser .00025 mfd. with 

grid leak mtg. 
1 Mica condenser .1111113 mfd. 
1 Mica condenser .01111 mfd. 
1 By-pass condenser 1 mfd. 
1 Midget condenser, max. capacity 

.01111115 mfd. 
1 Neutralizing condenser, .11111025 

mfd. max. 
4 Aut tie filament cartridges, .25 

ampere size. 
I. Filament switch. 
1 Binding post strip-7 posts. 
2 Sections :i in. bakelite tubing -5 

in. long. 
1 lb. No. 20 bare or double cotton 

covered wire. 
1 1- megohm grid leak with mtg. 
L Panel 7122x3/10 in. 
L "C" battery, 41/_ Volts. 
I Baseboard 5522x%/-. in. 
25 ft. Itas Aar wire and like amount 

of spaghetti. 
UV 201 -A or C -301 -A vacuum 

tubes. 

point for any desired degree of coupling 
between the primary and secondary. 
The secondary coil is tuned by a vari- 
able condenser of .00035 mfd. (17 
plate). 

The output of the radio frequency 
amplifier tube is fed through the primary 
of the radio frequency transformer to 
the secondary coil and into the detector 
tube. The transformer consists of three 
equal windings placed close together to 
form a continuous single layer coil, and 
is really an autotransformer, as the pri- 
mary is made to do double duty. The 
primary is made a part of the secondary 
circuit by means of a 1 mfd. condenser, 
which connects the B battery end of the 
primary to the filament end of the sec- 

ondary. This condenser, having an ex- 
tremely low resistance to radio frequen- 
cies, presents practically a short circuit 
and thus permits the secondary tuning 

Panel for Four -Tube L -C Receiver. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic Wiring Diagram of Four -Tube L -C Receiver. 
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condenser, which is of .00035 mfd., to 
tune the entire primary and secondary 
windings to the particular frequency de- 
sired. 

A tap is taken out at the center of 
the secondary winding for connection to 
a neutralizing condenser, where neutral. 
ization is found necessary. The plate 
circuit of the detector tube feeds energy 
to the grid circuit through a variable 
condenser having a maximum capacity 
of .00005 mfd., and through the primary 
of the radio frequency transformer. The 
audio frequency component in the detec- 
tor plate circuit passes through the pri- 
mary winding of the first audio fre- 
quency transformer, and thence to the 
two stage audio amplifier, which is 
equipped with high quality transformers, 
so that the set will properly operate a 

cone type loud speaker. 
The 1 mfd. condenser used in connec- 

tion with the radio frequency trans- 
former also acts as a bypass across the 
45 volt B battery circuit, and obviates 
the necessity of an extra bypass con- 
denser elsewhere in the set. Filament 
rheostats are eliminated by the use of 
automatic filament cartridges, and the 

Rear I iew of Four -Tube L -C Receiver. 

only filament adjustment is the battery 
switch mounted on the front of the panel. 

The panel layout is shown in Fig. 2, 
a 3/16 in. panel 7 by 22 in. being used 
in the experimental set. The holes desig- 
nated for the tuning condensers are for 
the type of condenser used in the set 
illustrated, and if other condensers are 
used, the template furnished by the 
manufacturer will give the proper 
mounting directions. A series of coun- 
tersunk holes should be placed at the 
bottom of the panel, for mounting to 
the baseboard, which is 8 by 22 in., of / 
in. stock. The material should be se- 
lected from a good grade of non -warping 
wood. 

The accompanying list of parts will 
enable the selection of appropriate ap- 
paratus, the only special parts being the 
coils, which are easily wound. 

The antenna coil, which is shown on 
the baseboard in a horizontal position at 
the extreme right end, consists of 68 
turns of No. 20 cotton covered or bare 
copper wire, for the secondary, and 7 

turns of the same sized wire for the an- 
tenna Coil. This makes a continuous 
winding of 75 turns, on a 3 in. bakelite 
or fiber tube, it being only necessary to 

take a tap for the ground connection at 
the 7th turn. It will probably be most 
convenient to wind the coil with No. 20 
D.C.C. wire. But for those who have 
access to a lathe, mount the tube in the 
chuck, adjust the screw cutting mechan- 
ism to 20 threads to the inch, and cut a 
groove over the entire length of the tube, 
the groove being deep enough to hold the 
No. 20 bare wire in place. The wire 
can be wound on the tubing while still 
in the chuck, insuring a tight winding. 

The radio frequency transformer is 

wound on the same size tubing, and con- 
sists of 3 sections of 25 turns each, 
wound in the form of a continuous coil, 
but cut every 25 turns, and the two ends 
brought out to the proper terminals at 
the bottom of the coil. The first section 
of 25 turns is the combination primary 
and secondary while the next two sec- 
tions are used exclusively as the secon- 
dary, with the 1 mfd. condenser con- 
nected between the 1st and 2nd sections. 
The neutralizing condenser is connected 
to the junction between the 2nd and 3rd 
sections, the other side of the condenser 
being connected to the grid of the r.f. 
amplifier. 
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Fig. 2. Panel Layout for Four -Tube L -C Receiver. 
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Fig. 4. Pictorial Wiring Diagram of L -C Receiver. 

Place the coil in a vertical position, 
the r.f. amplifier being mounted between 
the transformer and the antenna coil. 
It is important to have as great a separ- 
ation between the two coils as is struc- 
turally possible, as coupling will result 
with close proximity, and no amount of 
adjustment of the neutralizing condenser 
will overcome the difficulty. The detec- 
tor tube socket is mounted next to the 
r.f. transformer, and as can be seen from 
the illustration, the audio frequency 
tubes are next the panel, with the asso- 
ciated transformers at the rear of the 
baseboard. 

The regenerative feature of the re- 
ceiver is familiar to all those who have 
built superheterodynes having a regener- 
ative loop. The same type of variable 
condenser, having at least 50 mmf. maxi- 
mum capacity, should be used. This 
condenser is connected between the 
plate of the detector tube and the plate 
of the radio frequency amplifier, so that 
energy is fed back from the detector 
plate to the grid through the primary and 
secondary windings of the r.f. trans- 
former. While making the neutralizing 
condenser adjustments this condenser 
should be set at zero. 

The .005 mfd. shunt condenser be- 
tween the detector plate and filament is 
of the fixed mica type, and is necessary 
to bypass a large per cent of the radio 
frequency present in the detector tube 
plate, as only a small amount is allowed 
to pass through the feedback condenser, 
and it must be provided with a low re- 
sistance path to the filament. There may 
be sufficient capacity in the first audio 
frequency transformer primary winding, 
in which case the condenser is not neces- 
sary. This can be determined by re- 
moving the .0005 fixed condenser and 
observing the action of the feedback con- 
denser, particularly on the shorter waves. 

The tuned circuits have been designed 
so that the set will tune from 190 to 
550 meters, thus insuring good reception 
of several new high powered stations 
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operating between 200 and 225 meters. 
If trouble is experienced due to inability 
to tune to waves below 225 meters, on 
account of excessive distributed capacity 
in the r.f. coils, a few turns, say 5 for a 
starter, may be removed from the grid 
end of the antenna coil, and a couple of 
turns can be taken off the grid and plate 
ends of the r.f. transformer, without ma- 
terially reducing the efficiency of the cir- 
cuit. 

The lmfd. bypass condenser is 
mounted on the baseboard as near the 
r.f transformer terminals as is possible, 
with the grid condenser and leak mount- 
ed next the grid terminal of the detector 
tube socket. The Amperites are mount- 
ed on the baseboard close to their re- 
spective socket terminals, where they are 
easy of access. 

As much of the wiring as possible 
should be done before the panel is fas- 
tened to the baseboard. The pictorial 
wiring diagram shown in Fig. 4 will be 
of assistance to those who cannot easily 
read schematic diagrams. This has been 
distorted to show all the parts properly. 

The filament wiring can be ordinary 
flexible insulated wire, bus bar wiring 
being necessary only in the high fre- 
quency conductors, and in the grid and 
plate wiring of the audio amplifier. 

The C battery, which may be one of 
the flat flashlight types, should be tapped 
at the 1Y2 volt terminal, most easily done 
by scraping away a small amount of the 
cardboard covering of the battery at the 
end nearest the positive terminal, expos- 
ing the zinc covering of the first cell, 
which will be the minus 172 volt con- 
nection. A piece of flexible wire can be 
soldered to the zinc, and connection 
made to the rotor plates of the antenna 
coil tuning condenser. The 4/ volt 
negative terminal of the C battery is 

connected, by means of a piece of bus 
bar wire, to the filament terminals of the 
two audio frequency transformers. 
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On account of the great amplification 
obtainable with the transformers used 
in the layout illustrated, a 1 megohm 
grid leak was placed across the last audio 
transformer: secondary to insure stabil- 
ity, but this can best be determined by 
test, as some transformers operate satis- 
factorily without grid leak termination, 
particularly if the shielding of each trans- 
former is connected to the ground ter- 
minal. 

Battery connections are all brought 
out to the binding post strip, as are the 
antenna and ground leads. The ter- 
minals on the strip which are marked an- 
tenna and ground are placed nearest the 
ground and antenna taps on the antenna 
coil, so that the connecting leads will be 
very short. 

After the wiring of both panel and 
baseboard is complete, the four vacuum 
tubes should be placed in their sockets 
and the A battery connected. Short 
circuit each Amperite in turn to see that 
it is functioning properly, and if the fila- 
ment of the tube does not become more 
brilliant, in each case, the filament car- 
tridge is not working as it should. Dis- 
connect the positive A battery lead and 
touch it successively to the positive 45 
and 90 volt binding posts. If any of the 
tubes light, even very dimly, or a spark 
is seen when the connection is made, a 
short circuit is present somewhere in the 
set and should be located before the B 
battery is placed in the circuit. 

Upon completion of the inspection, 
connect the batteries, antenna and 
ground, and the set is now ready for final 
adjustments. Turn on the filaments of 
the tubes and plug the headphones in 
either the detector or first audio fre- 
quency amplifier jacks, according to the 
volume desired. Tune in a local station 
to maximum volume, and you will prob- 
ably find that the set will oscillate when 
the maximum point is reached. 

The neutralizing condenser is adjusted 
(Continued on Page 76) 
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How to Reduce Interference 
Di -ections for Adding a Loading Coil to Increase the Selectivity of a Set 

Having an Untuned Primary 

By L. I. Hatry, lox 

ViOST complaints of excessive in- 
terference may be traced to the 
use of an untuned primary cir- 

cuit in the receiver. This consists of a 
fixed coil or condenser in the antenna 
circuit and is commonly found in three - 
circuit tuners, neutrodynes, reflex sets 
and those using tuned radio frequency. 
Fig. 1 shows various methods of con- 
nection coming under this category. 

} 

crease efficiency at the higher wave- 
lengths. 

The circuit in Fig. lb, in which a por- 
tion of the secondary serves as the pri- 
mary, is often found in neutrodynes and 
r.f. receivers. It is definitely not selec- 
tive in many cases when near some sta- 
tion, whereas a different type of an- 
tenna connection using a separate coil 
would be. It destroys the tuning ability 

Fig. 1. Untuned Primaries. 

You know that the station to which 
your set is tuned comes in with the 
greatest volume: a tuned circuit pro- 
vides maximum energy. You can also 
conceive how an untuned primary in the 
antenna circuit may accidentally get in 
tune with an unwanted lot of radiated 
energy which is forced into the secondary 
by the decidedly energetic primary elec- 
tromagnetic field, even when the tuned 
secondary may not be tuned to this wave- 
length. 

A wave -trap is often ineffective in 
such a case because it does not eliminate 
100 per cent of the energy from a pow- 
erful nearby station and the small quan- 
tity that does get through is enough to 
raise Cain within the set. 

Consequently the answer is obvious: 
the antenna circuit must be de- tuned. 
This is sometimes easily done by using 
a loading coil to shift the tune of the 
antenna to a wavelength different from 
that which it picks up with too much 
noise. The method is shown in Fig. 2 
as applied to a multi -tube three -circuit 
regenerative set. 

Fig. la shows the least objectionable 
untuned primary. It predominates in 
three -circuit regenerative sets and in 
some neutrodyne and tuned radio f re- 
quency receivers.- Its natural period is 
usually at the lower end of the wave- 
length range and the addition of a load 
coil that throws the antenna period up 
to some higher wavelength (400 to 500 
meter;) will improve selectivity and in- 

of the first r.f. stage by introducing the 
resistance of the antenna into the grid - 
circuit. It is apparently fairly selective 
for distant stations but this advantage 
is quickly dispersed by a station in posi- 
tion to overcome tuning with sheer 
strength. It will function satisfactorily 
in a location sufficiently isolated to have 
neither local station nor radio -tele- 
graphic interference. Its lack of selec- 
tivity can be overcome by reducing the 
diameter of the primary of the second 
r.f. transformer to one -half that of its 
secondary. This leaves the primary 
within the secondary, as is necessary, and 
at the same time provides the loose -coup- 
ling essential to selectivity. The best 
diameter for this primary in your set 
can be told only by trial. Fig. 3 points 
that primary out specifically. 

Fig. le is the worst of the three. It 
is sometimes used with a condenser in 
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series with the antenna to increase the 
selectivity of the arrangement. How- 
ever, no matter how juggled, the method 
of connecting in the antenna is a vicious 
one; for, unless the antenna is unusually 
small, the selectivity of the set is at a 
minimum, extraneous noises and such at 
a maximum, and the tuning of the shunt 
condenser a failure. This rl ethod 
should only be used without a ground 
connection, when it may help to solve 
the problem for multi -tube set owners. 

Tuning the antenna exactly is not en- 
tirely profitable for two reasons; one be- 
ing that the antenna provides a high 
resistance circuit which is therefore broad 
and does not need exact tuning, and the 
second that the increase -f sensitivity 
and volume of the set by such tuning 
does not warrant the additional compli- 
cation attendant upon it. There is proof 
enough of this in the various sets with 
fixed antenna circuits. Therefore, the 
antenna circuit can be roughly turfed. 

Rough tuning of the antenna circuit 
has three advantages; it gives greater 
volume on all waves than the fixed tune 
antenna circuit, it prevents complete se- 
lectivity collapse due to the fixed tune 
being on that of a particular station, and, 
being a rough adjustment, it leaves the 
hands free for the usual tuning -it adds 
a control, but yet it doesn't. 

Fig. 2 applies to any variation of the 
regenerative circuits. It is better ap- 
plied to multi -tube sets with loose coup- 
ling between the primary coil and the 
secondary. The winding of the coils 
as specified is not necessary. No part 
of the circuit is rigid nor critical in di- 
mension, practically no radio circuit is 
that way, so there is little need for 
further word relating thereto by the 
writer, save in the case of the tickler. 

The tickler not only tickles but also 
(Continued on Page 66) 
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Limitations of Horn Type 
Loud Speakers 

A Helpful Interpretation of Response- Frequency Curves Showing the 

Performance of Various Horn Sizes and Shapes 

By Dr. John P. Minton 

C 
OMMERCIAL types of loud - 
speakers include both "horn" and 
"hornless" types. The former em- 

ploy short or long horns whose charac- 

teristics may be studied in accordance 

with the test methods described in Sep - 

ember RADIO. The conclusions derived 

from this study are presented in the 

form of a series of curves from whose 

interpretation many facts of popular in- 

terest and value can be gained. 

Figs. 1 to 6 show the variations of 

sound intensity for six different types of 

speakers employing short horns. 
The first two curves are for loud 

speakers with straight conical horns 

about 1 ft. long. The final opening in 

the Case of Fig. 1 was about 4 in. in 

diameter and of Fig. 2 about 8 in. 

These two short horns give similar 

curves. The peaks in the region of 500, 

1100 and 2300 cycles are due to the 

units. Ouside of these three regions 

neither gave sound output comparable to 

that at the peaks. In other words, the 

sound given off by these two loud speak- 

ers is not greatly increased by the pres- 

ence of such small horns. Furthermore, 
the response is less for the horn with 
the 4 in. opening than it is for the 8 in. 

one. The peaks also are sharper for the 

former than for the latter. In the case 

of both of these horns the response, as 

measured by the sound pressure, is far 
from uniform or equal at the various 
frequencies. The high notes which are 

necessary for clearness and brilliancy are 
seriously diminished. The low notes, 
such as required for a cello, organ, etc., 
are absent entirely. Certain frequency 
regions will have clear and relative in- 

tense sounds while other regions will be 

markedly inferior in both these points. 
These two speakers will cover a range of 
about three octaves, beginning at about 
400 cycles, but they will cover it in an 
unsatisfactory manner. Their response 
does not begin until we have passed 
over more than half the piano notes cor- 
responding to the whole of the region oc- 
cupied by the low notes. This limita- 
tion could hardly be more serious to 
good reproduction. 

With Figs. 3 and 4 are curves for 
somewhat longer horns -about 15 or 16 
in. These are conical; 10 in. openings 
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FREQUENCY CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fig. 1. Curve for 1 ft. Conical Horn 
<with 4 in. Opening. 

100 1000 

FREQUENCY CYCLES PER SECOND 

Fig. 2. Curve for 1 ft. Conical Horn 
with 8 in. Opening. 
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Fig. 3 Curve for 15 in. Conical Horn With 10 in. Opening and 90 Degree Bend. 

Fig. 4. Curve for 15 in. Conical Horn With 10 in. Opening and 90 Degree Bend. 

Fig. 5. Curve for 18 in. Exponential "Gooseneck" Horn With 10 in. 
Opening and Poor Unit. 

Fig. 6. Curve for 18 in. Exponential "Gooseneck' Horn With 10 in. 
Opening and Good Unit. 
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with a 90 degree bend at the large end to 
direct the sound outward toward the 
listener. Although the bend causes some 
of the sound to be reflected back into the 
horn, it is better to direct the sound to 
the listener than toward the ceiling. Fig. 
3 indicates that the response for this type 
of horn is more uniform than it is for 
the two small straight conical horns. 
However, it does not cover as wide a 
frequency band nor is it as sensitive as 
those shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 

Fig. 4 is similar except that this speak- 
er does not respond satisfactorily to the 
low and intermediate frequencies. The 
curve begins to rise at about 700 cycles 
and reproduces satisfactorily up to 2500 
cycles. This range corresponds to two 
octaves on the piano beginning half an 
octave above high C. Compared with 
No. 3, however, it is more sensitive over 
its transmission band and compared with 
Nos. 1 and 3 speakers, it has a more 
uniform response over this band ; it does 
not cover, however, as wide a frequency 
range as these. 

In the conical horn, the cross sectional 
area increases as the square of the dis- 
tance from the small end -doubling the 
distance means multiplying the area by 
four, etc. For such a horn the rate of 
increase of area is much greater near the 
small end than near the large end. The 
maximum amount of sound energy can- 
not be transmitted und:nr all conditions 
along such a horn. Under Most con- 
ditions, the maximum sound can be 
given up to the horn by the unit and 
radiated from the horn into a room, 
when the rate of increase of cross sec- 
tional area is constant. That is, the 
horn is designed, say, so that is area in- 
creases 25 per cent per inch. If the area 
is 1 sq. in. at the start, then at 1 in. 
away it will be 1.25 sq. in; at 2 in. 25 
per cent larger than 1.25 in. or 1.56 sq. 
in., etc. Such a horn would look like 
the accompanying sketch where the dot- 

- 
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Con/ca/-7- 
Exponential and Conical Horns. 

ted lines represent the conical horn and 
the solid lines the exponential horn, as it 
is called. 

The curves for two loud speakers 
whose horns essentially follow this law 
are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The horns 
are not straight, but "goose- neck ", being 
about 18 in. long with openings 10 to 
12 inches in diameter. 

Fig. 5 indicates that excellent results 
cannot be expected for the loud speaker 
which this curve represents. The horn, 
which is approximately exponential, can - 

(Continued on Page 68) 
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How Antenna Characteristics Affect 
Reception 

Showing the Influence of Resistance, Capacity, Inductance, Direction, 
Height, Length and Surroundings on Results 

By Kirk B. Morcross 

HE average radio antenna not 
only nullifies any scheme of city 
beautification but also falls short 

of its possible effectiveness as a receiver 
of radiant energy. On the other hand, 
pride in the appearance of a neat and 
business -like antenna is usually accom- 
panied by the satisfaction that it is op- 
erating at higher efficiency than the usual 
slovenly installation. The efficiency of 
an antenna is determined by its con- 
stants: resistance, capacity, inductance, 
natural wavelength and associated char- 
acteristics. These antenna constants are 
just as important a part in the function- 
ing of a receiving set as are the similar 
constants of the parts within the cab- 
inet. Each in turn is worthy of the 
careful consideration to be here given. 

By resistance is generally meant the 
"effective" or "apparent" resistance. 
Lowered resistance will deliver more 
power to the radio set, resulting in in- 
creased volume of signal with a given 
amount of amplification and in propor- 
tionally less noise originating in the 
receiving circuit itself. It will also in- 
crease the selectivity of the set. 

The determination of antenna resist- 
ance is beyond the ability of the average 
radio fan. However it is possible to de- 
termine what changes are necessary in 
order to reduce the resistance and there- 
by secure increased efficiency. 

First let us consider an "ideal" an- 
tenna: a sloping wire of large surface 
area, from 75 to 100 ft. long, with its 
ends about 30 and 50 ft. above the 
ground, freely suspended in space with 
no intervening objects in its field other 
than the supports; the lead -in wire 
brought down vertically from the low 
end, kept clear of obstructions and con- 
nected to the receiving set located on the 
first floor of the building; ground wire 
short and direct and connected to large 
plates buried in moist earth or to a water 
pipe leading directly into the ground. 
The resistance of this ideal antenna, over 
the radiocast range of frequencies, will 
be less than 15 ohms, perhaps not more 
than 10 ohms. The usual receiving an- 
tenna has a somewhat higher resistance 
than this. 

A copper wire (soft or hard drawn) 
or a stranded or braided conductor (en- 
amelled or tinned) having an area equal 
to or greater than a No. 14 wire will 
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serve very well as a low resistance con- 
ductor. The decreased resistance re- 
sulting from a very large conductor is 
hardly sufficient to warrant its use be- 
cause the usual antenna environment 
causes a proportionally greater increase 
in resistance due to intervening objects. 
Also, a very large conductor increases 
the strain on the supports, causing more 
sagging. 

This conductor should be continuous 
right down to the point where the lead - 
in wire is connected to the receiving set. 
I f the lead -in is connected to an out- 
door lightning arrestor or grounding 
switch or if splices are necessary such 
points should be soldered. A poor con- 
nection left exposed to the weather may 
cause a greater increase in resistance in 
the receiving circuit than would result 
from a set completely wired with splices 
but without soldering, because such con- 
nections would not be exposed to rapid 
corrosion. 

A poor ground connection may cause 
a high resistance to an otherwise good 
antenna. As an interesting illustration, 
the resistance of an antenna used with a 
ground connection obtained by means of 
a clamp on a corroded pipe, was found 
to be over 80 ohms. When a clean con- 
nection was made the resistance dropped 
to less than one- fourth this amount. 
Again, an antenna connected to a gas 
pipe having a circuitous route to a 
ground gave a resistance of 70 ohms. 
This connection was shifted to a direct 
ground and the resistance was reduced 
to 17 ohms. 

After a few months' use a solid con- 
ductor generally has less resistance than 
a stranded or braided conductor which 
corrodes so that the separate strands 
become partly insulated at some points 
and electrically connected at others. 
Stranded conductor with weatherproof 
insulation or enamel is desirable when 
properly installed so that a good con- 
nection is made to each individual strand. 
In the case of the enamel wire, carefully 
separate the strands, heat to dull red, 
plunge into alcohol, wipe with a clean 
cloth, twist the strands together, and 
sweat with solder. 

An antenna of two or more wires gen- 
erally has more resistance than a single 
wire because of the greater number of 
joints and insulators and greater sag- 
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ging. But if the antenna must be short 
two or three wires may be used in the 
horizontal portion. 

Another factor which greatly affects 
antenna resistance is the dielectric in its 
field. The antenna insulators form a 
part of this dielectric, while supports, 
trees, roofs and walls of buildings near 
the antenna or the lead -in have a more 
pronounced effect. An antenna is es- 
sentially a condenser, of which the 
ground is one of the conducting plates. 
If air were the only dielectric in the 
field of this condenser, that part of the 
antenna resistance which is due to a poor 
dielectric would be eliminated. How- 
ever the use of poor insulators and the 
nearness of obstructions form a "mixed 
dielectric" causing increased resistance. 
This effect is similar to that obtained 
by placing a poor grade of insulation be- 
tween the plates of a condenser. Of 
course it is generally not possible to 
erect an "ideal" antenna; nevertheless 
care should be taken to avoid obstruc- 
tions as much as possible and to use in- 
sulators which will not absorb moisture. 

Sharp bends in the antenna or lead -in 
contribute to its resistance and although 
this effect may be small, it should be 
avoided as much as possible. Sometimes, 
owing to the location of the receiving set 
under the center of the antenna, the 
lead -in is bent back at a sharp angle. 
In such cases a T -type antenna should be 
used, the lead -in wire being soldered 
to the center of the horizontal portion. 

HE capacity of an antenna is deter- 
mined principally by the total length 

of the conductors and by their nearness 
to other objects and to the ground. An 
antenna of proper capacity will give - 
better results as a receiver of radio en- 
ergy. If its capacity is too high, the se- 
lectivity of the receiving set is reduced 
and interference from static is more pro- 
nounced. With some receiving sets an 
antenna of either too high or too low 
a capacity will prevent tuning to the re- 
quired range of frequencies. The av- 
erage receiving antenna should have a 
capacity of not more than about 400 nor 
less than 200 micromicrofarads. 

The larger the antenna, without 
changing the capacity, the more effective 
it becomes as a receiver of energy. This 
is due to the fact that as the size is in- 
creased it must be made higher and 
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moved further away from obstructions. 
As an illustration, if the free end of a 
horizontal L -type antenna is elevated, it 
may be made longer without increasing 
its capacity. 

The capacity may be readily com- 
puted so as to show what changes are 
necessary in the arrangement, size or 
location of the antenna to secure a prop- 
er value. The more closely the antenna 
approaches the "ideal," the more closely 
the computed value will check with 
that obtained by actual measurements. 

For a single wire antenna the formula 
for computing the capacity is 

C =KV1 (1+ .3 47\/1) 

where C= capacity in micromicrofarads. 
h= height of antenna in ft. 
/=length of nearly horizontal portion 
of antenna in ft. 
K =a constant depending on 1, being 
21.23 for 30 ft., 23.16 for 40 to 60 ft., 
25 for 70 to 80 ft. and 27 for 90 to 
100 ft. 

For the ideal antenna previously de- 
scribed, h =40, 1 =75 and K =25. Con- 

sequently C=25 X 8.7 (1+ .34 
4X 

8.7 

233.9 mmf. To approximate the con- 
ditions of the usual installation where 
trees and buildings are near the ideal 
antenna we increase this computed value 
by about 20 per cent. 

The natural frequency of an anten- 
na is that to which it responds when con- 
nected directly to ground. Natural fre- 
quency squared varies inversely as the 

capacity and inductance. An antenna 
should not have a lower natural fre- 
quency than the highest frequency to 
be received. Natural frequency may be 
computed- sometimes giving a result 
which checks surprisingly well with the 
measured value -from the formula: 

219,000 f= 
11 

where f = natural frequency in 
kilocycles per second, and 11 =total 
length of antenna in feet, including 
ground lead. Computed from this for- 
mula the natural frequency of our ideal 

antenna is f= 219,000 
75-30 

-2085 
kc. Sup - 

pose we placed a few trees or buildings 
near this ideal antenna. Its natural fre- 
quency would then be decreased. Hence 
in applying this formula to the usual 
antenna, the result should be decreased 
by about 15 per cent. 

The inductance of an antenna is an- 
other indication of its effectiveness as 
a receiver of radio energy. A high in- 
ductance is generally due to numerous 
kinks and bends and since these also 
cause an increased resistance, an antenna 
of low inductance is generally best. 
The inductance of an average good re- 
ceiving antenna is about 25 microhenries. 
In a very limited space, an antenna in 
the form of a coiled spring may give bet- 
ter results than a single wire. This is 

however not due to an increase in induc- 
tance, but rather, to an increase in cap- 
acity. Having predetermined values of 
natural frequency f and capacity C, in- 

ductance L in microhenries may be com- 
puted from the formula: 

2535X 10' L= 
This formula is theoretical rather than 
empirical, hence the inductance com- 
puted from it will generally not check 
very closely with a value obtained by 
measurement. From the formula, the 
inductance of our ideal antenna is 

L- 2535X 
(2085)2-25 

10' -25 microhenries. 

An L -type antenna gives better re- 

ception from a direction opposite to 
which the free end points. This effect is 

not nearly as pronounced as generally 
thought. It becomes less as the far end 
of the antenna is raised, hence one ad- 
vantage of a sloping antenna. Some 
experimenters believe that they are un- 
able to obtain good reception from cer- 
tain stations because of this directional 
effect, when as a matter of fact, this 
trouble is not due to the directional ef- 
fect of the antenna, but to shadow ef- 
fect of obstructions. Directional effect 
is pronounced only with a comparatively 
long and low antenna, or when the an- 
tenna is worked close to its natural fre- 
quency. Assuming freedom from ob- 
structions, one may install a long an- 
tenna of such proportions that its funda- 
mental frequency approximates the fre- 
quencies to be received, and thus take ad- 
vantage of its directional properties. A 
wire strung over a metal roof may have 
the effect of a long low antenna, hence 

(Continued on Page 781 

Horizontal Antenna and Equipment Used by General Electric Company Engineers for 
Radiation of Horizontal Waves. (See Radiotorial Comment on Page 9) 
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Elimination of Oscillations in 
R. F. Amplifiers 

A Simple Explanation of the Causes of Oscillation and of the 
Various Methods Employed to Prevent It 

By Dr. Maurice Buchbinder 

R 
ADIO frequency amplification in 
one form or another is the best 
way which we now have of in- 

creasing volume and distance range while 
simultaneously adding selectivity. Theo- 
retically we can make a set infinitely se- 
lective and sensitive by piling one tube 
on another with the proper tuning cir- 
cuits. Very soon, however, practical 
limits are reached when the entire cir- 
cuit begins to oscillate. Unless precau- 
tions are taken this disturbing oscilla- 
tion will commence with the very first 
stage of tuned radio frequency amplifi- 
cation. Properly arranged, as many as 
three or four radio stages may be readily 
cascaded without undersirable effects. 
Many devices are being used in present - 
day receiver design to eliminate oscilla- 
tion and it is the object of this article 
to analyze each of the commoner 
methods. 

Before going into the main subject it 
will be necessary to briefly discuss the 
causes for oscillation in a radio frequency 
receiver. To simplify matters we should 
assume a single stage amplifier plus a 
vacuum tube detector. This will con- 
sist of two tuned circuits, A and B in 
Fig. 1. 

are headed off -namely a definite radio 
frequency current will flow all the time, 
regardless of the presence of a signal 
and will interfere with the signal when 
the latter does come in. This interfer- 
ence is the familiar whistle or squeal or 
merely a distortion of sound. 

How does this continual radio fre- 
emency current, this oscillation, arise? 
How may it be eliminated ? There is 
only one reason why an amplifier will 
oscillate -namely if energy is being re- 
introduced in some manner from the 
higher stage tubes to the lower stage 
tubes. Suppose. in our simple example, 
that some coupling were introduced be- 
tween coils P. S. and S., In that case any 
slight radio current upon S', going 
thronóh the amplifier current tube, 
would be amplified and would appear 
again in P. or S.. augmented in strength 
by the amplification process. If the coup- 
ling is sufficiently great the oscillation 
will tend to persist -and we have an 
oscillating receiver. 

The exact relations of current in cir- 
cuits A and B can only be expressed 
mathematically since the difficult ques- 
tion of phases will come up. But enough 
has been described to give a fairly true 

B 

Fig. 1. Theoretical Circuit of R F. 
Amplifier. 

Each tuned circuit has inductance ca- 
pacity, and some resistance. The induct- 
ance values are P=, Si for the A circuit 
and P., S. for the B c+rcuit. '1'ìe radio 
wave carrying the signal is impressed 
upon the first tube by the antenna. A 
magnified current results in the plate 
circuit of this tube which is introduced 
into the second tube through the radio 
frequency transformer P. S =. At this 
time rectification results and the signal 
is detected. 

This is the desirable phenomenon in a 
radio frequency amplifier. Unfortunate- 
ly, oscillations Avi.l occur unless .hey 

22 

qualitative picture of the process. The 
coupling between A and B is either an 
electrostatic or a magnetic coupling, or 
both. Coils Pi, Si, P. and S. are not 
entirely free of an external magnetic or 
electrostatic field. No matter how the 
design these coils geometrically, we shall 
always have some interaction between 
them. It is merely a question of how 
much. Yet by close attention to design 
and arrangement of coils and condensers, 
the stray fields, which are the chief 
causes of oscillation, can be reduced to 
practical ineffectiveness. 

The methods used in eliminating oscil- 
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lation may be classified into three groups. 
In one group an attempt is made to 
damp out the oscillations by making the 
amplification less efficient. In another 
group it is aimed to reduce to a mini- 
mum all stray magnetic and elctrostatic 
intercouplings. In still another group 
there are special arrangements to bal- 
ance out whatever intercouplings do ex- 
ist. 

The first group suffers from a reduc- 
tion in sensitivity and in selectivity. The 
oscillations can be damped by using coils 
and condensers of high resistance or by 
inserting fixed or adjustable resistances 
into each tuning unit. The immediate 
result is to decrease selectivity and also 
sensitivity for distant stations. Yet 
there are receivers on the market which 
seem to rely upon this crude method. 
Such receivers, and they are the cheaper 
ones it must be stated, are characterized 
by marked inferiority in selectivity and 
by inability to get distance. Local sig- 
nals may come in quite well since the 
available energy then is overabundant. 

Another method which is not so crude 
and is more popular is to use the so- 
called biasing potentiometer which places 
a variable amount of potential upon the 
grid of each amplifying tube. When 
this voltage is strongly negative, the tube 
is working most efficiently and there will 
he maximum amplification and conse- 
quently maximum tendency to oscillate. 
As the potential is made positive the am- 
plifier becomes less efficient and there 
is diminished tendency to oscillate. When 
the grid potential is positive then the 
grid to filament path of each tube acts 
somewhat as a leak or short circuiting 
path. This is because electrons are 
to travel to the positively charged grid. 
We have in effect a leak across each tun- 
ing condenser and this obviously damp- 
ens the oscillations. The advantage of 
this method of damping the amplifier cir- 
cuit as against the insertion of a fixed 
resistance in series with each coil or in- 
herent in the coils is that the amount of 
damping may easily be controlled through 
the potentiometer. Hence for each wave- 
length adjustment the damping may be 
made as little as possible so as to just pre- 
vent oscillation. Sensitivity and select- 
ivity will thus be disturbed as little as 
possible. 

In the group of methods which aims 
(Continued on Page 80) 
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The Girl With the 
= Madonna Voice 

By H. Penrose Bridge, Yr. 

ITHOUT knowing anything 
about it from actual experience, 
until very recently, I would 

sa that love is apt to make a fellow 
fu - in a lot of different ways. I 
have seen friends affected by it. But 
when Hen Fisher, my room mate, took 
to listenine to h dim- s "r s over to 
radio I didn't fall to the big idea for a 

long time. Of course it struck me fun- 
' ny but I put it aside as being either due 

to the fact that he was falling heir to 
his second childhood or else hadn't fully 
grown up yet. 

Never being much of a guy to fuss 
over kids anyhow, his baby stuff worked 
on my nerves, especially when he kept 
it going while I was looking over the 
daily scandal sheet. I figured folks 
must make their kids tune in to this 
kind of stuff nights when they want 
to dig out to a show themselves so the 

poor little devils will go to sleep 
rather than have to listen to any 

more of it. 
Well, I stood it for two weeks, then 

got all set to bawl Hen out one even- 
ing when I noticed the expression on 
his face. He was sitting at the radio 
with his head leaning into the horn and 
an expression so vacant it reminded you 
of a desterted house where the last people 
to move out even took the paper off 
the walls. 

"For the love of Mike, Hen, if you 
feel like you look you're in bad shape," 
I burst out, "Pull in some good snappy 
jazz music and come back to earth. 
That stuff would'nt be popular in a 
kindergarten." 

Henry seemed to wake up by degrees. 
"Wasn't that wonderful, Bub ?" he 

asked, "Do you know who it is ?" 
"Offhand I would say it is sooth- 

saying Sarah, the slumbertime- sleep -pro- 

"I was a little curious to see 
what she looked like." 

ducer passing the chloroform from sta- 
tion SAP." 

"Which shows you don't know a real 
honest -to- goodness voice when you hear 
it," snaps up N °' "That's -h Dream 
Lady from KYTX of the Lornderger 
Company." 

"Too bad," I says, "I feel sorry for 
her having to make a living doing that. 
Seems like some charity ought to take 
her on." 

"Talk sense, can't you. I mean it. 
That voice belongs to a real, one hun- 
dred per cent American girl." 

I laughed. "With your imagination, 
Hen, you oughta get rich selling Flori- 
da real estate. She sounds to me like 
a girl that escaped the Follies and landed 
in something worse." 

Henry shook his head. Then, in sud- 
den resolution, he drew his chair up 
close to mine and gave me the once over 
with an air like he might have been my 
grandfather. 

"Listen here, Bub," he said real earn- 
estly, "Let's talk sense for just a little 
while. Maybe you do think I'm a nut 

(Continued on Page 50) 
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How Radio Circuits Work. 
A Simplified Explanation of Reactance and Susceptance Diagrams as 

Used to Determine Response to Various Frequencies 
By G. F. Lampkin, 8XAT/ 

ALITTLE study of alternating 
current theory should enable any 
person with a knowledge of high 

school algebra to understand how a radio 
circuit will function. The basis of this 
ability is an understanding of resistance, 
inductance and capacity and of the 
simple formulas which express their re- 
lations in a circuit. All radio circuits 
carry alternating current of high fre- 
quency, corresponding either to the audio 
or voice frequencies and to the radio or 
transmission frequencies. 

The resistance of a circuit to high fre- 
quencies acts much like the resistance of 
a circuit to a simple direct current. 
Ohm's Law, E =IR or I =E =R is 
valid with a slight modification of R, 
the resistance. Frequently we find it 
easier to express I =E =R as I =Eg, 
where g, the conductance equals 1 =R. 
This merely defines the current carry- 
ing ability of a conductor instead of us- 
ing the resistance it offers to the flow 
of current, so as to simplify the calcula- 
tions. The unit of conductance is the 
mho; the name being derived from the 
fact that conductance is the opposite of 
resistance -so the name of the unit of 
conductance is the name of the unit of 
resistance spelled backwards. 

Inductance in alternating current cir- 
cuits causes an opposition to the flow of 
current, in addition to that inherent in 
the resistance of the wire. This addi- 
tional resistance to current flow is called 
reactance, and is expressed in ohms. If 
the value of the inductance L is known 
in henries, and the frequency f of the 
current is known in cycles per second, 
the inductive reactance, XL, can be cal- 
culated - 

Xi=6.28fL ohms. 
The amount of current which will 

E flow through a reactance is IL= 
X 

which is similar to the expression for 
the flow of direct current through a re- 
sistance. The alternating current flow- 
ing through an inductive reactance, 
however, lags behind the voltage by 90 
degrees. The expression for current 
flow through a reactance could be writ- 

ten, I= E(XL),and the quantity XL) 
represented by the symbol b; then 
I =Eb. The reasoning is the same as 
that used in the case of conductance. 
The symbol b is called susceptance -in 
this case inductive susceptance. 

Capacity adds a reactance to alter- 

nating- current circuits whose value in 
ohms is given by 

6.28f C 
in which C is in farads. A microfarad 
is one -millionth of a farad. The value 
of current which will flow through a 

capacity is le,- c The quantity 

Xc 
is expressed in mhos, and has the 
same significance as inductive suscep- 
tance. The current through a capaci- 
tive reactance leads the voltage by 90 °. 

As the current flowing through an 
inductive reactance lags the voltage by 
90 °, the effects of inductance and cap- 
acity are exactly opposite. This fact 
leads to the fundamental principle of all 
radio circuits. For by making the cap- 
acitive reactance equal to the inductive 
reactance, at any one frequency, the two 
will neutralize; and the circuit is said to 
be tuned to that frequency. The fre- 
quency at which an inductive reactance 
will neutralize a capacitive reactance can 
be found from the fact that the two must 
be equal. 

is called the capacitive susceptance, 

Xe=X1, or 6.28fL= 1 

6.28íC 

and solving for f, f= 
6.28 fLC 

This is the resonate frequency for the 
capacity and inductance, whether con- 
nected in series or parallel. 

The effects of these two connections, 
however, are entirely different. A ser- 
ies offers a very small opposition to cur- 
rents of the frequency to which it is 
tuned, its value being only the ohmic re- 
sistance of the circuit as given directly 

by Ohm's law. The smaller the resist- 
ance, the larger the current, and vice 
versa. The current flow through the 
condenser and inductance causes voltage 
drops across them, which may be greater 
than the impressed voltage, but, as the 
two voltages are opposite and equal, they . 

cancel. 
On the other hand, a parallel circuit 

of inductance and capacity offers a very 
large opposition to currents of the res- 
onate frequency. This opposition, in the 
case of typical radio circuits, is numer- 
ically equal to (6.28L)' ohms, in which 

R 
L and R are the coil inductance and re- 
sistance, respectively. 

The first step in an analysis of a radio 
circuit is to find how it wijl respond to 
currents of varying frequencies. This 
can be accomplished best by the use of 
what are known as reactance diagrams. 
These are graphs which show how the 
circuit reactances vary with changing 
frequency. The points where the curve 
of total reactance cuts the zero axis are 
resonate points. The frequency, or f re- 
quencies, to which the circuit is tuned 
at these points of zero reactance can be 
read from the horizontal frequency scale. 

The three circuits which occur in 
practically all receiving sets are the an- 
tenna, the grid, and the plate circuits. 
Usually the antenna circuit includes all 
apparatus connected between the anten- 
na and the ground ; the grid circuit, all 
between the grid and filament ; and the 
plate circuit, all between the plate and 
the filament. The source of voltage in 
any one circuit must first be determined. 
This may be an antenna, a vacuum tube, 
or the secondary of a transformer. The 
circuit had best be redrawn by itself, in 
a simplified form. The reactance- dia- 
gram can then be plotted, remembering 

Fig. 1. One -Step Amplifier and Detector. 
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a few facts. The reactance due to a 
coil is 6.28 fL, and is positive, while the 

1 
capacitive reactance, which is 

6.28f C ' 

is negative. If the capacity and induc- 
tance are in series, their reactances are 
combined ; if in parallel, their suscep- 
tances are combined to give a curve of 
total susceptance, which is then divided 
into 1 to give the total reactance. 

A few examples will help to illustrate 
the procedure. Consider the circuit of 
Fig. 1, a one -step tuned radio -frequency 
amplifier and detector. The first cir- 

mine each curve, so the reactances may 
be calculated at 0, 300, 600, 900, 1,200 
and 1,500 kilocycles. A table as shown, 
will help to keep things straight. For 
instance, at 600,000 cycles, the induct- 
ive reactance is 6.28X600,000X.00025, 
or 943 ohms. The capacity reactance 
at the same frequency is 

1 

6.28 X 600,000 X .00000000025 
or 1,060 ohms. The reactances at other 
frequencies are computed similarly. The 
capacitive reactance is subtracted from 
the inductive at each point, and the curve 

Fig. 2. Reactance Diagram for Series C'rci 't 

cuit to be tackled is the antenna circuit. 
If the antenna is considered only as a 
source of voltage, this circuit may be 
redrawn as in Fig. 2, so as to appear as 
a simple series circuit. It is not nec- 
essary to know the exact values of in- 
ductance and capacity, for all that is 
desired in the reactance diagram is a 
picture of the general way in which the 
circuit will act. Later the details may 
be worked out. So an assumption of 250 
microhenries as the value of the induct- 
ance, and .00025 microfarads as the cap- 
acity value, will serve the purpose. These 
are average values which are used in 
radiocast receivers. The upper frequen- 
cy range of the radiocast band is 1,500,- 
000 cycles, so the frequency scale will 
be made to include this. 

On a sheet of graph paper the fre- 
quency axis is run horizontally through 
the middle, and a scale chosen, and 
marked down, ranging from zero to 1,- 
500,000 cycles (0 to 1500 kilocycles). 
On the vertical axis the reactance scale is 
marked in ohms; points above the fre- 
quency axis being positive for the induc- 
tance values, and those below negative 
for the capacity values. Five or six 
points will usually be enough to deter- 

f 

'y 

of resultant, or total, reactance, is ob- 
tained. It crosses the axis, or is zero, 
where the frequency is 639,000 cycles; 
corresponding to a wavelength of 470 
meters. This result is fairly obvious, 

and could have been obtained from the 
simple formula for resonant frequency. 
The use of the diagram, however, is the 
foundation for the solution of more com- 
plex circuits, which cannot be analyzed 
so easily by means of simple formulas. 

There are one or two "tricks" which 
will simplify calculations somewhat; 
chief of which is the use of exponentials 
to save writing long strings of ciphers. 
The capacity .00025 mfd., .00000000025 
farad, could be written 2.5x.0000000001, 
or 2.5X10-1°. The exponent is minus 
because the number is a decimal, and 
10 because there are ten places in the deci- 
mal. When exponentials are divided, 
the exponents are subtracted ; when mul- 
tiplied, they are added ; an exponential 
may be transferred from numerator to 
denominator of a fraction, or vice versa, 
by changing the sign of the exponent. 

Another example of a typical circuit 
is the tuned R. F. transformer in the 
plate circuit of the amplifier tube, which 
is an ordinary parallel "trap." In this 
case the source of voltage is the fluctu- 
ation in plate voltage, due to the corres- 
ponding radio -frequency voltage on the 
tube grid. The direct -current, B- battery 
voltage has this fluctuation superimposed 
on it ; but only the radio -frequency volt- 
age need be considered across the paral- 
lel circuit as the B- battery voltage has no 
effect on the conditions to be considered. 

In this case of parallel connection, the 
susceptances must be used ; therefore bL 

and be are calculated, and be is sub- 
tracted from the bi- for the corresponding 
frequency. The differences are plotted 
as points of total susceptance on this 
curve. Dividing values from this curve, 
into 1, the points on the final curve of re- 
sultant reactance are obtained. The sim- 
plified connection diagram, the table of 
values, and the curves are presented in 
Fig. 3. The total reactance curve shows 

(Continued on Page 82) 
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A Universal Meter for the Home 
Laboratory 

Detailed Directions for Changing a Meter so That It Will Cover .001 to 200 

Volts and .00 i to io Amperes 

By M. K. Lock 

THE instrument to be described 
herein is designed for the amateur 
experimenter who cannot afford 

half a dozen different meters. It will 
enable him to measure with one meter, 
all the direct voltages and currents he is 
likely to use, and with a fair degree of 
accuracy. 

One good D.C. milli- ammeter or 
milli -voltmeter is required in the con- 
struction. This should not have a full 
scale deflection of more than 20 M.A. 
or 50 M.V. and if one of a lower value 
is obtainable so much the ,better. It is 
essential that this be a high grade instru- 
ment if accuracy is desired. 

A good moving coil type D.C. volt- 
meter or ammeter of any other range, 
with a little extra work, can also be 
made to serve the purpose. Open the 
meter case and carefully remove the 
shunt, if an ammeter, or the series resist- 
ance, if a voltmeter. Then connect so 
that the small coil, which rotates be- 
tween the magnet poles, is connected di- 
rectly across the meter terminals. You 
now have a milli- ammeter or milli -volt- 
meter, depending on how it is calibrated. 
For our purpose it must be calibrated 
for both. If it is one of the larger type 
ammeters using an external shunt it 
may have something like this printed on 
the dial, "50 milli -volts on Coil =10 
Amperes on Shunt." This will mean 
that half your work is already done for 
you as you know that without the shunt 
the moving coil itself will give full scale 
deflection with 50 M.V. across the ter- 
minals. Then it will only be necessary 
to determine the milli- ampere range. 

Let us assume, however, that none of 
this information is given and we must 
calibrate the milli -volt and milli- ampere 
ranges of our meter. It will be neces- 
sary to borrow a regular milli -voltmeter 
and milli- ammeter, the former with a 
range of about 100 M.V. and the latter 
about 50 M. A. The only other neces- 
sary equipment for the calibration will 
be one or two half dead dry cells, any 
kind of S.P.S.T. switch and a potentio- 
meter of 400 or more ohms resistance. 
For the ampere calibration it may also 
be necessary to use some fixed resistance, 
which you probably have lying around 
to reduce the current to a low enough 
'value for calibrating the lower ranges. 

To calibrate for milli- amperes connect 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

SP. ST. Swi/zi 

,Sfandaid Ainn,afor. 

/' fue r do Ao c a/ 6 r nvi o e 

Sfarrdord 
t/o///11Bfer 

+ 

Sz`amo/or-or Anrmefer 
+ 

Bado ivóe 

/leferfa ív moose/rod 
AV' ro.slstanco 

/o ohm rfieo, 

412%r hder ca/4ro4ew 

Fig. 1.Various Connection Diagrams for Meter Tests. 

+ 

Sínrdye Ber, 

up a regular milli- ammeter (hereafter 
designated as the standard) in series 
with the meter to be calibrated, also 
connect up the dry cells and potentio- 
meter with a single pole switch as shown 
in diagram "A" of Fig. 1. Be sure the 
switch is open when connecting in the 
dry cells and do not throw it in until 
you have brought the potentiometer arm 
down to the position designated as M 
in the diagram. If this is not done there 
will be a possibility of burning one or 
both of the meters out. It is also ad- 
visable to connect in some fixed resist- 
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ors as shown, until you are certain that 
the current which will pass is not too 
high for the meters. Now throw in the 
switch and gradually move the arm of 
the potentiometer -note that it is used 
as a rheostat in this circuit -until the 
pointer of the meter under calibration is 
exactly at the end of the scale. Now 
note the reading of the standard. 

The chances are that it will show 
some odd value like 17 milli- amperes, in 
which case you will have to obtain some 
small resistance wire (iron wire will be 
o.k.) and shunting about 2 ft. of it 
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across your meter terminals proceed to 
get a reading as before. If you now 
get full scale on your meter with the 
standard reading 18/ or 19 M.A. 
your shunt is of too high a resistance and 
you will have to cut off a few inches 
and try again. If on the other hand 
full scale is obtained with say 21 M.A. 
on the standard then your shunt is too 
.short and a longer piece of wire must be 
tried. The idea is to adjust so that you 
get full scale deflection on an even value 
of milli- amperes viz : 10, 20 or 25 so that 
a 0 -100 scale can be used. This is truly 
a cut and try procedure but after a few 
trials no difficulty should be experienced 
in getting just the right length of shunt 
to give the desired full scale reading. 
After this is determined the wire may 
be wound around a section of pencil or 
stick and placed somewhere inside the 
meter. 

In all D. C. meters the scale should 
be in direct proportion. Therefore if 
full scale is 20 M.A. then half scale 
will be 10 M.A. and / scale 5 M.A. 
and so on. While you have the appar- 
atus hooked up it would be well to check 
this by taking several readings on those 
points and if they do not come out right 
there is something wrong with your 
meter and it would not be advisable to 
use it. 

To calibrate for milli -volts the same 
procedure is followed with the excep- 
tions that the circuit shown by B of Fig. 
1 is used and the adjustment for obtain- 
ing an even milli -volt scale reading is 
made by adding a length of resistance 
wire in series with the instrument in- 
stead of in shunt, as was done for the 
current calibration. Greater care must 
also be taken with the connecting leads. 
The two leads connecting the meters in 
parallel will have to be very heavy 
stranded cable, as short as possible. The 
reason for this is that the voltage drop 
due to the slight resistance of these leads 
is surprisingly great when dealing with 
milli -volts and may seriously affect the 
accuracy of the calibration. 

Thus you have either made a milli - 
amp- voltmeter as described above or else 
you are using a regular milli- ammeter 
which you have calibrated for milli -volts 
following the instructions given. In 
either case it would be well now to find 
the internal resistance of the meter 
while you still have the standard milli - 
ammeter and milli -voltmeter at hand. 
Using the same apparatus connect it up 
according to the diagram C of Fig. 1 

again making sure that the resistance 
of the leads is negligible by having them 
as short and heavy as possible. Bring 
the potentiometer arm down to M then 
close the switch and gradually turn the 
potentiometer up until any even and 
convenient value of either voltage or 
current is noted on the standard meters. 
Note down the readings of both these 
meters, disregarding entirely the reading 
of the meter under measurement. It is 

now a simple matter by means of Ohm's 
Law to calculate the resistance. Assume 
that we obtained the values of 25 milli- 
volts and 10 milli- amperes (actually one 
of these will be an odd value but for 
illustration we take even figures). Ac- 
cording to Ohm's Law E divided by I 
equals R, viz ; voltage divided by cur- 
rent equals resistance. Therefore 25 di- 
vided by 10 equals 2/ hence 2.5 ohms 
would be the resistance of the meter in 
this case. 

These figures can be put aside for a 
time and the construction continued. 
The first requirement will be a suitable 
cabinet. The writer used the case of 
one of the old type Aeriola Senior crystal 
radio sets, but anything of about the 
same size and equipped with a cover will 
do just as well. To fit this, a panel 
734 by 6/ in. is required. 

Mount the meter in the center of the 
panel, in each of whose upper corners 
is put a large size brass instrument type 
binding post. You will now have to 
get two exceptionally good switch levers. 
The ordinary kind sold for radio pur- 
poses with only one leaf for contact with 
the switch points will not do. The 
switch should have at least three leaves 
to make contact with the switch studs 
and have very large, solid bearing sur- 
faces. The best thing to use would be 
the switch levers from an old decade re- 
sistance or capacity unit. The reason 
for so much stress being laid on these 
switches is that any slight variation of 
resistance in their contacts would cause 
the meter to read inaccurately. This is 
especially applicable to the ampere 
switch. 

The number of switch points will de- 
pend on the number of ranges it is de- 
sired to cover with the meter. The in- 
strument constructed by the writer has 
six points for each switch. Mount the 
switches one in each of the lower cor- 
ners of the panel as shown in Fig. 2. 
The one on the left will be the ampere 
range switch while the one on the right 
is the voltage range switch. If desired 
they may be labelled accordingly. 

If the meter is not already equipped 
with a 0 -100 scale it would be well to 

have some draftsman friend draw out 
a scale calibrated in that fashion and of 
the same dimensions as the original scale. 
This may then be pasted in position over 
the old scale. Now wire up the meter, 
binding posts and switches as shown in 
Fig. 3. Use something like a No. 10 
wire so as to keep the resistance down. 

The instrument is now complete but 
has only the two ranges. Let us assume 
these ranges are 20 M.A. and 50 M.V. 
When using either of these the switch 
levers are both set at their No. 1 points. 
It might be well to state here that when- 
ever the voltage ranges are used the am- 
pere switch must be on its No. 1 point 
and when the ampere ranges are used the 
voltage switch must be kept on its No. 1 

point. It can be readily understood by 
anyone familiar with Ohm's Law that 
if a resistance, of the same value as the 
internal resistance of the meter, is con- 
nected between the binding post marked 

Fig. 2. Panel Layout. 

Positive in Fig. 3 and the No. 2 point 
of the voltage switch ; then when the 
switch lever is set on point No. 2 this 
resistance will be in series with the 
meter and it will take twice the voltage 
to give full scale deflection on the meter. 
Thus we would have another voltage 
range available, 0 -100 milli -volts. 

To prepare this range it will be neces- 
sary to measure the actual resistance re- 
quired. Connect up the apparatus used 
previously as shown in B of Fig. 1, the 
standard meter may be left out this 
time, however. Adjust the voltage by 
means of the potentiometer so that full 
scale deflection is had when the voltage 

O+ 

Seeies 
irsustais 

AMPS 
Fig. 3. Wiring Diagram. 
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switch is set on point No. 1. This is 
known to be equal to 50 M.V. Now 
solder one end of a piece of any kind of 
small resistance wire to the No. 2 
switch stud. Move the switch lever to 
point No. 2 and bring the resistance wire 
(connected to the point) up to the posi- 
tive binding post on the panel. Hold it 
there with one finger so that it makes 
good contact. Observe the needle of the 
meter and with the other hand draw the 
wire along under your finger so as to 
gradually increase the amount of wire 
connected between the binding post and 
No. 2 switch- point. The meter pointer 
will drop down as more and more wire 
is put in series. When it has dropped 
to half scale the wire may be cut at that 
point and permanently soldered to the 
binding post. Now again check this up 
to make certain that the soldering has 
not affected the resistance. To check 
simply turn the switch lever alternately 
to No. 1 and No. 2. points and if full 
scale on No. 1 equals half scale on No. 2 
then you are o.k. 

The next higher milli- ampere range 
may be determined in the same manner 
but using circuit A of Fig. 1, the wire 
will be connected between the negative 
binding post and the No. 2 point on the 
Ampere switch. In this case, as can 
readily be seen from Fig. 3, the wire is 
connected as a shunt and not in series 
as for the voltage range. 

Our universal meter is now capable of 
reading four ranges, 0 -20 and 0 -40 milli- 
amperes and 0 -50 and 0 -100 milli -volts. 
If desired this same process may be con- 
tinued for all the other ranges, each time 
doubling the values, but with six points 
on each switch the highest ranges avail- 
able would be 0 -1.6 volts and 0 -.64 am- 
peres, which would hardly be worth 
while. Let us therefore make the re- 
maining four voltage ranges 1 volt, 10 
volts, 20 volts and 200 volts. Knowing 
the internal resistance and the current 
required to give full scale deflection on 
our meter, it is easy by means of Ohm's 
Law to determine the approximate value 
of series resistance required to give any 
desired voltage range. Thus for the one 
volt range we will require 20 M.A. to 
pass through the meter at a pressure of 
1 volt -1 divided by .020 equals 50- 
therefore 50 ohms resistance is required 
in the circuit. We already have 5 ohms 
resistance in the circuit, the internal re- 
sistance of the meter being 2/ ohms 
and the series resistance between point 
No. 1 and No. 2 is also 272 ohms, there- 
fore only 45 ohms additional resistance 
is necessary. 

The same method of determining the 
exact value is used as before for the 
0 -100 M.V. range. The voltage switch 
is set on point No. 2 and the potentio- 
meter adjusted so as to give full scale 
reading -this is known to be 100 M.V. 
Now without disturbing the potentio- 
meter adjustment the voltage switch is 
moved to point No. 3 and a reasonable 

R 

amount of the resistance wire (depend- 
ing on the resistance per foot of the 
wire used) is wound on a spool and con- 
nected between the switch points No. 2 
and No. 3. The amount of wire must 
then be varied to give a reading of 1/10 
full scale. As you know the voltage ap- 
plied is 100 M.V. or .1 volt then if this 
reads 1/10 scale full scale must be ten 
times this or just 1 volt. 

The next range is 0 -10 volts. Using 
the same calculation as before we find 
that 500 ohms resistance is required in 
the circuit. The total resistance already 
in place is 50 ohms so only about 450 
ohms more is to be connected between 
switch -points No. 3 and No. 4. It 
would be rather difficult and inconven- 
ient to wind up enough wire to make 
this resistance and the ones that will be 
necessary for the remaining two higher 
ranges. It would be better to purchase 
standard resistance units such as the 
Ward Leonard or Daven resistors of 
the nearest value below that required and 
then it would be only necessary to add 
a small amount of the resistance wire in 
series with these for adjusting to the 
exact value. For the 10 volt range, 
therefore, get a resistor with a value of 
about 440 ohms. If it is impossible to 
purchase an odd value like this it will 
be all right to get say one 400 ohm re- 
sistor and two 20's or four 10 ohm re- 
sistors, and connect them all in series 
to make the required value. 

Having placed approximately the right 
value resistance between point No. 3 and 
No. 4 proceed as before. Adjust the 
potentiometer so that with the switch 
lever on point No. 3 the meter needle 
will be at the end of the scale. This 
is one volt. Nov switch to point No. 
4 and vary the amount of resistance wire 
between the points until the needle in- 
dicates exactly 1 /10 full scale. 

Now for the next range, 0 -20 volts 
on point No. 5, we find an additional 
500 ohm resistance is required to be 
connected between points No. 4 and No. 
5. Let us therefore get standard resist- 
ors of a value say 490 ohms more or less 
and then proceed as before, only this 
time we will have to use a 22/ volt 
radio B battery or some other source of 
D.C. voltage higher than the 1 or 2 
dry cells we have been using for the 
previous calibrations. This time with 
the switch on point No. 4 adjust po- 
tentiometer for full scale reading, then 
switch to point No. 5 and adjust re- 
sistance between points 4 and 5 until 
meter reads just half scale. For the 
last and highest range, 0 -200 volts, a 
total resistance of about 10,000 ohms is 
necessary. We already have a total re- 
sistance in the circuit of 1000 ohms so 
that only additional resistors of a value 
of about 9000 ohms will be needed. 
Proceed as before, reducing full scale 
value on point No. 5 to 1 /10 scale on 
point No. 6. 

Now for the remaining four ampere 
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ranges. These will be much simpler 
than the voltage ranges as no high re- 
sistors will be used. Two ranges are 
completed, point No. 1 gives us a range 
of 0 -20 M.A. while point No. 2 gives 
a range of 0 -40 M.A. Let us make the 
other points .1, .5, 1.0, and 10. amperes 
respectively. For the ampere calibra- 
tion connect up the apparatus again as 
in diagram A of Fig. 1, but leave out, 
standard meter. 

With the Ampere switch on point No. 
1 adjust so that full scale deflection is 
had. Connect a piece of the resistance 
wire between the negative binding post 
and No. 3 switch -point. With the 
switch lever moved to point No. 3, re- 
duce the length of this shunt wire until 
the needle indicates 1/5 of full scale 
then make the connection of the shunt 
permanent. Be very careful that, when 
tightening up the connections the needle 
does not vary from 1/5 scale. Due to 
the contact resistance changing as it is 
tightened up or soldered this may hap- 
pen. If it does there will be no re- 
course but to remove and possibly make 
the shunt wire a bit longer and then try 
again. For the next range 0 -500 M.A. 
or .5 Amp., leave the switch lever on 
point No. 3 and increase the current by 
means of the potentiometer (used as a 
rheostat) until the needle shows full 
scale deflection. This is known to be 
100 M.A. or .1 Amp. Move switch 
lever to point No. 4 and using a length 
of ordinary copper wire, No. 24 or No. 
26, shunt it across between the negative 
binding post and No. 4 point. Vary 
its length as before until the needle in- 
dicates 1/5 scale, then make it fast. 

For the two higher ranges our poten- 
tiometer and dry cells will not suffice. 
It will be necessary, in order to get the 
higher current required, to connect up a 
5 watt or other high current filament 
radio vacuum tube with a storage bat- 
tery and 10 ohm, or higher, rheostat, as 
shown in diagram D of Fig. 1. With 
the meter connected in this circuit set 
the ampere switch on point No. 4 and 
carefully turn the rheostat up (if the 
rheostat is turned up too high or if a 
low resistance rheostat is used so that 
more than .5 ampere passes, the meter 
may be burnt out). Adjust rheostat 
until needle just reaches the last divi- 
sion on the scale, then leave this adjust- 
ment and move switch lever to point No. 
5. For the shunt between the negative 
binding post and No. 5 point use a piece 
of No. 20 or No. 22 copper wire. Ad- 
just length so that meter reading is re- 
duced to half scale, then solder in place 
permanently. This completes the 1 am- 
pere range. Leave the switch lever on 
point No. 5 and gradually turn rheostat 
up until you again have full scale de- 
flection, then switch to point No. 6 and 
between No. 6 and the negative bind- 
ing post adjust a shunt made of No. 14 
copper wire, until you have reduced the 
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A Detecting, Oscillating and 
Modulating Radiocast Wavemeter 

An Indispensable Instrument Constructed From Standard Parts Which 

Also Serves as an Efficient Receiver 

By E. E. Griffin 

THE terms wavemeter, oscillator 
and modulator, to the mind of the 
average radiocast fan, are gener- 

ally associated with radio engineers, cal- 
culus and meaningless hieroglyphics, and 
he is apt to shy off at their appearance. 
However, when we find that the ordi- 
nary regenerative receiver can be both 
a wave meter and an oscillator, and that 
the ordinary buzzer can be used as a 
modulator, we are traveling well known 
ground, and interest is developed in new 
applications of understandable ideas. 
Also, when we find that wavelength, 
capacity and inductance can be quite 
easily and accurately measured without 
knowledge of higher mathematics, new 
fields of endeavor are at once opened to 
the experimenter and constructor. 

The wavemeter is the fundamental 
measuring instrument in radio, and in 
the laboratory its associate is the oscil- 
lator. In the absence of an oscillator, 
a buzzer is often used in conjunction to 
produce a source of highly damped oscil- 
lations. By only slight sacrifices we can 
combine the three instruments into one, 
increasing their separate uses manifold, 
the final product resolving itself into 
somewhat the form of a highly efficient 
single tube receiver, the total cost of 
which is only slightly more than any 
good one tube set. The finished product 
is quite portable, being entirely self -con- 
tained, which makes it available for use 
by the repair and maintenance man. 

A few of its uses are the measurement 
of wavelength, capacity and inductance; 
calibration of receivers; balancing of 
tuned radio frequency amplifiers; trouble 
shooting on standard sets, antennas, etc.; 
to all of which uses it is instantly avail- 
able without changes of connections or 
wiring of any kind. It is the source of 
either continuous or modulated waves, 
the length of which may be. varied at 
will through the entire radiocast band. 
Since it is also an efficient receiver when 
augmented by an antenna and ground 
connection, the apparatus used in its 
makeup is not a dead loss for other pur- 
poses, as it is in the case of separate in- 
struments and the customary simple 
Wavemeter. 

The apparatus necessary in construc- 
tion is the same as is normally used in 
any one tube regenerative receiver. Fig. 
2 shows the connections of the custom- 

Fig. 1. Completed Portable Wavemeter 
and Testing Instrument. 
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ary three circuit tuner, with the excep- 
tion of the buzzer. Cabinet dimensions 
are optional, and depend on the dimen- 
sions of the parts selected. The one il- 
lustrated is 6 in. x 7 in. x 87, in. inside 
measurement including cover. Some ar- 
rangement must be made for facilitating 
battery renewal, such as a removeable 
back, or unit construction permitting the 
apparatus to be lifted out as a whole. 

The variable condenser and induc- 
tance coil are the most important parts 
of the circuit. It is imperative that we 
use a condenser of the "grounded rotor" 
type, unless we resort to shielding; that 
is, one in which the metal end plates 
are in direct connection with the shaft 
and rotary plates; the stationary or grid 
plates being supported and insulated 
from the frame. The shaft bearings 
must be fairly tight fitting, allowing no 
lateral motion nor tilting, thus eliminat- 
ing discrepant readings from this cause. 
Condensers having conical end bearings 
are excellent. If a condenser of the ver- 
nier type is selected, such vernier must 
be of the geared arrangement wherein 
adjustment of the vernier knob causes 
movement of the complete set of rotor 

BUZZER 
Fig. 2. Circuit Diagram for Wavemeter. 
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plates as a whole ; vernier condensers 
having separate vernier plates are ob- 
viously unsuitable. It should have a 
very low minimum capacity and be at 
least of the straight line wavelength 
type. 

The coupler or inductance coils may 
be of any standard three circuit type, 
the main requirements being stability of 
construction and low distributed capac- 
ity. The one illustrated was deemed 
particularly suitable on account of its 
small size. The Amperite serves to limit 
the tube current, and also automatically 
compensates for the voltage drop of the 
dry cell when the buzzer is used in modu- 
lating, which adjustment would have to 
be made by hand in the case of the cus- 
tomary rheostat. The buzzer's only 
requirements are that it must be capable 
of steady operation from the voltage of 
a single dry cell, and it must have an 
armature or third connection. The tube 
may be a WD or C,- 11 or 12. 

All the parts may be securely fastened 
to the panel, as illustrated in Fig. 3, 

Fig. 3. Instrument Spacing and Wiring. 

special attention being given to arrange- 
ment so that the wiring of the grid 
leads will be as short and direct as pos- 
sible. The object is to make the com- 
pleted instrument self -shielding, the 
grid and plate leads being completely 
surrounded by filament and other wir- 
ing. Thus the inside end of the coupler 
will become the grid end, and the lower 
connection of the regenerative coil will 
go to the tube plate; the knob and pointer 
end being connected to the bypass con- 
denser and plate battery. It is desirable 
to remove any binding posts from the 
coupler, extending the wire itself direct 
from the coil for connection, thereby 
eliminating unnecessary length of con- 
nections. 

The knob and pointer end of the re- 
generative coil, marked Y in the dia- 
gram, is connected through the bypass 
condenser to the metal end plates of the 
variable. In the diagram the leads from 
this bypass condenser are necessarily 
drawn out long, but in actual connec- 
tion the condenser lugs are soldered di- 
rect to the bearing of the coupler shaft 
and to the metal end plate of the vari- 
able, no additional length of wiring be- 

ing necessary nor desirable. The closed 
circuit phone jack is connected between 
the negative B battery terminal and the 
third post or armature connection of the 
buzzer. At this point it will be noted 
that the plate circuit of the tube is com- 
pleted through the contact points of the 
buzzer. When the buzzer is not being 
used the contact points remain closed ; 

when in operation the plate current is in- 
terrupted at the frequency of the buzzer, 
thus modulating the tube's output. 

The foregoing points are quite impor- 
tant to the end of eliminating body ca- 
pacity effect and obtaining accuracy; the 
remainder of wiring may be made in any 
manner deemed suitable. Leads to the 
batteries may be made of just sufficient 
length to permit the batteries lying flat 
on the cabinet bottom. 

The next item of importance is the 
mounting of the 4 in. dial. The ordi- 
nary setscrew against the round con- 
denser shaft is not sufficient. The set 
screw should be taken out and filed to 
a sharp tapered point, and a hole smaller 
than the taper drilled through the shaft. 
The dial should then be affixed so that 
the tapered point of the screw wedges 
firmly into the shaft hole, thus prevent- 
ing any possibility of relative motion be- 
tween dial and rotor plates of the con- 
denser. Likewise, precaution should be 
taken to prevent relative motion between 
the regenerative pointer and the coil, but 
this is of smaller importance, since the 
coupling of this coil may be varied a few 
degrees either side of maximum without 
appreciably affecting the wavelength. 
One dial marker is suitably affixed for 
reading of the large dial, and one 
mounted to denote the position of maxi- 
mum coupling of the regenerative coil, 
as in this position must the wavemeter 
be calibrated and used in measurements. 

Operation 
THE first test of operation of the 

completed instrument will naturally 
be as a receiver. Antenna and ground 
connection is made to the two binding 
posts and headphones plugged in. The 
regeneration pointer is moved away from 
the oscillation marker, and the tube 
switched on. If our construction and 
selection of instruments is proper, we 
will obtain a wavelength range from 
about 130 to 600 meters; adjustments 
of the regeneration will be quite stable, 
and selectivity quite sharp. 

Adjustment of the variable grid leak 
can be made at this point; first for tone 
and volume, then the antenna and 
ground is removed and the regeneration 
advanced to the maximum point. If the 
tube howls under these conditions, slight 
readjustment of the leak will suffice. 
After final adjustment, the grid leak 
should not be again changed throughout 
the life of the tube. 

When used as a receiver the usual pre- 
cautions should be taken in tuning so as 
not to interfere with other receivers by 
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causing the tube to oscillate. In this 
regard it is well to affix a third dial 
marker to the panel, denoting the non - 
regenerating limits of the r, gan rative 
pointer, which may be appropriately 
labeled "Receive." Here let it be pointed 
out that with the tube oscillating and 
the buzzer switched on, with antenna 
and ground connections the set consti- 
tutes a transmitter in every sense of the 
word, the penalties and consequences for 
the unlicensed use of which are specified 
by statute that are quite undiscriminat- 
ing. 

The next test must be made in con- 
junction with a regenerative receiver, 
and determines the quality of wiring and 
effective shielding of our instrument. In 
this and subsequent explanations, anten- 
na and ground connections are not used, 
and the regenerative pointer is left on 
the oscillation marker, the point of maxi- 
mum coupling. 

The regenerative receiver is caused to 
oscillate, and our wavemeter with head 

Fig. 4. Panel and Battery Arrangement. 

phones plugged in is tuned to the same 
wavelength, so as to cause a heterodyne 
or audible beat note, more commonly 
called a squeal. The pitch of this note 
is observed by listening in on the regen- 
erative receiver ; then the phones are dis- 
connected from the wavemeter. If our 
wiring is correct and we have observed 
the proper precautions in construction, 
removal of the phones from the wave - 
meter circuit will not change the pitch 
of this observed note, thus showing that 
the wavelength settings of the meter are 
the same under either condition. This 
should hold for all wavelength settings °~^ ---- 
except the very short, where slight vari- 
ation in tone may be had. In tuning the 
wavemeter by turning the 4 in. dial, no 
appreciable change in wavelength will 
be noticed by the approach of the hands 
except on the extreme lower settings, as 
above. During this test, the separation 
of the regenerative receiver and wave - 
meter can be anything up to 10 or 15 
ft. If your finished instrument stands 
this test you may be assured that the 
wiring and spacing is correct. If not, re- 
check and remedy; try this test again, 
and if still unsuccessful the only alterna- 
tive will be to artificially shield the back 

(Continued on Page 84) 
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Plate and Grid Modulation Systems 
An Analysis and Comparison of the Heising and the Improved 

Grid System, Favoring the Latter. 

By L. D. Grignon and F. C. ones 

THE basis of any scheme of modu- 
lation used in radio telephony is a 
constant carrier frequency upon 

which is impressed a variable mod- 
ulating frequency which varies the am- 
plitude of the carrier wave. The most 
popular and practical scheme has been 
the Heising system which causes a de- 
crease of antenna current when speech 
is impressed on the microphone. Another 
is the improved form of grid modulation 
whereby the antenna current can be 
either increased or decreased, preferably 
the former. 

In comparing the action of these two 
methods first consideration should be 
given to their effect on the receiver. The 
rectified current from most detectors is 
proportional to the square of the im- 
pressed voltage, so that for most effective 
action the antenna current at the trans- 
mitter must vary so that the difference 
between the square of its amplitude when 
it is modulated and when it is not modu- 
lated varies as the sine of an angle which 
varies uniformly. According to More - 
croft this result is secured when the 
maximum amplitude is equal to -\/2 tunes 
the amplitude of the antenna current 
with the microphone idle and when the 
minimum amplitude is zero. 

Whether this effect is actually given 
by either the Heising or the improved 
grid system is a matter of question to 
the authors. However, we do find that 
the antenna current or received energy 
is not directly proportional to the volt- 
age variation caused by the speech or 
microphone vibrations, and for the basis 
of discussion we assume that this the- 
oretical requiment is met by both 
methods. 

With Heising modulation as shown 
in Fig. 1 it is theoretically assumed that 

\I 
Ose/ / /a /or 

the reactance of the audio frequency 
choke coil is sufficient to prevent any au- 
dio frequency variation of current 
through it. Thus there will be no change 
in total current required by the load, 
which consists of both the oscillator and 
the modulator tubes. With the micro- 
phone inserted as in Fig. 1 any change 
that it causes in the grid potential of the 
modulator tube causes a corresponding 
change in the plate current. But as the 
total current to the two tubes is constant 
any increase in the modulator plate cur- 
rent must result in a corresponding de- 
crease in the oscillator plate current. It 
is consequently apparent that the power 
output of the oscillator varies inversely 
as the square of the modulator plate cur- 
rent, provided that the oscillator is work- 
ing with constant plate -filament resist- 
ance. 

In practice, however, no audio fre- 
quency choke coil will function to give a 
constant current. This is due to incom- 
plete choking of the audio frequency 
changes in the coil, caused by current 
changes of the modulator. This variation 
causes a variation of voltage drop over 
the coil, which varies the plate voltage 
of the tube, and so the power output of 
the oscillator. When the modulator 
draws more current, the total current 
becomes slightly greater and the volt- 
age drop increases, decreasing the power. 
If the plate -filament resistance of the os- 
cillator remained constant, the power 
output would vary directly as the volt- 
age. However, this resistance changes 
as the voltage changes and in the oppo- 
site direction. When the voltage drops 
the change in current is not directly pro- 
portional to the voltage change but de- 
creases a greater amount since the re- 
sistance has also changed. No matter 

Moc/u/o%i 

Fig. 1. Heising Modulation. 

which way the voltage varies the cur- 
rent change is greater with the variable 
resistance than with assumed constant 
resistance. 

Power changes are directly propor- 
tional to the square of the current and 
the first power of the resistance. As- 
suming again constant resistance, a 
change in current of one -half its value 
would lower the power to / of the first 
value. 

Now let us consider the variable re- 
sistance. The current is decreased say in- 
stead of to / its first value, to Y8 by vir- 
tue of the action just explained. The 
power would then be decreased to. 

9/64 of the original value, whicfr 
value is less than before. An increase ine 

the power would be caused by the in- 
creased resistance, due to lower voltage,. 
and this increase of resistance we will as- 
sume to be twice its first value. Theta 
the new value of power caused by both 
changes would be 18/64 of the original, 
which value is a smaller change than 
would have occurred with the constant 
resistance. The first change had the 
magnitude of / of the original and the 
new value of change amounted to only 
46/64, which is less than 3. These 
values are only examples and have no 
actual basis but are used to show the 
trend of thought. 

By proper experiments mathematical 
laws could be derived for these changes 
and great benefit obtained since the 
power modulation would be definitely 
known. In the first part of this article 
an attempt was made to show that distor- 
tionless reception could be obtained, 
other defects eliminated, by modulating 
the power in the same ratio, inversely, 
as the detector tube detects. 

The other or next important scheme 
of modulation for use on short wave- 
lengths, such as in the radiocast range, 
is the improved type of grid modula- 
tion. This system was described some- 
what in November, 1924 issue of RADIO. 
In this scheme a small tube is used to 
vary part of the grid -leak current of 
the oscillator tube. Since it controls 
the grid current, the modulator tube can 
be of small rating and a great saving 
of tubes results. In Heising modulation 
the same number and size of tubes are 
needed for modulators as there are os- 
cillators, while in this system one small 
tube will carry several large ones. 

The principle involved is to control 
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the grid and hence the plate power and 
antenna inputs. Fig. 2 gives the wiring 
diagram and as can be seen, the modula- 
tor has a fairly high resistance in shunt 
with it so that the oscillator is "kept 
alive" by the shunt resistance at all 
times. When the microphone is spoken 
into, the grid of the modulator becomes 
less negative and so the plate filament re- 
sistance of the tube is lowered. When 
this is lowered the total effective grid - 
leak resistance in the oscillator circuit 
is lowered and a greater grid current 
flows, allowing a greater plate current 
to flow which, within certain limits, 
means a greater output from the oscil- 
lator and an increase of antenna cur- 
rent. 

What actually happens when the total 
grid leak resistance is decreased is that 
the effective grid potential of the oscil- 
lator becomes less negative and so the 
output impedance of the tube is lowered. 
This causes an increase of plate cur- 
rent, assuming practically constant plate 
voltage. This increase of plate current 
means an increase of power input and 
output, if the efficiency of the tube re- 
mains about the same. As can be seen 
from the above discussion, the antenna 
current does not vary directly as the 
speech but in a more complex manner 
due to the grid leak action. 

In the ordinary grid modulation 
schemes using a vacuum tube modula- 
tor, the tube has to carry the entire 
grid current of the oscillator and so 
has to operate up near the top portion 
of its characteristic curve. If then the 
grid of the modulator were made more 
positive it would operate merely along 
the saturated part of the curve and so 
great distortion would occur and ,very 
little modulation would be obtainable. 
This means that the modulation must 
work the other way in order to give any 

II 

kind of decent modulation and conse- 
quently the impedance of this tube is in- 
creased when speaking and the final re- 
sult is that the antenna current is de- 
creased when talking instead of increas- 
ing. The main trouble with this sys- 
tem is the distortion, since there are 
practically no tubes that will work with 
zero or a positive potential on the grid 
and give constant amplification, which 

proved grid system, the antenna current 
is a maximum for a loud note. 

The authors have made exhaustive tests 
of these two methods in the laboratory 
at the University of California, employ- 
ing standard equipment for the Heising 
system and devising special equipment 
for the grid system. The circuit em- 
ployed in the latter was that shown in 
Fig. 2, using the following values: 

AMUE OF SHUNT 
RESISTANCE R. 

OSCILLATORS MODULATORS 
TYPE NUMBER USED TYPE 

10,000 to 30,000 ohms 

10,000 to 20,000 ohms 

10,000 to 15,000 ohms 

5,000 to 15,000 ohms 

1 to 4 

1 to 2 

I 

2 or more 

C 302 
UV 202 

C 303 
UV 203 

C 304 
UV 204 
UV 204 

C 301A, VT 1, VT 2, or 
any amplifying tube 

C 301A, VT 2, C 302 and 
UV 202 

C 302, VT 2 and UV 202 

C 303 or 15V 203 

is all that this tube is really used for. 
In the improved type of grid modula- 

tion, a negative C battery is used to keep 
the grid of the modulator negative at 
all times and as this tube does not carry 
the total grid current of the oscillator, 
it can be operated along the lower 
straight portion of its characteristic 
curve giving very nearly constant am- 
plification over the range of load used. 
Another advantage, as the authors see 
it, is that the antenna current is in- 
creased when talking into the micro- 
phone. This appears more reasonable, 
as in ordinary telegraphy a stronger re- 
ceived signal results when the antenna 
current at the transmitter is increased. 
Then for a modulated signal, the same 
reasoning should apply; that is, that for 
speech, the antenna current should in- 
crease in order to put a greater signal 
into the receiver. 

In Heising modulation the antenna 
current decreases when modulating and 
so for a loud note of music, the antenna 
current is lowest. However, in the im- 

Fig. 2. Improved Grid Modulation. 
h 
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Fig. 3. Refinements in Grid Modulation. 

These values are better than those 
given in the author's article in Novem- 
ber, 1924 RADIO. It was found that the 
value of the shunt resistance determines 
the per cent of modulation. Modulation 
was further improved by the refinement 
shown in Fig. 3 where the series resist- 
ance in the modulator plate circuit is 
from 1000 to 5000 ohms, this resistance 
keeping the resultant grid leak resistance 
from becoming too low when modulat- 
ing a large per centage. Another re- 
finement is to make Rl about 2500 ohms. 
The radio frequency choke coils LI and 
Lz were made up with 200 turns of No. 
28 wire on a 3 -in. tube. These chokes 
were for 180 meters. 

Our conclusions were that the grid 
system gave no noticeable distortion and 
with the same oscillator adjustments 
gave an increase in power. We believe 
that the grid system investigated is at 
least equal to the Heising, and would 
possibly show up superior if given a more 
accurate comparison. This grid system 
is certainly cheaper in first and in operat- 
ing cost than the Heising since it employs 
smaller tubes for the same percentage of 
modulation. It is now being used in sev- 
eral amateur stations besides one medium 
sized radiocast station, and is giving sat- 
isfactory results. 
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A Quartz Crystal Oscillator 
By D. B. Mc Gown 

THE construction of a quartz crys- 
tal oscillator for checking and 
standardizing wavelengths is a rel- 

atively simple matter if you have a cali- 
brated quartz crystal and a suitable 
means for permitting it to excite 
a vacuum tube having a variable tuned 
plate circuit. As shown in Fig. 1, the 

vPa,f, c rsfoi 

-pp 

Fig. 1. Circuit Diagram of Crystal 
Oscillator. 

quartz crystal is held between electrodes, 
one terminal being connected directly to 
the grid of the tube, and the other to the 
filament. The plate circuit contains the 
air condenser C1 is shunted by the in- 
ductance L through which the direct 
current plate supply is fed as it is meas- 
ured by the milliammeter MA. The 
plate current also passes through the 
head telephones. A radio frequency by- 
pass is provided in the form of condenser 
Co which thus completes the circuit. 

The quartz crystal is ground to cer- 
tain dimensions in millimeters, from 
which the resulting wavelengths at 
which the crystal will oscillate can be 
determined by multiplying by 104.6. 
Therefore, with the dimensions of the 
crystal known, the wavelength required 
in the circuit C1 -L can be easily deter- 
mined, and capacities and inductances of 
proper size selected so as to cover the 
wavelength range. In operation, the air - 
condenser is first set at zero, and then 
gradually increased until a sudden drop 
in plate current is noted in the milli - 
ammeter, which indicates that approxi- 
mate resonance is reached. Gradually 
increase the condenser capacity until the 
downward deflection of the milliam- 
meter is greatest. If at this point the 
plate current suddenly rises the tube has 
stopped oscillating and the resonance 
point has been passed, so that the pro- 
cess should be repeated, this time with 
more care in adjustment. A few trials 
will result in the proper adjustments be- 
ing secured. 

The large number of harmonics pres- 
ent when the tube is oscillating permits 
calibration over a wide range. If the 
tube is oscillating, for example, on 600 
meters, we will have points available 
on the second harmonic, or 300 meters, 
the third harmonic, or 200 meters, the 

Fig. 3. Crystal Controlled 

fourth or 150 meters, and so on, down 
on very short wavelengths. It must be 
kept in mind that all these harmonics 
are of much lower amplitude than the 
fundamental wave so that that the en- 
ergy decreases as the wavelength de- 
creases, thus making the harmonics 
harder and harder to find. 

As the radio frequency oscillation set 
up and controlled by the quartz -crystal 
operated tube is set at one definite fre- 
quency the harmonics present are also 
at definite frequencies, and as it is not 
possible to check a wavemeter against 
these harmonics directly, we can use an- 
other "beating" oscillator so operated 
and controlled that it will beat with the 
crystal controlled circuit, and thus ob- 
tain a "beat note" within the audible 
range. The "beating" oscillator, which 
may be of any reasonable power, is 
adjusted so its fundamental will be the 
same as the frequency of any of the 

and Tube Oscillator. 

harmonics of the crystal oscillator and 
can be coupled directly to the wavemeter, 
or receiving set, which is to be calibrated. 

In Fig. 2 we have a Hartley circuit 
where L1 is the inductance, shunted by 
the variable air -condenser C3 with a 
high frequency by -pass condenser C, in 
series between the plate and the induct- 
ance with the B battery feed through 
the milliammeter MA, and the head 
telephones. By selecting suitable values 
of inductance and capacity for L1 and 
Co we may cover any wavelength range 
desired. By listening with the head tele- 
phones to the beating oscillator, the har- 
monics may be found, and "crossed" by 
finding the beat note, and locating the 
exact resonance by the position of "zero 
beat." This can be checked by listen- 
ing in with the telephones in the crys- 
tal oscillator, and can be set by ear to 
within a few hundred cycles of an abso- 
lute value. If the wavemeter to be 

Wpeerrmefer fo be 
Cerkórofrd Fig. 2. Hartley Circuit Used for 

"Beating" Oscillator. 
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calibrated is loosely coupled to the in- 
ductance L we may tune th° wave- 
meter to resonance, and at this point, 
we will notice a slight increase in th? 
reading of the plate circuit milliammeter 
MA, which must increase in order to 
allow more power to pass to the plate 
to make up for that removed from the 
tuned circuit, due to the coupling at 
resonance of the wavemeter to be cali- 
brated. If the coupling is set exactly 
right, we will find that a noticeable in- 
crease in the milliammeter reading is 

obtained at the resonance point, and that 
the two circuits are as close to reson- 
ance as can be desired. This same pro- 
cess is repeated to cover the whole range 
of the wavemeter to be calibrated. 

This apparatus may easily be made up 
with commercial parts. Fig. 3 shows 
the set -up of a complete pair of oscilla- 
tors, one being the crystal controlled one, 
and the other the tube oscillator. A 
pair of binding posts are provided on 
the crystal oscillator so that the quartz 
crystal can be connected in the circuit 
at will, and so that any desired crystal 
can he used. Owing to the simplicity of 
the circuits no exact sizes or dimensions 
are given for the method of mounting 
is entirely optional with the builder. 
A good tube to use in either oscillator 
is the new CX or UX -112, which has 
a satisfactory power output. A handy 
plug -mounted inductance coil des ;fined 
for superheterodyne oscillator work and 
which is made up in various sizes, so as 
to be interchangeable was used in the 
oscillator illustrated. These coils also 
are supplied as bare forms, so that any 
dcsired size of inductance can be wound 
upon them, without trouble. Geared 
vernier type air- condensers were used, 
to permit the variation needed for con- 
densers C, and C.,, these condensers be- 
ing of .0005 mfd., maximum capacity. 
The filament current is controlled by an 
"Amperite," of appropriate capacity to 
suit the tubes, in order to simplify the 
panel arrangement and eliminate adjust- 
ments. Jacks were provided to allow 
the milliammeter and head telephones 
to be plugged into the circuit, and bind- 
ing posts are arranged on the top to pro- 
vide for connection to the plate and fila- 
ment batteries. The two oscillators are 
mounted in mahogany cabinets with re- 
movable covers, and as they are light 
in weight, they can easily be carried from 
place to place. 

HANDY HINTS 
Rubber for placing under storage bat- 

teries can be obtained from old automo- 
bile inner tubes, which will prove to be 
a good acid -proof shield. 

Radio panels shielded with tinfoil 
often will be found to be as effective as 
when shielded with heavier sheet metal, 
and generally the tinfoil is much easier 
to manipulate. 

Insulation on an antenna lead -in 
should be at least as good as that on the 
antenna itself. The use of good qual- 
ity lead -in bushings is but little more ex- 
pensive than cheap ones, and is much 
better practice. 

In soldering short wire leads, where 
there is danger of heating up and melt- 
ing the other soldered end, if the end to 
be kept cool is stuck into a freshly cut 
potato, the latter will absorb the heat, 
and keep the wire cool. 

In testing a telephone cord for an 
open circuit, a common pin may be used 
to stick into first one side and then the 
other, thus cutting out, and usually re- 
vealing the defective phone, or cord ter- 
minal. 

Dirt on the contacts of jacks placed 
across the primaties of transformers in 

an amplifier may cause troublesome and 
hard -to- eliminate noises. 

A SIMPLE MAST WITH LOW 
CENTER OF GRAVITY 

By CARLOS S. MUNDT 

Most folks would hardly try to bal- 
ance a pencil on its point, yet a violation 
of the physical principle underlying such 
a simple thing as this is often seen in 
many of the masts erecte'd by radio en- 
thusiasts. 

A good mast should meet several re- 
quirements. First and foremost it should 
be as stable as possible. Secondly, it 
should be easily assembled and erected. 
Thirdly, it should be inexpensive. 

To meet the first requirement we must 
use care in design so as to throw the 
center of gravity of the affair as low as 
possible. By doing this properly we will 
find that we are able to meet the other 
requirements incidentally. So why not 
erect the mast described below, which 
need not be put up with prayers for its 
safety? 

Materials: Two 1x2 -inch clear pine 
(surfaced), length 12 to 18 feet; one 
2x2 inch clear pine (surfaced), length 
half above. 

Two carriage bolts 2/ inches long. 
One quart outside white paint. 
Miscellaneous small 2x4 inch blocks. 
Necessary guys, nails and eyes. 
Cost: Lumber 60c to $1.00; total 

$1.50 to $2.50. 
Set up two boxes to work on, as it 

will facilitate handling the lumber. Lay 
out the the two 1x2 pieces side by side 
with smaller faces ups. At one end slide 
the 2x2 in between them. Drive nails 
through the 1x2 wide faces, thus secur- 
ing them to the 2x2 (see upper figure in 
sketch). 

At the free end insert the two carriage 
bolts, the first about 272 inches from the 
end and the second *about 5 inches from 
the end. 
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From your miscellaneous 2x4 blocks 
cut pieces which are fitted into place 
every foot along the open space which re- 
mains between the 1x2's. Use slender 
nails to avoid splitting (see lower fig- 
ure in sketch) . 

Guying and finishing is left to the in- 
dividual but two coats of outside white 
paint are best and the mast should b: 
mounted so that prevailing winds will 
tend to blow through the spaces between 
the filling in blocks. 

Having a low center of gravity this 
mast will be unusually stable. It is 
easily assembled and erected and cer- 
tain IT inexpensive. 

4- 

i 

Sketch Showing 
Constructional Details of Mast. 
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How to Wind a Toroidal Lail 
THE new toroidal or balloon coils, 

which minimize the necessity for 
any stabilizing device in a radio 

frequency circuit, may be easily wound 
in the home -work shop. The directions 
are simple. 

First procure a cardboard tube 1% in. 
in diameter and 9 or 10 in. long (G in 
Fig. 1) . On this wind a layer of ordi- 
nary twine B fastening the ends with 
a tiny piece of adhesive tape A. Over 
this wrap a thickness of writing paper. 
From a roll of half inch adhesive tape 
cut off a piece about 21 in. long; split 
both ends of this for a distance of 7 or 

By Geo. B. Hostetter 
Pull the tape A loose and unwind the 

string, pulling it out the end so as to 
allow the coil to slip off the tube easily, 
when the layer of writing paper may be 
removed. 

Cut a piece of light weight cardboard 
1 in. wide and bend it into a ring whose 
outside diameter is exactly equal to the 
length of the secondary coil measured 
on the tape. 

Cut two circles of heavy cardboard 
2/ in. in diameter. Glue these to the 
ring, forming the spool as shown in 
Fig. 1. 

With a piece of adhesive tape securely 

ÌNincl in the, 
ougCnu`colls. 

Fig. 1. Winding Details for Toroidal Coil. 

8 in. ; lay the tape lengthwise on the 
tube, sticky side out, pushing the ends 
into the ends of the tube out of the 
way. Now wind on 225 turns of No. 
24 DCC or SCC wire (D1 D,) secur- 
ing the ends by punching a hole in the 
tape. 

Lay one of the / in. pieces of tape 
back over the coil and the opposite 1/4 

in. on the other side so as to form a / 
in. strip the full length of the secondary 
coil. 

About / in. from the end of this 
winding start the primary winding 4 
turns of the same kind of wire, in the 
same direction. Do not break the wire 
but run it along the tape for 2/ in. 
Then wind 4 more turns, run along 
the tape again for another 2/ in. and 
wind a third coil of 4 turns. These are 
shown as El E, and E,. This makes 12 
turns in all for the primary. Each coil 
of 4 turns could be held in place tempo- 
rarily by small pieces of adhesive tape. 

Now take the two remaining pieces of 
y4 in. tape and stick them tightly in 
place over the primary as at F. 

fasten one end of the coil to this spool, 
bending the other end around the spool 
until it meets. Fasten in place with 
tape. The wires may be straightened 
after the coil is secured. 

You will now have a coil as shown 
in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. Finished Toroidal Coil. 

The leads may be brought out through 
holes punched in the disks as shown. 

HANDY HINTS 
A slight excess voltage on the fila- 

ments of vacuum tubes will often re- 
duce their life by half or more. 

Lead battery wooden cases will last 
longer if they are kept well covered 
with asphalt paint. 

In an emergency, a small automobile 
headlight bulb will serve as a test for 
the voltage of a battery. A 12 -volt lamp 
can be used to test a tapped 22 -volt 
battery, or an 18 -24 -volt 2 c. p. lamp 
will serve nicely to test the whole 22- 
volt unit. Two or three lamps can be 
connected in series, if necessary to get 
the right voltage. 

Don't connect filament circuits up 
with tinsel cord and expect the outfit 
to work satisfactorily, as the resistance 
of this is often high enough to reduce 
the voltage below normal, even if the 
filament rheostat is cut out entirely. 

A single strand from a tinsel cord, 
attached to a suitable contact, will serve 
nicely as a "catwhisker" for a crystal 
detector. 

When making up a set, the leads can 
beheld in place by cementing them with 
a "dope" made up by dissolving cellu- 
loid in acetone. 

For soldering small joints, where a 
torch is not available, a common candle 
will often give enough heat to do the 
job. Be careful not to cover the work 
with soot, while heating it, however. 

If you are laying out a panel, and 
don't want to punch through the drill- 
ing template, a piece of new carbon 
paper will usually give enough of a mark 
on bakelite to locate the holes to drill. 

Never add acid to a storage battery, 
unless you are an expert, and know just 
exactly what you are doing. Most of 
such experiments result in a ruined bat- 
tery. 

Worn out dry cells are said to make a 
good ground connection, if a sufficient 
number are laid over and under a cop- 
per sheet buried 6 to 8 ft. in moist earth. 

If your gasoline torch leaks, a little 
yellow soap can be rubbed on the gaskets 
and joints so as to seal them. 

A good grade of writing paper cov- 
ered with a thin uniform coat of shellac 
on each side makes a very good substi- 
tute for "empire paper" for coil insula- 
tion. 
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Questions submitted for answer in this department should he typewritten or in ink, written on one side of 
the paper. All answers of general interest will he published. Readers are invited to use this servire with - 
out charge, except that 9.5c per question should be forwarded when personal answer by mail is wanted. 

Please publish a circuit diagram for 
a 3 -tube Roberts receiver. What kind of 
tubes could I use in the circuit ? -D. B., 
San Leandro, Calif. 

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1. Any of 
the standard tubes will function in the cir- 
cuit, although it would be a good idea to 
use a power tube such as the new UX -112, 
CX -112 in the audio stage. 

former to some audio frequency well within 
the voice range and will cause the music 
to become hollow sounding. If coupling is 
present in the intermediate stages, a brass 
or copper partition between each transformer 
will assist in eliminating this difficulty. Con- 
nect each shield to the negative fl battery 
and the battery terminal to a good low 
resistance ground. 

lk fisse 
tI 

Fig. 1. Circuit Diagram for 3 -tube Roberts. 

What conditions in a superheterodyne 
such as that described in January, 1925 
RADIO would cause music to become dis- 
torted, especially the bass notes, which 
make a sound like the beating of drums? 
This effect is noticed on all stations. 
Could static or other summer ether con- 
ditions cause this? L. G. G., Bakersfield, 
Calif. 

Tendency of the intermediate stages to 
regenerate and cause oscillation would im- 
pair the quality of music or speech and might 
distort the bass notes. A capacity bridged 
across the secondary of one of the audio 
frequency transformers will tune the trans- 
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Kindly publish a circuit showing how 
I may use three Thorola doughnut coils 
in a two -stage radio frequency amplifier, 
with detector and two stages of audio 
frequency amplification. -H. L. P., Den- 
mark, S. C. 

The circuit you wish is shown in Fig. 2. 
The doughnut coils consist of two windings, 
and are shown in the form of double spirals 
on the diagram, the terminals being plainly 
marked with the proper designations. 

Please describe the coils used in the 
filter circuit. -D. H., La Luz, N. M. 

If you will tell us what type of filter you 
wish to build, we will be glad to furnish 

you with the information. There are sev- 
eral types of filters, such as the induction 
filter, for the antenna circuit, the filter sys- 
tem for the superheterodyne amplifier, and 
the filters used in rectifier circuits for smooth- 
ing out the rectified current for use in re- 
ceiving sets for B potential. 

Would like to build the low -loss re- 
ceiver described by 8ALK in July RADIO. 
Would a 23 plate condenser work in this 
circuit, and is the primary movable or 
stationary? What would be the proper 
number of turns for each coil, with the 
23 -plate condenser ? -C. E. R., San Fran- 
cisco, Calif. 

The condenser used in this circuit is of 
7 plate size, and has a capacity of about 
.00012 mfds. It is not advisable to use a 
condenser having a capacity as high as 
.0005 mfd., which is the size you have, and 
it would be better to cut down the capacity 
by removing rotor plates until only 3 are 
left. With a large capacity condenser in 
the circuit. the settings for the shorter waves 
are too critical for accurate tuning. The pri- 
mary coil is not variable with respect to the 
secondary. 

In the August issue of RADIO is a 
description of a three -tube receiver by 
Volney G. Mathison. Where is the an- 
tenna coil tapped? Where does the .0001 
mfd. condenser listed in the parts list 
go? Can I use a UV -201 -A tube in the 
radio frequency stage? Can a UV -200 
tube be used for the detector? Can an 
aperiodic primary be used in the antenna 
circuit, and how many turns should it 
have ? -E. H. G., Milwaukee, Wis. 

The antenna coil should be tapped at the 
center, or the 28th turn. The .0001 mfd. con- 
denser is used in series with the antenna 
for the waves around 200 meters, where 
the antenna proves to be too long for tun - 

(Continued on Page 40) 

Fig. 2. Circuit Diagram for Set With Two Stages of R. F. amplification. 
-A 
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Letters to the Editor 
THE ARC COMES BACK 

Sir: -In your April, 1925 issue, on Page 
11 et seq., you published an article by S. R. 
Winters which -doubtless unconsciously on 
your part- contained certain derogatory 
statements with respect to the arc. 

Statements have often been made that a 
tube transmitter has a greater communi- 
cating range than an arc transmitter for a 
given rating, giving the impression that one 
is more efficient than the other. In almost 
all instànces no mention is made of the con- 
ditions under which the transmitters were 
operating. These statements are usually 
made by individuals who due to their lack of 
knowledge of the radio art, are not qualified 
to make such comparisons. 

The factors that affect the range of com- 
munication are wavelength, antenna current, 
effective height of the transmitting anten- 
na and probably most important, the time of 
day and atmospheric conditions when trans- 
mission is undertaken. An arc transmitter 
delivering the same current to the same an- 
tenna as a tube transmitter on the same 
wavelength will establish communication 
over the same distance. It is absurd to make 
any other statement. 

Arc and tube transmitters are not rated 
on the same basis. Federal arc radio trans- 
mitters are rated by the input to the trans- 
mitter. For example, a 2 Kw. arc transmit- 
ter is designed to operate on a direct cur- 
rent power input of 2 Kw. The output of 
the transmitter depends on the characteris- 
tics of the antenna systeS For transmit- 
ters of this rating the output is from 25 to 
30 per cent of the input. Tube transmitters 
are rated by their output. A 500 watt tube 
transmitter requires an input of a little 
more than 2 Kw., which is no better than 
the efficiency of the arc. 

Because of the different methods of rating 

tube and arc transmitters, it is very easy 
for someone comparing the performance of 
these two types of transmitters to be misin- 
formed unless they are cognizant of the 
basis on which the transmitters are rated. 

It will be of interest to note here that 
tube transmitters cannot be overloaded with 
safety to the extent that arc transmitters can 
be overloaded. Federal arc transmitters are 
liberally designed and can be overloaded 
from 50 to 100 per cent during periods from 
one to two hours without danger. This is a 
very important advantage when additional 
power is required to establish communica- 
tion over unusual distances or through at- 
mospheric interference. 

A large number of vessels both Govern- 
ment and commercial are equipped with Fed- 
eral arc radio transmitters, which are giv- 
ing most reliable service. Quite remarkable 
results are obtained with the Federal 2 Kw. 
transmitters which are in service and which 
do not incorporate the latest developments 
and improvements. It is nothing unusual 
for a 2 Kw. Federal arc radio transmitter 
to establish communication over distances 
from 1,000 to 2,000 miles in the day time and 
from 3,000 to 5,000 miles at night. The U. 
S. Army Transport "Thomas" on which a 
Federal 2 Kw. arc transmitter is installed 
maintains communication with the Pacific 
Coast several days out of Honolulu on the 
way to Guam and the Philippine Islands. 
Communication over a distance of 5,000 
miles is quite common. 

As a result of the experimental work un- 
dertaken during the past two years, the en- 
gineers of the Federal Telegraph Company 
have developed an improved 2 Kw. Feder- 
al arc radio transmitter for marine service. 
In addition to being more efficient, the equip- 
ment requires less space for installation. 
The complete equipment includes a small 

e 

Typical Ship Installation Showing 34 Kw. Spark Transmitter 
and 2 Kw. Arc Transmitter. 
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synchronous spark transmitter, which op- 
erates directly from the ship's power sup- 
ply for operation on 600 and 706 meters 
for communication with ship and shore sta- 
tions not equipped to receive continuous 
waves. This low power spark transmitter 
also serves as an auxiliary transmitter for 
operation from a storage battery in accord- 
ance with government regulations. This 
auxiliary transmitter being of the synchron- 
ous gap type produces a clear signal re- 
quiring sharp tuning and does not give 
broad interference. 

This simple and compact transmitter can 
also be separately installed on vessels of 
coastwise trade where long distance com- 
munication is not required and very satis- 
factorily fulfills all requirements on boats 
where only a limited power supply is avail- 
able. 

The complete transmitter consists of five 
units. 

(I) Auxiliary spark transmitter panel 
which contains the complete equipment. 

(2) The arc panel which mounts the load- 
ing inductor, signalling system, wave chang- 
er, send -ground- receive switch and starting 
switches. 

(3) The arc converter. 
(4) Cooling water tank. 
(5) The motor generator set. 
Both the main and auxiliary transmitters 

are equipped with a wave changer which 
readily permits the use of any one of four dif- 
ferent wavelengths. The units have been 
so designed that the installation and tuning 
of the equipment is simple and requires but 
a short time. 

The remarkable results and satisfactory 
service that is being obtained from the large 
number of Federal arc radio transmitters is 
evidence of the reliability of the arc trans- 
mitter for marine service. 

The improvements that will be made from 
time to time as a result of further experi- 
mental and developmental work will main- 
tain Federal arc radio transmitters as the 
most efficient and practical type of continu- 
ous wave transmitter for both marine ser- 
vice and long distance radio communication. 

In the interest of fair play I hope that you 
can see your way clear to publish this state- 
ment. 

ELLERY W. STONE, 
President Federal Telegraph Co. 

More About Static 
Sir: -I want to compliment Mr. Ander- 

son on his very excellent article, "Selectivi- 
ty versus Distortion," in your July issue. 
Let us have more articles giving accurate 
information on radio, as that is the only 
way to clear up the hazy ideas and mis- 
information so prevalent. 

I would like to correct an erroneous im- 
pression concerning radio waves which your 
readers might get from the article on static 
by Mr. Edward T. Jones in the same is- 
sue. 

He compares the supposed variable pro- 
portion of lead and sulphur in galena with 
the supposed variable proportion of the 
electrostatic and electro- magnetic compo- 
nents of a radio wave. From this the reader 
might be led to believe it possible for a 
radio wave to have unequal amounts of elec- 
trostatic and electromagnetic energy. 

Many of your readers probably know that 
an equal number of atoms of lead (Pb) and 
sulphur (S) combine to form galena (PbS.) 

Substituting the atomic weights of lead 
and sulphur (207 and 32) we find that pure 
galena is about 13 % sulphur and not 40% 
or more as stated by Mr. Jones. However, 
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I do not believe that this proves anything 
about radio waves. ' 

Many of your readers probably know 
that equal amounts of electrostatic and elec- 
tromagnetic energy combine to form a radio 
wave. Using the ratio of electrostatic to 
electromagnetic units, we find that- 
E--=-300H, where E is the electric field in- 
tensity in volts per cm, and ¡1 is the mag- 
netic field intensity in gilberts per cm. 

The foregoing applies practically to the 
field one or more wave - lengths distant from 
the sources. Quite near the source, the in- 
duction field (which is associated with the 
source) predominates over the radiation 
field on radio wave' (which is propagated 
with the velocity of light.) 

Dellinger says`, "It is possible to separate 
the electrostatic and magnetic induction 
fields associated with a circuit by an ar- 
rangement of magnetic shields, but the elec- 
trostatic and magnetic fields in a radiated 
wave cannot be separated." (This refers to 
a radiated wave and not to its effect upon an 
aerial). "In considering any effect of the elec- 
tro- magnetic wave, it is equally permissible 
to consider the electrostatic or the magnetic 
field associated with the wave. They are 
equivalent and lead to the same result." 

Thus if static is a form of radio wave, 
(that is radiation from a distant source) 
it is, like any other radio wave, composed 
of equal electric and magnetic energies. If 
the static originates very near the antenna, 
its effect will be largely due to the induction 
field (electric or magnetic) rather than to 
its radiated wave. If the static is due to 
the irregular discharge of a variably 
charged antenna, its effect is due directly to 
the currents in the antenna. 

All of these forms of static exist: Case 1. 
As a highly damped radio wave from distant 
electrical discharges. Case 2. As a loud and 
sudden click from nearby discharges. Case 
3. As a constant hissing due to physical 
contact of the antenna with currents of 
charged air. 

High selectivity and a directional loop an- 
tenna help considerably in Case 1, but less 
so in Case 2. Static is reduced in Case 3 

by removing the antenna from the highly 
charged atmosphere above the earth and 
placing it near, on, or under the surface of 
the earth. This also benefits Case 2. 

I believe that calculation and measure- 
ments would show that an underground 
wire would have much larger capacity and 
somewhat smaller inductance than the same 
wire used high in the air. The reader 
would scarcely infer this from Mr. Jones' 
statement that "The main idea (of the 
Rogers underground system) was to get 
away, as far as possible, from the electro- 
static component of the wave," especially as 
Mr. Jones does not state just what means, 
if any, were used to reduce the electrostatic 
effect. 

'Morecroft, Principles of Radio Corn- 
munication, p. 701. 

Dellinger, Scientific Papers of the Bur- 
eau of Standards, No. 354, p.454. 

'Morecroft, p. 703. 
Dellinger, p. 454. 
sMorecroft, p. 704. 
Dellinger, p. 453. 
'Morecroft, p. 703 -4. 
Dellinger, p. 453. 
'Dellinger, p. 454 -455. 

A. H. MARSH, Route 1, 

Santa Barbara, Calif. 

Reception Footnotes 
Sir: I feel it encumbent upon myself to 

clarify, by foot notes, my recent statement 
released to the press in America regard- 
ing radio reception on one tube. The state- 
ment issued primarily to the San Francisco 
"Morning Sandblast" was as follows: 

"Sure, I pull' in 5000' miles" every night 
on my one tuber', -clear as a bell' -all over 
the rooms" 

The appended footnotes explain in de- 
tail. 
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Note (1). Experts disagree on the pre- 
cise meaning here. Political economists 
aver a reference to favoritism in adminis- 
tration of the Radio Laws (see Ham's "Two 
KW on 100 Watt License. ") 

However, Marcus Hook in "Diodes to 
Doughnuts" states that "pull" here refers to 
retrocession of continental coast lines beyond 
the 100 fathom line, as, page 97, "We yanked 
(obviously meaning pulled) in the coast 
tonight, as well as some `fives' and 'sixes.' ' " 

Webster identifies "pull" with tractive ef- 
fort, as page 973: "Pull in your horns -we 
got 2L0 last night too." 

Note (2). The figures here are proble- 
mental because Hank O'Hara in his classic 
"Five Watts from a Clothes Wringer" voices 
the following: "The ether is highly elastic." 

Taking the latter statement as a point of 
departure, we assume that the mileage there- 
fore cannot be otherwise than elastic also. 
However it is undeniable that the mileage 
was at least 5, if not 51/2. 

Another theory is pointed out by Prof. 
Sherlock Ohms, who strictly adheres to the 
"progagation by division" theory. He states 
"The naught (0) cell, when appended to 
the first figure (here this being 5) in radio 
reception, rapidly expands and propagates 
in proportion to the imagination of the 
B. C. L. Thus, starting originally with a 
DX distance of "5 miles on one tube," nec- 
essarily with each subsequent recital, the 
original may he transformed from 5 miles 
into 5000 miles -and further yet, the re- 
sult may be appended with further descrip- 
tive phrases, such as: "With no aerial or 
ground," and "all over the room." 

Note (3). The term "miles" is often mis- 
interpreted. The Russo -Arab phrase "a mile 
for a camel" means in modern literal Eng- 
lish, especially in these days of automo- 
biles: "Not a helava ways." 

Prof. Voltam -Ohm states that "mile," with 
respect to DX distances on one tube, should 
be interpolated as "mille," (indicating milli- 
metres,) -and, despite appearances and 
tradition to the contrary, has no reference 
to camel, "old horse," O. M., or any other 
mammal. 

Prof. Sarsaparilla in "Radio Active DX 
Insects" points out that "mile" is arbitrary. 
To wit: "I heard KGO a mile from the 
phones on a crystal" (page 39.) 

Bureau of Standards Circular No. 98753 
NBL ( "No Body Lied ") succinctly states that 
KGO was a mile from the phones on the 
given date, January 32, 1924. 

This was further substantiated by investi- 
gations of the Smith Brothers. 

Note (4). Professor Zinc -Chloride in a 
lecture before the Institute declared that 
"tuber" is ridiculously misconstrued. "Tu- 
ber," said the Professor, "refers to a branch 
of an ancient Irish family: Murphy, -some- 
times allegated `spud,' -as `Spud- Murphy.' " 
(See "Spuds I Meat" by Ima Cooke. Double- 
day -Leaf Co. 8 vo. $1.99 net.) 

However, since the word "tuber" doubt- 
lessly refers to radio in the quotation under 
analysis, it obviously may pertain to a set 
with many tubes, -probably 9 or 6. 

Note (5) "Bell" no doubt refers to the 
telephone. Professor Gigliotti in his fam- 
ous work, "Molecular Displacement in 
Spaghetti Centers," explains the relation in 
a concise vet roundabout manner. Profes- 
sor Shortmuir's treatise on "Phone Num- 
bers I Have Gotten" remarks on the dis- 
tinct lack of clarity (see "The Bell Tele- 
phone," back numbers of "True 'Telephone 
Directory Adventures Magazine. ") 

Doctor David Harum -Scarum of London 
briefly describes the bell clarity to be grate. 

Note (6). "Room" in this case, points 
out Doctor de la Tamale, is probably a mis- 
construction from the Spanish. The word 
"rum" is pronounced in the Castillian as 
is "room" in Englitska. The doctor fur- 
ther points out that the listener, by some 
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fault or mistake in construction of this 
"5000 mile -one tube" set, probably included 
a demijohn of XXX in the responsive cir- 
cuit, -and with the obvious result. 

Refer, in this instance, to "B. C. L. Ad- 
ventures in Havana," (Barr, Tender and 
Co., 8 vo. $1.68 net,) page 967: 

"The music was intoxicating. Readjust- 
ing the detectors in his ears, the Count, - 
Manhattan- Martini, -drank in the happy 
chanson with baited breath. His Adam's 
apple vibrated in unison with the rhythm of 
the soulful rendition: `A Member of the 
Bar.'" 

I trust these exhaustive footnotes will 
clarify any misunderstanding of statement 
given to the press heretofore. I regret that 
my time is quite limited and it has been 
even necessary to call for help from central 
station, -from where fourteen guards have 
been delegated to politely, yet firmly refuse 
entrance to the great throng of editors who 
clamor for admittance to my study, -seek- 
ing interviews on the radio situation. 

As I am working on a static eliminator, 
I expect to be quite as busy as heretofore - 
at least for a couple of days. 

Respectfully, J. BRONT. 
Hangtown -on- the -Fritz. October 32nd. 

QUERIES AND REPLIES 
(Continued from Page 36) 

ing at the lower wavelength band. You 
may use a UV- 201 -A tube in the r. f. stage 
and a UV -200 in the detector circuit, with 
6 volt .4 battery, if desired. The r. f. rheo- 
stat should be 20 ohms and the detector 
rheostat 6 ohms. An aperiodic primary may 
be used if preferred, but the present con- 
nection is in the form of an aperiodic pri- 
mary autotransfamer coupled to the second- 
ary circuit, and it is doubtful if a separate 
antenna coil would improve the results. If 
a separate coil is used, wind 15 turns on 
the basket form and couple it to the sec- 
ondary with about 1 in. separation. 

Would like to know the maximum dis- 
tance you can receive with the head- 
phones with a superheterodyne like that 
illustrated in December, 1924 RADIO. - 
F. M., San Francisco, Calif. 

The distance possible on any radio set 
depends upon the location, time of day or 
year, loop or antenna used, and the ex- 
perience of the person operating the set. 
Under ideal conditions, the range of the 
receiver would be at least 2000 miles at 
night, when receiving standard 1000 watt 
Class B stations, and stations further dis- 
tant are occasionally received with loud 
speaker volume when all the above condi- 
tions are met. 

Can the Bradleystat Universal rheostat 
for all tubes be used in the Improved 
45,000 cycle superheterodyne for volume 
and filament control ? -D. R., Houston 
Heights, Tex. 

The rheostat you mention is appropriate 
for use in the above circuit. 

A. R. R. L. CONVENTION 
The third annual convention of the Ameri- 

can Radio Relay League at Chicago was a 
great success, both in point of attendance and 
discussions. Nearly 700 amateurs attended 
the opening banquet on August 17th. Dur- 
ing the technical sessions announcement was 
made of the new tubes and bases now avail- 
able as well as of new successes in short 
wave transmission. Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor of 
the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory de- 
scribed the quartz crystal oscillator and pre- 
sented a theoretical consideration of the ef- 
fect of the Heaviside layer on short waves. 
Professor J. W. Williams spoke on inter- 
ference problems and their cure. W. H. 
Hoffman discussed beam transmission. The 
best attendance from distant points was won 
by delegates from Southern California. 
Many well known amateurs were present. 
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With the Amateur operators 
RADIO STATION 6CLV 

An an example of how neatness and good 
workmanship may make for efficiency, the 
picture of the transmitting and receiving 
equipment at 6CLV is worth studying. The 
coupled Hartley transmitter, using a 5 -watt 
tube, gives an antenna radiation of 0.4 am- 
peres on 80 meters with 48 watts input. It 
has been reported in Japan, Guam, Hawaii, 
Alaska, through Canadian districts, and all 
U. S. districts. 

The receiver consists of a detector and 
one -step audio, 20 -100 meters, with a LoLoss 
circuit. On April, 1925, 6CLV worked 
Japan IAA on 80 meters with this outfit 
from 155 Marston Ave., San Francisco. The 
antenna is a one -wire inverted "L ", 30 ft. 
long and 40 ft. high, with one wire counter- 
poise 50 ft. long and 8 ft. high. 

The owner and operator, Lloyd V. Bro- 
derson, built his first receiving and trans- 
mitting set in 1922 from Mecanno parts. 
He passed his examination for amateur li- 
cense in 1923 and was appointed ORS of the 
ARRL in 1924. He got his first class com- 
mercial license in February of this year and 
in July shipped as second operator on the 
Grace Dollar, truly a remarkable record. 

U -6EA 40 METER SUPER DX 
RADIO STATION 

This station is owned and operated by 
Howard C. Seefred at 343 South Fremont 
Avenue of Los Angeles, Calif., U. S. A., 
whose call letters have been heard on the 
air since 1913. Its old spark will be re- 
membered by the old timers of those days. 

It was the first to be heard on the At- 
lantic coast, up in Alaska, and in the Ha- 
waiian Islands. Then came the 5 watt 
A.C.C.W. in 1922 which worked the Ha- 
waiian Islands. Next came the 50 -watt syn- 
chronous rectifier C.W. which was heard 
in southern New Zealand and by a ship 
nearly 5.000 miles out in the Pacific Ocean. 
And on 150 meters with a 5 -watt tube using 
a chemical rectifier, the Atlantic coast was 
worked. 

In the fall of 1924, a 250 watt tube, on 
the 80 meter band was heard often in Aus- 
tralia, New Zealand, Guam, Central Am- 
erica, by a ship nearly 6,000 miles out in 
the Pacific Ocean and by another ship 1850 
miles east of Boston. It was also heard 
several times in the Philippine Islands and 
China. Working the Atlantic coast was a 
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regular nightly occurrence. Using the 40- 
meter band with the same power and syn- 
chronous rectifier on a 4 -wire 95 ft. cage an- 
tenna hanging from a 101 foot -well -insulated 
pole and NO counterpoise or ground (har- 
monic system) with only 11/4 amps in the 
antenna, u -6EA established direct two -way 
trans -Pacific amateur radio communication 
in the summer time with PI -1HR, A -2BK, 
A -2YG, A-2Y1, A -3BD, Z -1AO, Z2 -AC, 
Z -4AK, NPN, NPU, 6ZAC and F8Z at 
Samoa, NRRL, 3 days from Australia, NPM, 

ion 6CLV 

NRRL at 
coast of Mexico. 

The following stations were heard on the 
40 -meter band: U. S. A. -1II, 1XU, IYB, 
1AAO, 1XAV, 2YT, 2ZV, 2BBX, 4GY, 
4PU, 4TV, BBF, 8BRC. Navy -NAS, NJE, 
NECR, NUQG. Army -CXI. Commercial 
-WIR, WIZ. Australia- A -2DS, A -21J. 
New Zealand- Z -2XA, Z -4AG. Philippine 
Islands -NPO.. Porto Rico -4SA. Mexico - 
1AA. Canada- C -3VH, C -4GT, C -5BA, 
C -5EF. Hawaii: -FX1. KFUH at Honolulu. 

Hawaii, NKF, 8ER, NVE off 

250 Watt Transmitter at 6EA. 40 and 80 Meter Loan -Loss Tuner with 2 Stages o 

RADIO FOR OCTOBER, 1925 

Audio at 6EA. 
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FROM THE RADIO M I 
The "Aero- Loop" is intended for direct 

use with multi -tube sets and as a booster 
and static eliminator in conjunction with 
an aerial. It consists of an outer rotat- 
ing loop and an inner stationary one. It 

is sturdily built, compact and quite port- 
- able. Bakelite insulation is used through- 

out. The finish is in mahogany. It is 
made in either two- or three -tap styles. 

The "Saddle" ground clamp is an ad- 
justable and shape -conforming clamp de- 
signed to fit any odd size as well as it 
fits standard pipe. It makes a tight job 

on anything, anywhere, -and stays tight. 
The strip is of non- corroding bronze and 
the remainder is brass. It is made in 
three sizes so as to fit from 1 in. up to 
3 in. pipe. 

The Tobe fixed condenser is a new claimant to favor because of its compact- 
ness and accurate rating. Made in eight 
sizes from 0.1 to 5 mfd., it is claimed to have a variation of less than 5 per cent from its rated capacity. For use as a 

Precision Condensers 

Tobe Deutschmono 
Company 

Boston 

N111111111111111 
1111111111111111111 

nmw 

filter or by -pass condenser it is designed 
to withstand up to 700 volts, d.c., without 
breaking down or overheating. It has a 
high resistance, 150 megohms for the 1 
m.f.d. size. It is rigidly constructed to 
withstand temperature changes. 

42 

The "Breaknot" storage battery tester 
is a hydrous r1 er having just enough glass 
to facilitate reading the float, the bal- 
ance of the housing being made of semi - 
flexible rubber so as to minimize possi- 

bility of breakage. The indicator scale 
is printed with large figures in three col- 
ors. A patented stabilizer prevents the 
float from sticking to the sides. The 
float rests against the rubber housing, 
thereby minimizing danger of breakage. 

The Globe loudspeaker unit for phono- 
graph attachment employs a new prin- 
ciple with balanced coils mounted upon a 
sound bridge above a special tone pocket. 

This, in combination with a silicon steel 
diaphragm, is claimed to give a surpris- 
ing smoothness of tone and reproduction 
of music free from all distortion. The 
unit is made to accept any standard con- 

The Super Lo -Wave Adapter is an an- 
tenna tuner adapted for connection to a 
superheterodyne so as to enable recep- 
tion of stations on wavelengths from 50 

to 25 meters. It may be used either 
wit i two -tap or three -tap superhetero- 
dynes without any change in their wiring. 

RADIO FOR OCTOBER, 1925 

The Benjamin low -loss condenser em- 
ploys a rotor plate shaped so as to give 
definite and positive control of minute 
changes in condenser capacity, adapting 
it to both high and low -wave stations. 
A minimum amount of insulation is used 
and is so arranged that leakage must go 
through long paths outside the strongest 

field. There is no end plate. A friction 
disc on the rotor shaft permits readjust- 
ment of the turning tension without 
throwing the rotor blades out of align- 
ment. It is unusually small in size and is 
made in three styles: 13, 17 and 25 plate 
for .00025, .00035 and .0005 mfd. maximum 
capacity respectively. 

The Acme cone type loudspeaker is 
distinguished by a double free edge that 
is claimed to give uniform reproduction 
of all sound frequencies. The cones are 
made of Japanese linen paper which is 
unaffected by dampness or sun. The ac- 

tuating unit is so powerful that no me- 
chanical levers are used, the cones being 
given a piston movement. The case is 
of metal finished like the cones so as to 
harmonize with any set. The plate cur- 
rent adjustment, once set, needs no 
further attention. 

NEW RADIO CATALOGS 
The Acme Wire Company has published 

an attractive folder, "Acme Wire Makes 
Better Radio," wherein are illustrated and 
described the advantages of both rigid and 
flexible Celatsite wire for set wiring: 
stranded enameled antenna wire, loop an- 
tenna wire, battery cable, and Acme spa- 
ghetti. 
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Tuned 
Radio 

Frequency 
Kit 

$12.00 
Complete 

with 
Brackets 

NOW-All the gvarta 
can have it! 

The sensational favor which Chicago and New York 
showered upon the AERO COIL has prompted its 
designers to make it available to every fan in the 
Nation. Vigorous plans are, therefore, under way to 
place the Aero Coil where every city and village can 
see it and witness its markedly superior performance. 

The complete Low Loss Inductance System, comprising two tuned circuit 
transformers and an antennae coupler with a uniquely constructed 
variable primary for governing the selectivity of the antennae circuit. 

fkitai < « t 
Courtesy Popular Radio 

Declared b y Chicago and New York 
the most SELECTIVE, most POWERFUL 
Inductance Ever Designed! 

' S AERO C oLs 
Enjoy the "knife- edge" selectivity with which Aero Coils cut 
through the tangled mass of Chicago and New York broad- 
casting at will! Enjoy the uncanny sensitivity with which 
sets built of Aero Coils pick up the far off, small, low- wattage 
stations that you never thought existed! Be thrilled by the 
amazing volume with which Aero Coils amplify for the loud 
speaker, reception which you have always had to listen to on 
the head phones! Build a 5 -Tube Tuned Radio Frequency Set 
with Aero Coils the true low loss inductance system. 

PATENTS PROTECT ITS SUPER-EFFICIENCY 
Its lower circuit resist- Build Your Set Now! once, its lower high fre- ( Air dielectric 
quency resistance, its 43 .- No dope on The construction which 
lower distributed ca ac- 

grindings ace .All turns makes possible the far su- P air- spaced- Solonoid 
ity, and the fact that its (cylindrical)windings perior results obtained 
dielectric is 95% air are -Variable primary from Aero Coils also makes 
the reasons why the Aero Engineers recog- them cost a bit more - 
Coil tunes so sharply into windingyto be3su- but, performance consid- 
resonance -and why it perior to any other. Bred, their price is low. 
actually uses the energy The Aero Coil is $12.00 for a set of three, Y gY the only Air dielec- 
which other types of in- trie cylindrical in- complete with nickel 
ductances waste. Hence, ductance with a plated mounting brackets 
Aero Coil is the induct- variablc primary. which fit any condenser. Aero 
ance of today-and to- prevent 

Coil patents Go to your dealer's today prevent imitation. Y Y 
morrow, and you can be and obtain a set of three. 
assured that it is -for the A circular containing com- 
construction which makes it the ideal plete hookups for building the most 
inductance is patented, and no indue- selective, most sensitive, most pow - 
tance can be made so good as Aero Coil erful five -tube receivers ever designed 
unless in violation of these patents! is enclosed in each package. 

If your dealer has not yet obtained his stock of Aero Coils, order direct, 
enclosing price with >our:order. 

Free Booklet showing new circuits and giving full constructional informa- 
tion of help to -anv fan or set builder- mailed on request. 

Write for the Aero Booklet. 

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc. 
217 North Desplaines Street, Chicago, Illinois 
Successors to 

HENNINGER RADIO MFG. CO. 

/ All Aero Coils embrace a patent -protected 
method of construction which makes possible a far more efficient 

inductance performance than is possible with any other type of coi'.. 

Wherever An Inductance Is Required 
ONLY AIR DIELECTRIC COILS HAVING¶ 

VARIABLE PRIMARIES IN ANTENNAE 1111 

CIRCUITS 

The Aero Coil 3- Circuit Tuner 
Another adapta- 
tion of the pat- 
ented protected 
Aero- Coilconstruc- 
tion and for that 
reason the most 
efficient three -cir- 
cuit tuner ever of- 
fered. More than 
covers the broad- 
cast wave band 
when shunted with 
a good .0005 con- 
denser. This is the 

tuner which in a 3 -tube set brought in Havana, 
Cuba, in the day -time in Chicago. Price Sß.00 

The Aero Coil Radio Frequency 
Regenerative Kit 

Consists of one 
AFRO COIL 3- 
Circuit Tuner and 
one AERO COIL 
Antennae Coupling Transformer. 
Makes the most 
powerful, most se- 
lective 4 -tube, non - 
radiating set pos- 
sible to build. 
Price $11.00 

The Aero Coil Wave Trap Unit 
Also for Crystal Sets 

By reason of the characteristics made 
I possible by the Aero Coil construe - 

p, 
;r. y - .. wave trap or crystal set. Price $4.00 

tion, this unit makes a very efficient 

The Aero Coil Oscillator for 
Super Heterodynes 

The characteristics 
achieved through 
the use of the Aero 
Coil principle make 
of this instrument 
the ready means to 
tremendously in- 
crease the efficiency 
of the oscillator 
circuit in any Su- 
per Heterodyne 
receiver. Pr. $5.50 

Prepared by KINTI... L ADVERTISING COMPANY - CHICAGO 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 43 
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JeASensationalNew-- 

CiYa n s c on t 1 n en t a I leceiVer 
THE Receiver that has astonished the entire Radio 

World! The Receiver that has taken the guess -work 
out of Radio. The Receiver that makes it possible to tune 
in stations far and near with but a slight turn of a Single 
Knob. The Receiver that brings all of the glorious pleasure 
and entertainment of Radio at its Best. 

Here, at last, is the Receiver You want ! 

MODEL A--- PRICE, $175 
Sockets Fit All New Type Tubes 

Go to your nearest dealer, see this 
remarkable receiver, ask him to let 

you tune it yourself. 

t!' .A4 RADIO 
Factory : Asbury Park, New Jersey 

Tell +l-em that you saw it in RADIO 

t 
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A 

FAR EAD 
OFT E TIIVIES 

THE new Mu- d Transcontinental Receiver is a dis - 
tinct adva ' ce 'n h art of Radio Reception. It is the 

evolution oÌten ars rogress and development in Radio 
and is the ma e ece o one of Radio's greatest engineers. \ 

Ön"-Did 

One Dial (setting, th 
,and distant stations 
absolute sclectivi y 
come in at the s me 

'operate it\\ 

turning of One knob, brings in local 
ith amazing clearness and volume and 
3nce a station is logged it will always 
ial setting. It's so simple a child can 

Write Dept. G -2 for lurndsom 't 
illustrated booklet. 

MODEL B - -- PRICE, $125 
Sockets Fit All New Type Tubes 

CORPORATION 
General Sales Offices : 972 Broad St., New s :rsc y 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 45 
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Partners for Power 

The Tungar is a G -E 
product developed in the 
great Research Labora- 
tories ofGeneral Electric. 
The new Tungarcharges 
2, 4, 6 volt "A" batteries; 
24 to 96 volt °B "batteries, 
in series; and auto bat - 
teries, too. No extra at- 
tachments needed. 
Two ampere size (East 
of the Rockies) . $18.00 

60 cycles -110 volts 

If you want distance and clear tone from your 
radio set, your storage battery must have its 
partner -the Tungar Battery Charger. 

Two clips and a plug to connect to the house 
current. That's all there is to it. Or you can 
make permanent connection and just throw a 
switch. 

The Tungar charges while you sleep -it makes 
no disturbing noise -keeps your batteries at top 
notch. For power there is nothing like a good 
storage battery -with a Tungar to keep it good. 

BATTERY CHARGER 
11101/ 

Tungar -a registered trademark -is found only 
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate. 

Merchandise Division 
General Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn. 

GENERAL ELECT l . IC 

The "Windham" Wire Former 
A Handy Tool for 

Electricians, Radio Fans and Mechanics 
This rugged little tool not only makes accurate loops or 
eyes for No. 4, 6, 8 and 10 screws but will make either 
sharp or easy radius right angle bends and the sharp 
cutter will cut the toughest wire as well. 
It is drop forged of the very best steel and carefully tem- 
pered in oil. 

Retails for $1.25 
Uralrr, and Jobbers send for full information. Desirable territory still open. 

THE GOYER COMPANY 
Willimantic, Conn., U. S. A. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

CALL 5 

By 2B1JY, Bradley Park, N. J. 
4au, 4aam, (4ask), 4bq, 4cu, (4du), 

(4ea), (4er), (4fi), 4jd, (4jr), 4js, (4kw), 
4mf, 4mi, 4rm, (4ry), 4sb, 4tv, 4ux, 4v1, 
4wlc, (4xe), (Sac), 5acz, 5aj, 5agn, Sail, 
5akn, 5akz, 5a1j, 5ame, (5auc), 5bg, (5he), 
(5hi), 5kc, 51h, Snj, (5nq), (5ph), (5uk), 
5vv, (6agk), 6aji, 6awt, 6bbv, 6bc1, 6bgo, 
óbmo, 6bmw, 6bve, (acah), (6cbb), 6cft, 
Gcgw, Gers, ócsw, (6cto), (6cub), (6dah), 
(6dat), (6fa), 6vc, 7uz, (7fb), qra ?, 9aed, 
9aii, 9ajn, 9aot, 9ape, 9api, 9apm, 9atq, 
9a.uw, 9axh, (9bbh), (9bbj), 9bby, (9bhz), 
9bjl, (9bmv), 9bnd, (9bou), (9bvi), (9cca), 
9cip, (9ckb), 9cxw, 9cxx, 9dat, 9dbj, 
(9dct), 9ddc, 9dfh, 9dhk, 9dka, (9dpr), 
9dpv, 9qu, 9dvw, 9dwk, (9dwz), 9dzf, 
(9eas), 9eak, 9egg (hi), (Ileiz), (9cu), 9db, 
(9fj), 91q, 9mn, 9uq, 9ut, (9wo), 9zt. Can- 
adian: lai, (lam), lan, (lar), ldd, 2cg, 
3aa, (3en), (3qs), 3vh, 4gt, 9ch. Bermuda: 
ber. British: 2sz, (2wj), 5dh. Cuban: 
(2by), (2mk). Brazilian: lba, 2sp (dalite). 
Holland: pcuu. Porto Rico: 4kt, (4oi). 
4rI, 4sa. New Zealand: (2xa), 4ar. Mexi- 
can: laa, laf, lb, lk, in, lx, (9a), qsl' 
(Ira ?? 

By H. C. C. McCabe, 71 Holloway Road, 
Wellington, New Zealand 

1pl, lyb, ixav, 1®mp, lare, lxx, lax. 
laao, lahl, lamd, lang, lare, laep, lbgc, 

Sacl, bagu, 6awt, 6buc, 6bur, 6cto, Eno, 
6chs, but, 6fz, ócsw, óbcb, 6cwg, 6agk, 
Gea, 6eb, ójp, 6cst. óvr, 6ts, 6cgo, 6zd. 
6age, 6bez, 6biz, 6bhz, 6ahp, 6zac, óqi, 6acb, 
Gems, 6ji, Gehl, 6cub, 6bmw, 6km, 6xap, 
6jj, 6age, 6nx, 7ay, 7ya, Snx, Sbyn, 8ry, 
8jj, 9cxx, 9dez, 9bmx, 9dfh, 9ado, 9ded, 
9hn, 9akf, 9eli, 9uqa, 9c1d, 9xa. Canadian: 
3co, 4gt, 5bf. British: 2nm. Italian: ler, 
German: pox. Miscellaneous: krah, nrrl, 
wiz, npm, npu, npg, nkf, znv. 

By R. W. Minirom, 62 Barton Street. 
Woolston, Ch. Ch., NeoN Zealand 

laao, lahl, lamd, lang, lare, laep, lbgc, 
lcmp, 1py, lqm, lyb, lza, 2bbx, 2cty, 2t1y, 
2ha, 2kr, 2zv, 3cdk, 311, 3wo, 4r1, 4rm, 
5akn, 5aty, 5mi, Snj. 5oq, box, 5ph, 5uk, 
5wi, 5zai, 6aji, 6awt, 6ajm, 6afg, 6asv, 
6agn, 6bur, 6bhz, 6bug, 6cso, ócss, Gcgw, 
6cej, 6cnc, 6cix, 6ctn, 6dah, 6eb, 6fa, ójp, 
6km, 61j, 6nb, 6nx, 6rw, 6vc, óvr, 6xap, 
Gxg, 6xad, 6zd, 7ay, 7aek, 7de, 7ij, 7ku, 
71y, 7nt, 7uj, 7uz, 7ya, 8aj, Sapw, 8bgn, 
8bkq, 8chk, 8cq, 8cyi, 8gz, 8ks, Spi, 8sf, 
8tx, 8xas, 9akf, 9bn, 9bht, 9cul, 9dhw, 
9dfh, 9ek, 9uq, 9xp. Canada: 4gt. Mexico: 
laa. Porto Rico: 401. Brazil: lab, 2sp. 
Chile: leg. Argentina: 1pz, 1px. England: 
2kf, 21z, 2nm, god, 2wj. France: Sbv, 8ct, 
8fq, 8qq, 8rdi, 8tok, 8yor. Italy: ler, ino, 
lrg, iwb. Sweden: smyy. Hawaii, ócst, 
6dcf, fxi. Samoa: 6zac. Special: aga, nrrl, 
nkf, npg, npm, wiz, wgh, kfuh. All heard 
on low waves. All Q.S.L.'s answered 
promptly. 

By U -5, AIM. __.l Korat h 3rd Street, 
Enid. Okla' a 

A-2ac, 3bq, 4ag, b4rs, cl, dq, lei, tau, 
2ax, 2be, 2bn, 3ws, 3aa, 4dy, 5gg, 5go, 
9alf, 8sm, g6yn, 2kf, mbx, 9a, lx, laa, Sb, 
xap, giby, 31f, ra8, cb8, mal, bal, z4ak. 
Specials: wap, wir, wiz, nqw, jaxl, fwx, 
pox, 1pz, knf, nkf, npg, jlaa. Please Q.S.I.. 
card for confirmations. All cards Q.S.L.'d. 
Qrk 26 watts on 81 meters. 

By UCWP -BUX, 1485 East 5th Avenue, 
Pomona, California 

leak, laep, (lair), lang, lfx, irr, 1pl, 
lxu, 2ah, 2mu, 2bbx, 2cty, 2brb, 2ss, 2xaf, 
3jw, 4gy, 4sa, 4si, 5wi, 5hi, 5he, 5aom, 
5oq, 5acd, Sed, 51s, 51g, 5aty, 5a1r, 5amd, 
7wu, 7dd, (7kg), 7rr, 71u, 7r1, 7wj, 7uj, 
7fd, 7ay, 7ku, 7agz, (7aek1. (7kil. (711), 
7fb, 7uz, 7tq, 7uq, 8dnr, 8cyi, Sdjf, Sp1, 
8eq, 8kc, 8bce, Sai. (Heed), 8zg, 8gz, 
Sbrc, Saul, 9bjp, 9bht, 9cxx, 9wo, 9ecc, 
9ces, 9dms, (9ded), 9apm, 9bri, 9dfh, 9amm, 
9eak, 9aod, 9oo, 9dac, 9bkb, 9bof, 9ek, 9e11, 
(9cdv), 9uq, 9aey, 9dfj, Sog, 9xn, 9zaa, 9zt. 
Canadian: 4gt, 5eu, 9ck. Mexican: laa, 9a, 
(cxi), fxi, nkf, npg, rive, npn, npm, npj, 
nrrl, wiz. wqn. Uan' is anpreciated on 
Mi 5 watter. Will Q.S.L. promptly. 

(Continued on Page 48) 
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Radio drafted Bakelite 

. 49 

so all could listen-in 

"Polyplug" 
Polymet Mfg. Co. 

Dial 
The Bell Mfg. Co. 

Rheostat 
Yaxley Mfg. Co. 

TO make available for everyone, everywhere, 
the marvel of radio reception, radio engi- 
neers required an insulating material pos- 
sessing a unique combination of properties. 

Bakelite alone met the need. It combines 
high insulation value with strength and 
light weight. It is easily formed into the 
many shapes required and will not warp, 
shrink nor swell. It will not absorb mois- 
ture and is unaffected by extremes of heat 
and cold. 

All of these properties and the beautiful 
color and finish of Bakelite are permanent - 
unaffected by time, use or climate. So 
"Radio,. drafted Bakelite," and today it is 
u *d lAy over 95% of radio set and parts 
lz antqacturers. 

la sure that the radio set or parts that 
you ly are Bakelite insulated, for good in- 
sulatpón is essential to clear reception. 

Write for Booklet 30 

BAKELITE CORPORATION 
~ 7 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 

hicago Office : 636 West 22nd St. 

Aristocrat Dial 
Kurz -Kasch Company or' 

Condenser 
Sangamo Electric Co. 

Condenser 
Bremer -Tully Co. 

Bakelite is an exclusive 
trade mark and can be 
used only on products 
made from materials 
manufactured by the 
Bakelite Corporation. 
It is the only material 
which may bear this 
famous mark 

t 
excel 

fence. KELI 
BAKELITE 

is the registered trade 
mark for the phenol 
resin product manu 
factored under pat- 
ents owned by the 
Bakelite Corporation. 

THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND USES 
Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 47 
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'fed Res 
in Radio Reception 

In reproducing the bewitching melody of some famous orchestra.all working 
parts in the radio set must co-ordinate and harmonize with each other to 
develop perfect reception. Indivtdually or in combination, Benjamin Super 
Radio Parts achieve this beautiful tonal p_rlection by banishing disturb- 
ances and distortions. stopping radio losses, properly balancing the tuning 
range, increasing selectivity, and in making the set neater and better looking. 

These unusual advantages Increase radii} enjoyment. Benjamin Super Radio 
Parts have become the standard for Perfect Results -just as they have be- 
come the standard equipment in many of the finest, factory -made radio 
sets found in the homes of true music lovers. 

Benjamin Lou/ Loss 
Long Range Condensers 

Straight line type. Spreads the broadcast range on 
the lower wave lengths, eliminating bunching of 
stations on the kwer side of the diaL The cut -away 
shape of the rotor blades aids sharp tuning and 
makes tuning much easier. Minimum insulation is 
used and leakage must go through long paths outside 
of strongest field. Unpolished silver plate finish. 
Small size of condenser makes it adaptable to any 
set, regardless of crowding of apparatus on subpanel. 
Friction disc on rotor shaft adjusts turning tension 
without throwing rotor plates out of alignment. 
Drilling template furnished with each 
condenser. Made m three sues: 13 plate 
for 00025 Mid., 17 plate lee .00035 
Mid.. and 25 plate for 0005 Mid. 

n. 
` f 

Benjami;iTuned Radio 
Frequency Transformers 

Low Resistance. Low Distributed Ca- 
pacity. Wires are space wound, adjacent 
coils are parallel. air Insulated and so separated that 
while capacity is reduced to a minimum, induc 
tance is maintained at a high point of efficiency. ..' Makes cod more 

are very uniform, both indue 
Lance and distnbuted capacity. no that il desired. 

they ma be geared for single control of the tuned stages A minimum amount of material is 

used in the field of the coil. and an anneapacity cement is used only where the wires cross. 

Coils are coupled so as to reduce capacity of coupling to a minimum. Green double silk cover 
ing provides high insulation and gives a fine appearance to the coil. 

Benjamin Cle -Ra -Tone Sockets 
Benjamin Cle-Ra -Tone Sockets prevent the transmission of 
outside vibrations into microphonic disturbances. Four deli- 
cately adjusted double springs support the socket -"float" It 
abovp,the base -and absorb all jars and shocks. An absolute 
necessity in portable sets. Used by leading manufacturers and 
recommended by radio engineers in the most popular hook 
ups. There are no rubber parts to deteriorate. Bakelite is used 
wherever possible to insure sturdiness, long lifye, and high in- 
sulation. Handy lugs make soldering easy. Stiff bus wiring 
does not affect the flexibility of the Cle -Ra -Tone Springs. 
Furnished also in gangs on Bakelite sub -panels for compact 
set building, as when mounted on Benjamin brackets there is 
plenty of space underneath for mounting accessory equipment. 

Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. 
147 W. 17th Street 11o. tie So. Sangamon Street 448 Beyer.. Street 

New Tack Chicago San F Iwo 
Manufactured in Canada by the Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co. of Canada. Ltd.. Toronto. Ontario 

SPRING SUSPENDED 
SHOCK íB510 l NG 

Paanird 
1 Ir 28. 'gas 
May r. stat 

NEW BIG 

RADIO 
.._... _ ._.... _ 404, 

ùl1111181 -let; 
GET SPEUAL OFFER 

Factory prices save you 1.3 to 1.2. Users 
everywhere report Miraco Ultra SG gets pro- 
rams 

and clear an speaker; Outperforms $100 to 
$250 sets. Many hear Europe. Marvelous 
value -let testimony of users convince you. 

Smaller sets $13.75 up. Write. 
MIDWEST RADIO CORPORATION 

414 0 B. 8th St,. Cincinnati. Ohio 

AGENTS 

r11'i,á@7 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 

Send for Trial Subscription 

$1.00 for Six Months 

4g 

MOLLIFORMER 
"46'UNIT 
RREPLACES 

BATTERIES 
BUILD IT YOURSELF 

You can assemble this powerful B Unit in an hour, 
at a great saving, and use the current from the light 
socket. Excellent for Supers and all TRF Sets - 
Noiseless-no Tubes or acid- Utiliges full wave ree- 
tification. Guarantees greater Clarity, DX and Vol- 
ume at cost of 1 /10c per hour. Completely elimi- 
nates "B" Battery, and is sold with a positive 
GUARANTEE of satisfaction or money refunded. 

Write for descriptive circular. 
PRICE 

Complete Kit - $22 550 
60 Cycle Unit W 

Complete Kit- 24.50 
25 Cycle Unit 

Kits include Rectifiers. 
Parts sold separately if desired. 

DEALERS -Write for our proposition. 

C. E. JACOBS, Sole Manfr. 
2808 N. Kedgie Avenue CHICAGO 

Tell them that you saw It in RADIO 

CALLS HEARD 
(Continued from Page 46) 

By E. O. Knoeh, OBJX, 2923 East 0th St., 
Los Angeles, California 

laey, lahg, lamb, lamd, leak, lcmx, liv, 
1pm, 1py, 1xam, 2agw, 2bgi, 2br, 2buy, 
2byw, 2ch, 2cyu, 2mu, 2xaf, 2xi, 3ef, (3ot), 
3vx, 3xan, 4by, 4cu, 4oa, 4rm, 4rr, 4sa, 4tv, 
6dcf, (Hawaii), 6zac (Samoa), 8abm, 8aeh, 
Safs, Sbf, 8bn, 8bgi, 8brc, Sdme, (8do), 
heb, Sgz, (8jj), ink, (Spi), 8sf, a -2bk, 
a -2y1, (a -3bd), a -3yx, c -4gt, c -5ba, c -5hs, 
m -1k, nd -lia, (pi -ihr), z -lao, z -4ak, (fx -1), 
U :fuh), neck -1, nisv, nkf, npo, (nrrl), nve, 
Wiz. wisp. Anyone heard my W. E. 50 
\ratter? Want a card? You know how 
to get it. 

By Donald Cordray, SATX, 5th District, 
care Gen. Del., Canton, Ohio 

(5ar), Sat. (5am), 5bj, (See), 5do, Sek, 
Sew, (5gu), :ew, Shi, 5h1, (5hh), 5hs, Ske, 
:l i, 51a, 51c. 51h, 51s, (5ma), 5mi, 5mo, 5nx, 
Gob, (5ot). los, 505, 5qe, 5qy, (Sir), 5rg, 
Grw, bee. (;tif), 5xaa': 5za, (5aai), Saat, 
- ,uhni, - xrnt, 5adx, .,(te .i, 5aez, uafm, 5afv, 
(Sagwc), Sali, 3sky, .-,a1j, 3amh, 5apw, Sago, 

Saet. Satf, (Satx), 5av1? 5zai, (5zao), 
:jail, Giac, Gab, 6a«-, 6ay, (fibs), 6cc, Gea, 
Geb, 5f a, 6f h, fige, 6gw, (6ji), Gkn, bru, 
6yg, (Gzd), (6zh), 6aa, 6aam, 6ab1, Gabt, 
6adt, Gadx, (6agw), Gage, Gakw, Garb, 
(6awt), (6bcp), Gbdh, (6bbv), 6bur, 6jx, 
(Gbgb), ybvd, 6ccc, 6ccp, 6ccy, 6ccf, Gcff, 
Gcgw, Gchx, (6ch1), 6chs, 6cix, (6cka), 
6iv, 6cmv, fient, 6cnl, 6cge, (6cso), 6css, 
tete, yctz, (Gdah), Gdat, 61h1; 6gu, 6kjb? 
6kp, 61j, Ems, 6oi, 6op, 6p1, (6ti), (fits), 
6uv, 6xu, Gxp, yzbt? 7a1, (7ab), 7bn, (7cu). 
7di, 7411, (7fs), 7hi, 7ja, 7ki, 71s, 7mi, 7no, 
7si, 7qo, (7op), Try, 7u1, (7uj), 7wm, 7zz, 
7abb, (lacy), 7adf, 7ago, 7aha, 7aky. Can- 
adian: (ldd), lak, 2bn, (2ju), 3fs, (3xx), 
4bv, (4aa), 4er, 4hh, 5ab, (5cr), Sgt, 5go. 
New Zealand: (4aa), 4ak, tac. Australia: 
Zay, 2cm, 2yi, 3bd. Mexican: laa, (9a), 
lak, (bx). English: (2nm), (2od), 5nn, 
(5xx), 6ya, (61j), ónf, 6yu. French: (8dq), 
Sssc, Sae, (8sm). Spanish: (sear2), (ear6). 
Italian: (iler). Hawaiian: 6asr. Naval: 
nkf, nrrl, nepq, nerk, nag, kfuh, ket. 
South American: (cb8), raft? wjs, Ste. Will 
gladly give reports on sigs. Please ad- 
dress cards to Donald Cordray, care of 
General Delivery, Canton, Ohio. 

By 1ABP, 42 Glenwood Ave., Eden Park, 
Rhode Island 

6awt, 6agk, 6bjj, 6bur, Gbwj, Gcgw, Gcig, 
Gcto, 6ts, 6vc, 7dd, 71u, 7sf. British: (2cc), 
2dx, 2go, 2fu, (2kf), 2kw, 2kz, (21z), (2nb), 
(2nm). god, 2rb. 2sh, 2sz. 2tf, 2wj, Set. 
5mo, (5nn), 5pu, 5pz, 5si, Gfg, (6kk), ónf, 6td, 
(Gtm). French: (Sba), Set, 8go, (8p1), 
(Swag), 8ssm, Swj, 8qq. Holland: ont, oll, 
pct. Denmark: (7ec). Spain: earl, ear6, 
ear9. Italy: laf, 1er, lgn, lmt. Brazil: 
el -ab. Cuban: 21e, 2mk. Bermuda: (ber). 
Mexican: lb, laa, lai, bx. New Zealand: 
tac. Miscellaneous: (wnp), wap, nkf, 
(nerkl). QRK 1 -ABP on 40 meters. Will 
Q.S.L. all cards. 

By SEQ, J. C. i.isk. 902 S. Elisabeth St., 
Lima, Ohio. 

4fm, 4kt, 4r1, 4sa, -4ux. 4tv, 4xe, Sage, 
5dí, Sox, Gajr, 6aiv, 6avj, 6awt, Gbhz, 6bur, 
6bve, 6cdy, Gcgw, 6chs, 6chz. 6cix, Gclp, 
6cnc, Gcrs, Gcto, 6cub, Gdah, 6dg, fifa, 6jp, 
Gli, 61j, Eno. 6xad. 7aek, 7bo. 7 fb. 7jh, 7jw, 
7mf, 7nt, 7nx, 7s1, 7uz, 7dd, 9aon, 9caa, 
Soo, a2DS, a3EF. Z2XA, OlEG, (qra ?) BYC 
((Ira?) NRRL, NVE, NAS, WAP, NERK, 
BER. 

Mex. -1AA, 1B, 1X, 9A, BX. 
SEQ is on 40 meters and would appre- 

ciate reports on his signals. 

By OAPK, 1250 West 5Sth Place. 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

U. S. -laac, laci, laf, lang, laxa, lbyx, 
lcmf, 1pl, 2agb, 2bbx, 2brb, 21u, 2nf, 2pd, 
2xaf, 2xi, 3bva, 3hz, 3hg, 4oa, 4pz, 5acz, 
5agn, 5akn, 5akz, 5amr, 5amw, Saos, 5aty, 
5bdn, 5ed, She, 5kc, 51s, 5nq, 5ph, 5se, 5uk, 
lay, 7nh, (7uj), 7uz, Sain, 8ayy, 8bn, 8bpk, 
Sbpl, 8cau, Seed, 8eq, Sks, 8nk, Spl, 8qf, 
8ry, 8sf, 8xn, 9adn, (9ado). 9aed, Sail, 9akk, 
(galt), 9amb, 9amm, 9ano, 9aod, gap, 9apm, 
9bew, 9bez, 9bht, 9bkr, 9bmv, 9brl, 9cjw, 
9cto, 9dad, 9ddc, 9ddp, 9dfh, 9dfj, 9dga, 
9dic, 9dmj, 9dqx, 9duc, 9dvf, 9ebx, Sete, 
9efy, Sek, 9es, 91a, (900), 9pb, 9se, 9uq, 
(9wo), 9xn, 9zk, 9zt. 

Canada -lam, 4aa, 4gt, 5ef. Mexico - 
laa, laf, (1k), ln, (9a). N. Z. -4aa. Mis- 
cellaneous fxl, nas, nkf, npm, nrrl, (nve), 
wiz, wwdo. qrk? Mi five watter on 40 
meters. All crds qsl'd. 

(Continued on Page 64) 
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Guaranteed 

MONTGOMERY WARD E.. CO. 
ü+l..o.o.. Cl...+l;o A+..w Ci 5t. Paul IbnI...J, t>... (>+41.nJ. C+IJ. Fora Ronh 

Ward's New Radio Catalogue 
Is Yours Free 

Yours Free -the newest, most in- 
teresting book published on Radio. 
A book prepared by Radio experts 
-a complete Radio manual. 

52 fully illustrated pages showing 
what is new in Radio and what has 
been approved by the best experts. 

It shows sets from one tube to 
five tubes, the new one dial control, 
parts and supplies, batteries and 
cabinets. It gives a list of stations, 
a radio log for recording stations. 

Ward's is Headquarters 
for Radio 

Ward's is today one of the greatest 
Radio stores in the world-selling 
everything in Radio without the 
usual Radio Profits. And besides, 
we sell only the tested and approved 
equipment - selected and tested by 
our own experts, who are up to the 
minute in Radio. Thousands of cus- 
tomers write us of their delight and 
saving on Ward's Radio sets. 

Our 53 year old Policy 
For 53 years we have sold only quality merchan- 
dise under a Golden Rule Policy. You can rely 
absolutely upon the quality of everything shown 
in this Radio Catalogue. 

MontgomerWard &Co. 
The Oldest Mail Order House is Today the Most Progressive 

Baltimore Chicago Kansas City St. Paul Portland, Ore. Oakland, Calif. Ft. Worth 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

To Montgomery Ward & Co., Dept. 39 -R 

Baltimore Chicago Kansas City St. Paul 

Portland, Ore. Oakland, Calif. Fort Worth 

(Mail this coupon to our house nearest you.) 

Please mail my free copy of Montgomery 
Ward's New Radio Catalogue. 

Name 

Local address 

Post office 

State 
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Wew WESTON 
Radio Panel 

Voltmeter 
Model 506 

rrtHIS beautiful little precision instrument, hand- 
somely incased in Bakelite, with silver face and 

dead -black scale, is only 2 inches in diameter. Mounted 
on the panel of your set, it is the surest way of knowing 
the actual facts of radio reception. See it at your dealer's. 
Send for booklet: "Weston Radio Instruments." 

For further information address: 

WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CORP. 

The Weston Instant 
Change Radio Plug 
at all dealers, 60e. 

156 Weston Avenue, Newark, N. J. 
Pacific Coast Representatives: 

Western Electric Company, Seattle, Wash. 
J. H. Southard, San Francisco, Calif. 

A. A. Barbera, Los Angeles,. Calif. 
Repair Service Laboratory, 

682 Mission St., San Francisco, Calif. 

STANDART) THE WORLD OVER 

5)io17ccj's since 1888 

Imitation Is Not Flattery 
When You Buy An Imitation 
Glass is not "just as good" an insulator as genuine 
PYREX. Thirty -four broadcasting stations, the 
Navy, Coast Guard, Lighthouse and Air Mail Ser- 
vices, the MacMillan Arctic Expedition, all use gen- 
uine PYREX because they must have dependable 
antenna insulation. 
Get the best out of your set by using the best insula- 
tors. 

ASK FOR PYREX 
45 cents each 

CORNING GLASS WORKS 
Industrial Division 

CORNING, NEW YORK 

AUGUST & 
SEPTEMBER 

BACK COPIES OF "RADIO" 
With Best's Super -Het. Articles. 

Both for 50c. 

"RADIO" : SAN FRANCISCO 

50 Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

THE GIRL WITH THE 
MADONNA VOICE 
(Continued from Page 23) 

listening to this kind of stuff every ev- 
ening but I know I ain't. That's the 
Dream Lady from KYTX, but her real 
name's Nancy Joyce. Just to listen to 
her, Bub, can't you tell there's something 
different about her from most girls ?" 

About this time, I began to be illum- 
inated by the big idea. 

"Most every girl's different that way 
to at least one man, Henry," I said 
paying him back for this grandfather at- 
titude. "Have you set a date for the 
happy day ?" 

"I asked you to be sensible," snaps 
Henry kind of sore. "Of course we're 
not engaged. I haven't even met her - 
not yet. Now look here, Bub, and just 
consider. You and I never did have 
the same opinion of girls, I'll admit. 
Maybe you never thought seriously about 
them but if you did, rd bet the clothe,, 
I got on you'd never even consider one 
of those hot mammas you rush to the 
shows and dances. You'd want a real 
one hundred per cent girl." 

"Listen here, Henry," I says, "When- 
ever I even consider marrying any girl 
on the salary I'm getting you rush an 
alienist around in a hurry." 

"You'll fall someday, Bub, you'll fall. 
You'll wake up and discover this camp- 
ing out in a room ain't all its cracked 
up to be and then you'll look around for 
a woman and a little bungalow all your 
own. It won't be no cabaret sister you 
look for either. When you rush a girl 
to a dance you pick one that looks good 
and is painted up to look even better. 
She has bobbed hair, short skirts, socks, 
a nice figure and she's an intellectual 
moron. You tell her something pleas- 
ant like asking her to eat and she says 
`I'm on, sweet paw -paw' or `Ain't it the 
cat's meow, though,' or, if she doesn't 
like the idea `Aw, applesauce.' But she 
shakes a wicked hoof and that's all that 
counts at a dance. At home she couldn't 
bake a potato wihout looking up how 
its done in the cook book. Dishwater 
makes 'em sick and they think a bassin- 
et is some kind of musical instrument. 
Take it from me, Bub, a swell home 
they'd make a fellow." 

I looked at him shocked. Something 
had surely made a sudden change in 
Henry. 

"Why blame it all on me ?" I asked. 
"You didn't always object to 'em wild 
yourself." 

"Sure, I'll admit it," replied Henry. 
"But since I heard this kid over the 
radio, I changed my mind. You know 
Bub -," I could see he blushed a little, 
" -I've been thinking it must be nice 
to have a home of your own -that is, 
with the right woman. No flapper for 
mine; give me a one hundred per cent 
American girl and I tell you, Bub, there 
ain't very many of them left. Take 

(Continued on Page 52) 
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e 
ALLOCATING 
CONDENSER 

Spreads the Stations 
Over the Dial The new 
AMSCO Allocating Condenser is the triumphant 
combination of electrical engineering and mechanical 
ingenuity. Electrically efficient in unscrambling the 
stations on your dials. Each dial degree from 1 to 100 
will be found to represent 10 broadcasting kilocycles 
accurately over the entire scale -"a station foreveryde- 
gree." Mechanically ingenious in correcting the fault 
of other S. L.F. Condensers -it conserves space! Scien- 
tific low -loss construction. Rigidity with light weight. 
Made in three capacities - Single or Siamese. Ask your dealer, or 
write for details of the entire AMSCO Line of engineered radio parts. 

AMSCO PRODUCTS, INC. Dept. I 
Broome and Lafayette Streets, New York City 

New!- ahandsome instru- 
ment at a low prüce, the 
AMSCO Vernier Dialgises 
finesse to your fingers. Steps 
down 13 to 1, backwards or 
forwards, without momen- 
tum or back-lash. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 51 
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See Your Tubes Tested 
There's only one way to be sure 
your tubes are RIGHT and that's 
to see them tested before your 
eyes. Formerly this was imprac- 
tical. Tricky curves had to be 
figured. But times have changed. 

SUPERADI® 
DYIo1C) í/I ETER 
Is direct reading. Tells if tube is gassy, 
underaged, etc. Easy to operate. Gives 
Plate Impedance, Amplification Factor 
and Mutual Conductance without calcu 
lation. 

Insist on TESTED Tubes. 

DEALERS WRITE FOR DETAILS 

SURE-FIRE 
UPER -HET KIT 

A Superradio Product that has met with great popu- 
larity. Anyone who can read a diagram can build 
a standard 8 -tube genuine Superheterodyne. 

Kit contains 1 Antenna Coupler, 1 Oscillator Coupler, 
I Special Variable Condenser. 1 Tuned Filter Trans- 

former, 3 Matched Intermediate Transformers and 
all necessary hardware with diagrams, layouts and 
complete Superheterodyne Treatise by Louis C. 
Billotte. 

Write for Descriptive Circular 

DeWitt- LaFra. 
54 Washburn Avenue 

Boston Representative : 

Martin, Hartley & Dewitt Sales 
Company 

99 Bedford Street 

rice Co., Inc. 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Chicago Representative: 

William A. Welty & Company 
36 South State Street 

PASS the U. S. 

Government 

1oommercial 
or 

1 Amateur Radio Li- 
cense examination! 
This book will help 
you do it! Send 
sixty cents in 
stamps or coin for 
your copy - -- postage 
prepaid to any 
point in II, I-. S., 
Canada or NI,.ico. 
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For a short 
time only 

RADIO INSTITU 
322 Broadway, 

60c 
TE OF AMERICA 
New York City 

52 

"B" BATTERIES 
A1' 

EVEREADY 
PRODUCT 

At Standard Prices 

43V. Batteries, tapped 
22%V. Batteries, Navy Type 
22% V. Batteries, Commercial Type 

Latter two types especially adapted to 
Cunningham and Radiotron Tubes. 
Postage Prepaid Anywhere in I. S. 

ETS-HOKIN 85 GALVIN 
Wireless Engineers 

10 Mission Street San Francisco 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

(Continued from Page 50) 

this Dream Lady, Nancy Joyce, for 
instance. She's one if there ever was 
one and I never met her -yet. You 
don't have to see her to tell it. Any 
girl can camouflage her looks so she seems 
like a million dollars when she ain't a 
good half dollar after she's opened her 
mouth unless she's hypnotized you with 
her good looks first. Without seeing 
this Nancy Joyce, I can tell a lot about 
her. All the important characteristics 
come out in her talk. After all, Bub, 
looks is only secondary in a woman and, 
even from her voice, I can tell this Nancy 
Joyce ain't no mud fence. She's the 
kind that's got a complexion that don't 
need paint to make her look alive and 
I'll bet she wears enough clothes in 
winter to keep her warm and few en- 
ough in the summer to be comfortable 
without showing everything she's got. 
If you ask her what she thinks of Vol- 
taire, she wouldn't tell you that she'd 
never had a ride in one." 

The radio on the table was turned on 
and the voice of this Dream Lady ming- 
led with Henry's. 

"Just listen to that !" he exclaimed, 
while she babbled something about Little 
Brown Bruin, "Isn't that a voice full of 
refinement and culture? Can't you just 
imagine the good, wholsome kind of girl 
she is. Bub, you know that peculiar 
Madonna expression that only the great 
artists can get into their pictures? Well, 
that same quality can he in their voices 
too, and here's a girl that got it. The 
girl with the Madonna voice! Think 
of the home a girl like this would make 
a man, Bub, think of it! Here we have 
an idea we're living when we ain't even 
camping out in good style compared to a 
home of our own with a girl like that." 

He stopped, all excited and out of 
breath. 

"Great Scott, Henry," I ejaculated, 
"You ain't changed your mind any late- 
ly, have you? Why you never even saw 
this girl -maybe she isn't white -maybe 
she weighs 250 in her BVD's. Grab 
the parachute and come back to earth 
before the bubble bursts!" 

Henry snorted. 
"You think I'm wrong, don't you ?" 

he cried, "Well, I'll show you. I'll 
prove that the voice is mightier than the 
personal appearance with all its pretty 
camouflage when it comes to considering 
a woman as a wife. I'll meet her to- 
night or die in the attempt." 

BEING out of town on business for 
two weeks after that, I didn't see 

much of Hen until sometime later. 
Then, when I would come to the room 
in the evening he'd be rushing out to 
take this girl home from the radiocast 
station. There was no question but 
that he was all flustered and excited and 
that he considered the three flights of 
stairs down from our room as so much 
air. 

(Continued on Page 54) 
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Zenith" 
«T WANT a radio set which will 

1 give me the same true quality 
of tone - the same selectivity - 
the same volume without distor- 
tion - the same long distance 
range as Zenith." That is the ex- 
pressed desire of thousands and 
thousands of radio enthusiasts. 

The reason for their ambition is 
simply this: Zenith radio sets are 
never offered to the public until 
all laboratory experiments have 
been carried to a satisfactory con- 
clusion - until in side -by -side tests 
with other radio sets Zenith suprem- 
acy has been completely demon- 
strated. 

Zenith radio sets will never be 
produced on a quantity basis at 
the sacrifice of quality. 

But -which is better: to be dis- 
tinguished merely for volume of 
production -or to be distinguished 
for a degree of excellence so high 
that it sets the standard through- 
out the industry? Ask your nearest 
Zenith dealer for a demonstration. 
ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION 

Straus Building, Chicago 

Again Commander Donald 
B. MacMillan has chosen 
Zenith exclusively for his 
expedition to the Arctic. 
When human lives may de- 
pend upon the reliability 
of radio performance, only 
one reason can explain his 
choice: Zenith has proved 
to be the best obtainable, 
at any price. 

Super -Zeniths are priced at from $240 to $2,000. 
Each instrument is sold under a quality guarantee. 

Above is shown the De Luxe Italian model. 

SRPG 
PpK 

-LONG DISTANCE* - 
TRADE MARK REG. 

Costs More - but Does More! 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 53 
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a. ) \® . 
735-49 Elizabeth 

10/ART UPRIGHT 
SPEAKERS 

The Standard - 

The Black Beauty 
The 12 -in -B - - 

The 14 -in -B - - 

aewarh, ,NJ., Zl. S. ,71. 

- $ 8.00 
- 10.00 
- 12.00 
- 14.00 

Type A 
"hype B 

PHONOGRAPH 
UNIT 

MOZART 

SUPER HEADSET 

Price $5.00 

Mozart 
Baby Grand 

Complete with Type A 
Unit 

Complete with Type B 
Unit 

$ 9.00 

12.00 

y TTS extraordinary re- 
1 producing qualities, 
its low center of gravity 
with resultant steadi- 
ness, its general beauty 

$4.00 of outline, and, the fact 
6.00 that it will harmonize 

perfectly with any fur- 
nishings from the sim- 
plest to the most preten- 
tious, have maintained 
for it a worthy place 
amongst all that is su- 
perlative in Radio neces- 
sities today. 

Our Baby Grand "Ap- 
preciation" folder cheer- 
fully mailed on request. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

(Continued from Page 52) 
But the funny part of it was that 

every time I came home, no matter if 
I had only been to a movie, much less 
a cabaret, he was always in bed sleep- 
ing peaceful as a lamb except for the 
fact he snored. So I took it for granted 
she sure must be old- fashioned like he 
expected to send him home that early 
every night. 

I don't know how long I had been 
asleep one night when I woke up all 
of a sudden feeling that everything 
wasn't exactly right. The room was 
almost as light as day from the moon 
and I jumped like I was shot when I 
saw something move. However, when 
I got clear awake I realized it was only 
Henry in his pajamas over at the radio 
set turning the dials and mumbling 
something in his sleep. Now and then, 
I could understand something about his 
"Radio Dream Lady . ... Madonna 
voice .... little bungalow for two," 
and all that sort of stuff. 

After I had listened long enough to 
make sure he wasn't going to tell any 
secrets, I turned on the light and went 
over and shook him. 

"Hen, for the love of Pete, come too," 
I said, "There isn't anything but bed- 
time stories for flappers going over that 
thing now." 

Henry woke up with a jump and then, 
when he recovered, looked at me with 
sort of an angelic smile. 

"She's wonderful, Bub," he muttered, 
"All I had hoped for and more. I told 
you I knew a real girl by her voice. 
She's a revelation, Bub-a real old -fash- 
ioned, honest -to- goodness girl, the kind 
that can make a house a home. Works 
in an office and sends me home every 
evening at nine and all of that;" here 
he rose unsteadily to his feet and took 
my hand ; "Bub, old boy, I've fallen - 
I've fallen hard. You'll have to be 
looking around for another bunkie. 
Nan -Miss Joyce, the Dream Lady 
from KYTX is going to marry me!" 

"What! So soon ?" I cried, aghast, 
"Henry, you're crazy." 

"Sure," he admitted, "So'd you be 
crazy if a girl like that was going to be 
yours. It's a good excuse. I didn't 
realize what a fool I'd been parked in 
a room like this. But I'm through 
now; through with all the wild ones, 
cabarets, dancing -everything but Nan. 
Just a couple weeks more, Bub, and I'll 
be the happiest man on earth !" 

"Henry," I said slowly, "I don't 
know whether you need sympathy or 
advice most. But right now you ain't 
in condition for either, I guess. You 
go to bed now and see if you don't feel 
different in the morning." 

Hen laid his hand affectionately on 
my shoulder and grasped my hand with 
his other. Honest, I did feel a little 
touched. 

"Bub, old man," he said slowly, 
(Continued on Page 56) 
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PERFECT SIIVIPLICITY! 

Licensed Under Blackmore Patents and Patents Pending. 
Hogan Patent No. 1014002. 

NO0DIAL (Pateated) 

5 Tube Receivers 

e.4 touch of the finger brings 'ern in! 

Years ahead of other radio receivers in design 
-but already hailed by scores of happy users as 
the ideal radio set for every home -this great 

achievement of design and workmanship is now available to you! Think of a receiver 
without dials -so simple that any child can operate it- foolproof -troubleproof ! That's 
NO -DIAL, the newest thing in radio! 

Features You Have Waited For! 
Utmost Simplicity without sacrifice of other 
desirable features has been attained by NO- 
DIAL engineers thru the most careful correla- 
tion of all parts. Adjustments which the 
listener, himself, in ordinary sets must make 
are in NO -DIAL completed at the factory. 

Better Tuning is made possible because the 
condensers are permanently kept in step. The 
cover of NO -DIAL is rotated, bringing in 
station after station loud and clear, far and 
near. That is all the listener need do -even 
filament control is automatic. 

Better Logging is made possible thru the 
physical shape of NO -DIAL Receivers. The 
entire edge of the cover is a Station Register, 
on whose ample surface dozens of call letters 
can be written in either ink or pencil, without 
crowding. Stations always come in at the same 
places where you locate and mark them. 

Sensitivity of NO -DIAL is equal to that of 
higher -priced receivers. In many tests it has 
received stations from coast -to -coast with loud 
speaker volume and fine tonal quality. Tube 
for tube, it recognizes no superior. 

Tone Quality - powerful yet silky - smooth 
throughout the entire musical scale -is due to 
the superior design and workmanship of NO- 
DIAL'S audio frequency transformers. High 
and low notes of voice and any musical instru- 
ment are reproduced with lifelike fidelity. NO- 
DIAL does not reradiate. 

The Ohio Stamping & 
Engineering Company 

Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A. 

Cabinets of NO -DIAL Receivers are of spun 
aluminum, finished in mahogany brown crys- 
talline, matching the most beautiful loud 
speakers and harmonizing with distinctive fur- 
niture in any home. Since NO -DIAL has no 
dials it needs no panel ; consequently it is com- 
pact and damage -proof. The metal case abso- 
lutely shields it from body capacity. 

Circuit of the Five -tube NO -DIAL is the latest 
and newest radio hook -up, a most remarkably 
efficient combination of tuned radio frequency 
and resistance coupling. 

USE THE COUPON IF YOUR DEALER 
CANNOT SHOW YOU NO -DIAL, OR FOR 

FURTHER DETAILS 

OUR GUARANTEE 
We guarantee NO -DIAL Re- 
ceivers against defects in work- 
manship or material, and will 
promptly replace any re- 
ceiver which in our 
judgment is de- 
fective, or re- 
fund the 
purchase 
price. 
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The New 
Hammarlund 

Condenser 
Straight -Line 

Frequency 

Distributes 
Stations 
Equally 

RUGGED, compact, sublimely ef- 
ficient, with all the refinements 
of 15 years' experience comes 

the latest Hammarlund achievement 
-the variable condenser that distrib- 
utes stations equally over your dials 
and solves the problem of critical tun- 
ing for all time. 

You will recognize many distinctive 
"HAMMARLUND" features of world 
renown. Others are new -the perfec- 
tions of advanced engineering and the 
natural progress of the radio art. 

Structural Features 
That Distinguish 

Hammarlund 
Leadership 

Soldered, non -corrosive brass plates, 
with sturdy tie -bars that insure per- 
manent alignment; one small piece of 
Isolantite insulation placed outside of 
the electro- static field ; warpless alumi- 
num frame grounded to rotor; adjust- 
able ball bearings at both ends of 
rotor shaft; bronze clock- spring pig- 
tail; single -hole mounting; a separate 
"hand- capacity" shield for use if need- 
ed ; made in all standard capacities; 
a quality product at a moderate price. 

Write for Descriptive Folder 

Hammarlund Mfg. Co. 
424.438 W. 33rd St., New York 

Pacific Coast Representatives: 
ATLANTIC a PACIFIC AGENCIES CORP., 

383 Brannan St., San Francisco 

3o"t, Batah. 

ammarlunci 
PRECISION 

PRODUCTS 
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Guglielmo Marconi 
as he aSPears today. 
Signor Marconi is 
Honorary Chairm an 
of theRadiolnstitute 
of America. 

There's a 
Position 

for YOU in 
RADIO 
HE Radio Industry today 
holds forth more and better 

opportunities than ever before. 
Radio operating arrd manufactur- 
ing companies are constantly em- 
ploying new radio operators, me- 
chanics, assemblers, testers, repair- 
men and designers. 

cAlre you neglecting 
these opportunities? 

Start to prepare now for an inter- 
esting and profitable career in 
radio. The instruction offered by 
the Radio Institute of America 
in the last sixteen years has en- 
abled 7,000 graduates to obtain 
lucrative positions in radio. A 
competent staff gives special at- 
tention to the requirements of 
each student. 

Our Home Study Department per- 
mits those who cannot attend 
classes to study radio at home 
in spare time. Check the course 
in which you are most interested 
and mail the coupon to the 

RADIO INSTITUTE 
OF AMERICA 

Formerly Marconi Institute Established in 1909 

322 Broadway New York City 

r - - -- -CUT HERE- --- - 
Radio Institute of America 
322 Broadway, New York City 
Please send me full information about your Home 
Study Course of radio instruction. 

I am interested in the complete course, includ- 
ing code instruction, which qualifies for the U.S. 
Cnv't Commercial or Amateur Radio License. 

I am interested in the technical course for 
radio dealers, jobbers and salesmen. 

Name 

Address 
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"You've been a good pal. I'm sorry, 
really I am. But some day you'll real- 
ize what it all means." 

"Yea," I replied sarcastically, "I'm 
sorry for you too." 

And, with that, I went back to bed 
wondering how under the sun a man 
could fall for a girl from listening to 
her tell bedtime stories over the radio. 

Next night, Hen made me go along 
with him to the radiocast station to meet 
this future of his. I confess I was a 
little curious to see what she looked like 
and when she came into the reception 
room where we were waiting, I gasped. 
Her dress was modest as one would ex- 
pect from what Hen said -but her looks! 
Well, I couldn't help but think there 
must be some mistake when a queen 
like this fell for a chap like Henry, who 
certainly wasn't any collar ad. She 
looked at me real sweetly and in her 
smile was something that reminded me 
of someone I had seen, at least casually, 
before. Well, as I said, she was good 
looking, her smile was sweet and her 
eyes -ah, dark and flashing. Not Ma- 
donna eyes, I thought. 

But she seemed to think a lot of 
Henry and as for Hen himself it just 
sort of made me sick to see how love 
had affected an otherwise good fellow. 
So, with the exhibition over, I left them 
alone to draw the plans for their bunga- 
low. 

There was nothing doing that night 
so I went back to the room, which was 
unusual. Everything was quiet around 
the place and with not even Henry 
there to snore for me the thought of 
being alone oppressed me and I couldn't 
help but ruminate over Hen's idea of a 
little home of one's own. It was the 
first time, I guess, I had ever thought 
seriously about the thing and it did make 
me feel blue for a while. 

However, I'll give myself credit 
with being able to make a decision and 
right then and there I made one. No 
married life for mine -give me the fast 
and furious while I could enjoy it. I'd 
love them all a lot but none too well. 
And, slamming my fist on the table to 
emphasize the fact to myself, I grabbed 
my hat and left. 

On the stairway I met Hen just 
floating in and it was all of half past 
nine. 

"Come on Hen!" I cried, grabbing 
him by the arm, "Let's step out with a 
real good party at a live place. You 
can celebrate your engagement and I'll 
give three cheers for my decision to re- 
main happy forever." 

"Nothing doing, Bub," replied Hen, 
pulling loose, "I'm off that kind of life 
now. It ain't worth it, so count me out. 
Go to it -and be careful what you 
drink." 

Two hours later I was seeing twenty - 
(Continued on Page 58) 
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If it's in the air 

Fada gets it 
FADA has set a standard of reception by which, more and 

more, all radio performance is being judged. 

Learn what this standard offers you -by a complete dem- 

onstration in your own home, without obligation to buy. 

The joy of pure, bell -like tone and full volume -the 
thrill of real distance -the ability to tune in with precision 

the stations you want as easily as you tune out those you 

don't want. And Fada Service that guarantees permanent 

performance! 

Call up your dealer now and arrange for a demonstra- 

tion tonight. You'll discover an entire new level of radio 

enjoyment. 
Most Fada dealers will be glad to arrange 
convenient terms of payment. Send for book 
D, "Fada Radio- Standard of Reception." 

F. A. D. ANDREA, INC. 
CHICAGO NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO 

FADA RADIO, LTD. -TORONTO FADA RADIO, LTD.- LONDON 

Manufacturers of TUNED RADIO FREQUENCY receivers using 

the highly efficient NEUTRODYNE principle 

There is a Fada Radio model for 
every purse -all 5-tube Neu r< 

dyne sets for dry cell or sa,rag ' 
battery tubes, from $85 to Art 
Cabinet models up to $400. Illus- 
trated is the Neutrola -Grand at 
$225. 
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THE KODEL MICRO- 
PHONE LOUD SPEAKER 
is an exact replica of the 
transmitting microphone 
used in broadcasting. 
The effecient Kodel reproducing 
unit, with an ingenious new 
snail -shell horn, mounted inside 
the microphone case, produces 
a remarkably clear, full -toned 
volume. Non -vibrating tone 
chamber eliminates distortion. 
The $15 model incorporates the 
new Kodel, Jr. unit; with the 
large Kodel unit, $20. 

Radio dealers everywhere have them 

THE KODEL RADIO CORP. 
507 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati, O. 

515oó 

eKODEL 

MICROPSPEAKER 

Design 
Patented 

nndrews 
Deresna e 

RADIO RECEIVING SET 
Combines Tone Quality and Selectivity With Distance. 

Price $165 Without Accessories. 
ANDREWS RADIO CO., Tribune Tower, Chicago. 

P. L. TOMLINSON CO., Los Angeles and San Francisco ROBINSON SALES 00.. Seattle 
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12,000, 41,000, 50,000, 100,000 Ohms. List 
$1.50 each. Special Sixes to Order $2.50 
seals. Dealers write for diaconate. When 
Better Resistances are made they vat b. 
Crescents. 

CRESCENT RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
I Liberty Street Jamaica. N. Y. 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send for Trial Subscription .. 

$1.00 for Six Months 
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four or more in the chorus at the Coq 
d'Or Roof and firmly convinced I had 
made the happy decision. Four hours 
after this, Henry obligingly got out of 
bed and helped me with my clothes with 
which I might otherwise not have 
bothered. 

"Better cut it out, Bub," he advised, 
tucking the covers around me, "This 
sort of stuff ain't getting you anywhere. 
Better dig round and find a real one 
hundred per cent girl and be honest -to- 
goodness happy like me." 

And I have a faint recollection of 
muttering something about waiting and 
see as I dozed off. 

I didn't turn out for work the next 
morning. Even with my head feeling 
ten sizes too large, I could have rested 
easy but I couldn't help worrying about 
Henry. The whole thing last night had 
been a sudden shock which the calmer 
consideration of the morning after em- 
phasized. 

The Dream Lady from KYTX, the 
Girl with the Madonna Voice -all that 
and more -but she was just Nan Joyce 
as the big hit of the chorus in the Coq 
d'Or! Give me credit with brains, 
though. I told you her eyes didn't fit 
into this Madonna picture that Hen 
painted. Now I had seen the proof for 
myself. Thank God she hadn't recog- 
nized me and there was still time to 
save Hen! 

Being from Missouri and stubborn 
too, I knew that Hen would want to 
see the facts of this case himself. Oth- 
erwise he would want to beat me up for 
slandering his future's good name. 
Which Henry probably could do if he 
tried hard enough. 

So that evening I began inoculating 
him with the idea of at least one grand 
celebration before he made the big 
splash. 

At first he wouldn't listen and told 
me I was a horrible example of what 
big celebrations did to a man. But after 
I had talked to him like a Dutch uncle 
for a couple of days I could see he was 
slipping. Finally he agreed, providing 
the party wasn't to be too wild and if 
I would pick a place where he wouldn't 
likely be known. And there strictly 
wasn't to be any women so far as he 
was concerned although, of course, I 
would take Batty -that is, Miss Be- 
atrice Phillips, whom I occasionally 
rushed and sort of let him chaperon the 
affair. Hen never could see how I 
could get any kick out of Batty but 
nevertheless the party was arranged for 
the next night which was all I cared. 

WELL, the whole thing went off 
sort of funny. Hen wasn't very 

enthusiastic and even after we had 
reached our table at the Coq d'Or Roof, 
he made up his mind he was going to be 
good. 

Of course, I had put Batty wise to 
(Continued on Page 60) 
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WAVE - MASTER 
Standard Model 

$125.00 

WAVE- MASTER 
Brown Walnut Console 

with inbuilt horn 

$275.00 

Radio Dealers and Jobbers 
The WAVE-MASTER franchise, backed by Kellogg 
resources and our powerful advertising campaign, 
is most valuable. Open territory is being closed 
rapidly. Wire us, or get into Chicago, quick, and 
see us. 

A Separate Circuit for Each 
40 Meter Wavelength Band! 
Kellogg - for 28 years makers of precision telephone instruments 
and equipment - producers of quality parts since radio began - 
Kellogg has perfected a radio receiver worthy to bear the Kellogg name. 

In the illustration we visualize 
this wonderful engineering 
achievement. 

In the new WAVE- MASTER 
there are nine separate circuits - 
one for each 40 meter wavelength 
band. Each circuit gives that max- 
imum efficiency heretofore found 
only in one short section of the 
dials of ordinary radio frequency 
sets. Each circuit brings within 
the range of the tuning dial a dif- 
ferent group of stations. 

How wonderfully simple tuning 
becomes! Merely set the pointer 
to the wave zone in which you are 
interested and bring in the desired 
station with the single Selector dial. 

This remarkable tuning dial actu- 

ally has a tuning range of 540 
degrees -equal to 11/2 times around 
a complete circle - over three 
times the station finding range of 
any other set. 

All other radio frequency sets have 
variable capacity which must be 
tuned, usually with three different 
dials, to balance with their in- 
ductance coils. 

The WAVE- MASTER'S induc- 
tance is not fixed but variable and 
is easily and quickly tuned, with 
the one Station Selector dial, to 
balance the fixed capacities. 

Write for full description and 
complete technical explanation of 
the Wave Master circuit. Please 
mention your radio dealer's name. 

Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company 
1030 W. Adams St., Dept. J Chicago, Ill. 
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1 AGNATRONS have achieved su- 
premacy in the vacuum tube field, 

but the constant vigilance which has 
brought these tubes to the fore has not 
for one moment been lessened. Every 
part, from contacts to filament, is tested, 
constantly tested. 

The Magnatron DC -201A, DC -199, 
and DC -199 (large base) now 

list for only .2.50 each 

Connewey Electric Laboratories, 
Magnatron Building - Hoboken, N. J. 

MALNATRONS 
Copies of August, 1925, issue 
of "RADIO" are still available 

25c 
Per copy 

Get a copy of last month's number containing Best's 
Superheterodyne article. The supply is limited. 

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW! 

Pacific Bldg. "RADIO" San Francisco 
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the affair and, even now after it is all 
over, I'll admit she did good. She 
started vamping poor Henry the min- 
ute we sat down and kept him blushing 
all over. But pretty soon this all wore 
off and he began to convince me he 
wasn't clear dead. 

"To my last blow -out," he cried and 
tipped his glass of ginger ale with which, 
naturally in the Coq d'Or, I had added 
something which wasn't ginger ale, "And 
to the best little girl in the world -but 
Heaven help me if she seen me now." 
Then he added sort of apologetically, 
"But this is the last one." 

After that things went along smooth 
as you would want. Henry lectured us 
on how nice it was to be going to be 

tied up with a real one hundred per 
cent girl and while he was telling us it 
sort of made me sore the way Batty 
hung her arm around his neck and looked 
at him like he was a hero. With two 
more ginger ales, she could have played 
Cleopatra at the Metropolitan and Hen 
could have made a piker out of Antony. 
They both got to playing their parts 
like they had understudied them for 
years -but it was all right with me as 
long as it would be the saving of Henry. 

Along about this time, the chorus 
came stepping out to a blast of lively 
music from the orchestra. Henry didn't 
pay much attention to it even after one 
of the girls got to stepping real lively 
right in front of our table. I seen it 
was Nan and I'll swear there wasn't 
any Madonna in her voice while she 
was singing that song about her and the 
boy friend. Most of her costume was 
entirely natural and I'll hand it to her 
that she was a knockout, Dream Lady or 
no. 

Back on the farm, you've probably 
seen a slow -moving cow suddenly real- 
ize it had been hit by the local express. 
Well, that's the way the facts of the 
case dawned on Henry after a pretty 
ankle had tilted the paper dunce cap on 
his head and he looked up at the dancer 
as though he might be going to bawl her 
out for disturbing him. 

After that, I never seen a man come 
out from under a couple of drinks half 
so quick in my life. He knocks off 
Batty's arm and jumps up like he was 
stung by a mastodon. 

Nancy recognized him and gargled 
her boy friend just like that. 

"Nan -Nan Joyce -for the love of 
Heaven !" gasped Henry. 

"Henry" ! hollered the dancer and 
gave him the once -over like an X -Ray, 
"Oh, you brute -you brute! You told 
me you were off this stuff -you said you 
loved me -that there was no one else - 
that- I" 

"I told you that -sure I did," shouted 
Henry, "Hellsfire, and what did you 
tell me ? Think of the line you gave 
me and me bitin' sinker, hook and 

(Continued on Page 62.) 
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SuperDtxon 

$47.50 

Pefectedwith specially designed 

RCATube 
The Super -Ducon replaces the "B" battery, operates from the light 
socket (110 to 115 volts, 60 cycle A. C.), and is absolutely noiseless 
when properly installed. 

Every radio man knows the results he gets when his "B" battery is 
at its best. The Super -Ducon gives him this top -notch volume all 
the time. 

As now furnished, the Super -Ducon has a specially designed RCA 
tube -Rectron U. V. 196, which has an average life of more than 
1,000 hours. 

Tested and Listed by the National Board of Fire Underwriters 

\\ rite for descriptive bulletin, 
"The Super- Ducon -and How to Install It' 

Address: 4377 Bronx Boulevard. New York City 

Dubilier 
CONDENSER AND RADIO CORPORATION 
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if you use the 
FRESHMAN rAs,u 

V 
. . 

J A. C. Model illustrated 
_ . ö V 
,_ A. C. Model 

for alternating 
current 

$20.00 
Freshman Rectifying 
Tube is required for 
operation of the A. 
C. Model. 
Price - - í$2.50 

D. C. Model 
for direct current 

17.50 

FRESHMAN 

B`6E' 
r4ASTERP!Ect- _ 

vovs .c-ao 
.:[5 60 

IV vt.raCO INC --".nEwvoFh 

6 inches square ; weighs 7% pounds 

Connects from any electric light socket 
right to your radio set; -that's all there is 
to it. 

With the Freshman Master 6B" Eliminator your 
set will always be supplied with constant and 
uniform power. Noiseless in operation; your 
reception will not be marred by the snap and 
crackle due to chemical action in "B" batteries. 

Costs less than one -tenth of a cent per hour to operate. 

Sold by AUTHORIZED FRESHMAN DEALERS only 

Chas.Freshman (o.Inc. 
.R a&' ,R.ecelvers and parts 

FRESHMAN BUILDING 
240 -24S WEST 40TH ST -NEW YORK.N.Y. 
CHICAGO OFFICE 327 S. LA SALLE ST. 
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The Greatest Name in Radio 
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The Window -pane 

Lead -in Connector 
Sticks to glass 
without holes. 

On or off instantly 
$2 OOAtyourdealer 

*PST or post paid 

D".79"/"1"- 1065 
S. DU BOIS 

/N YOUR HOUSE- portland, 
T, 

Oregon 
St. 

Portlandd, Oregon 

Diameter 
4" Over All 

B. M. S. VERNI -JUSTER 
The new B. M. S. Verni -Juster gives razor -edge se- 
lectivity. Not just a dial with makeshift vernier 
attachment, but an accurate, well -made mechanism. 
Positive action - 15:1 gearing. Insulated friction 
notch eliminates body capacity -no tools ei 5.7 0 
whatever are required to attach it. W-1- 

Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp. 
718.728 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Western Representative: 
F. L. Tomlinson & Co. 

443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Calif. 
152 Security Bldg., Portland, Oregon 
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fishin' pole. Didn't you send me home 
every evening at nine so you could go to 
bed and not annoy your sick mother? 
Didn't you tell me you worked in an 
office and told baby stories over the 
radio at night? And here you are in a 
place like this dancing without enough 
clothes on to make a decent girl like I 
thought you was a respectable shimmy. 
Ain't you the peach, though ?" 

"That ain't true," she wailed, "I was 
quittin' here, leaving them flat so I 
could be like you thought I was -like I 
really want to be. I was sick of all this 
stuff long before I ever saw you but that 
didn't help none in making a living. 
Now you find me and condemn me for 
doing the only thing I know how to 
make a decent living for mother and 
me. You blame me for dancing for 
men like yourself that ain't got brains 
to be entertained any other way. Think 
of all you told me about yourself -your 
ideals of women -a home of our own - 
all that. Oh, you liar -you liar -you 
liar -you indescribable liar!" 

To prove that she was real serious, 
she socked down her foot and belted poor 
Henry across the face a couple of times 
with her open hand. Mentally, I gave 
her the cake while I watched. She sure 
had the old fire and pep and those eyes 
-those eyes that weren't Madonna eyes, 
flashed like a blast furnace. 

The rest of the folks was enjoying the 
show a lot and Sam Feldman, who 
owned the place, came up just as fast 
as he was able to propel 250 pounds. 

"Nanny, Nanny," he protested puff- 
ingly, "Cut it out, cut it out. You're 
ruining the show. Please Nanny, don't." 

Like a flash, the girl turned to him. 
"Tell them the truth, Sam," she 

cried, "Tell them all of it ! Wasn't I 
quitting for good on Saturday night. 
Didn't tell you I was through with this 
kind of a life, that I was going to be 
married and start all over again ?" 

"Sure I'll tell them," agreed Sam 
wonderingly, when, suddenly, he seemed 
to take it all in at once. Then he turned 
to Hen who was wobbling beside his 
chair, "So you're the kind of a guy as 
was going to steal our Nanny from us. 
Ain't you the hell of a feller though? 
Just the same though she's the biggest 
hit here I efer had; you ain't a man fit 
to sweep out her dressing room. She's 
a good enough girl, Nanny is, and don't 
need no sucker like you to fill er with a 
lot of notions that's all bunk. If you 
was even half so pure like Nanny you'd 
leave room in your coat for wings. I 
tell you, don't think because Nanny 
works here she's a bum -get that, will 
you? Now get out before I have you 
bounced." 

Of course, Henry was partly drunk 
and that probably accounted for it 
mostly for it took a lot to rile him. 
Anyhow, he turned to Feldman and 
snapped his fingers in the fat man's face. 
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"Aw, you go to hell !" he hollered. 
Then he turned to Nancy, "Go ahead 
and dance," he yells, "Dance all you 
damn please and see if I care." 

With that he grabs Batty's arm and 
drags her away. At the door he stops 
and hollers to the whole bunch: 

"From now on I want 'em wild and 
I'll let the cock -eyed world know it. 
Eat, drink and be merry for tomorrow 
we have a big head. Three cheers for 
songs, women and wine. We're headin' 
for the Royal Roof and you're all in- 
vited to come along!" 

And he finishes dragging Batty out, 
though I sees there wasn't much per- 
suasion necessary. 

Well, when I finally came too, the 
Dream Lady with the Madonna voice 
was sobbing like she would bust on my 
shoulder. 

"Cut it out, kid," I said, wondering 
why she had picked on me, but not mind- 
ing it in particular just the same. 

"I did want to be like he thought I 
was. I was going to be, honest I was," 
she sobbed. 

"Never mind, kid," I told her, "I 
wouldn't worry none if I was you. 
There's another one where he came 
from and personally I don't give a darn 
if you do tell bedtime stories or dance 
either. By the way, you've rode in a 
Voltaire, haven't you ?" 

"Sure I have," she says, "Why ?" 
Which proves she wasn't as dumb as 

Henry thought. 

Wonderful Results With 

HARPER METALOID 
"The Original Canned Coil" 

A Shielded Radio 
Frequency Transformer 

Lowest resistance of any shielded radio frequency 
transformer, effective elect,. in sgnetic and electro- 
static shielding, reduces interfe.ence from strong 
local signal., permits compact construction; elimi- 
nates inter -stage coupling, which prevents stray feed - 
bark and allows better enmrol of regeneration. Spare 

wound solenoid inductance. 
Mechanical precision in 
construction insures per - 

fect matching. No critical 
angle for mounting. Pri- 
mry tapped for all tubes. 
Easily substitutes) in your 
present set. Mounting base 
31x41 inches. 

From dealers or sent direct 
postpaid. Fece technical 
circular especially prepared 
by W. W. Harper, designer 
of the Metaloid. 

Price, $5.00 

CRIBBEN RADIO CORPORATION 
963 Montana St., Chicago, Ills. 

WATCH FOR OUR 
NOVEMBER 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
r ,a 

A. C. HOYDEN COMPANY 
Brockton, Mass. 

You Can Make $100 
Weekly Selling Radio 

Demonstrate once - results 
mean sure sales! Sell what 
everybody wants -radio at low 
prices. Coast to coast reception -4, 5 and 7-tube instruments. 
12 Selling FREE! Lessons 
Establish a business of your own. 
Start in spare time -evenings. 
Sales course in 12 lessons and 10 
radio service lessons teach you 

J. MHaeun gai, Prsa. everything. 

3100 Men Are Now Doing It! 
Success with over 3,100 men proves merit of our 
proposition. $100 weekly not unusual -many Ozarka 
men make more in spare time! Free Book j Write me personally -tell me 

about yourself. I'll see that my 
64 -page book, Ozarka plan No. 100, is sent you with- 
out cost. Please mention the name of your county. 
Mail the coupon! 

)11 
120 Austin Avenue I. , 

Gentlemen: 

Oz 
slIT 

lNCaIIPORaSEU 
ëbicaAotlllinoi 

1C-25 

I am greatly interested in the FREE BOOK "The 
Ozarka Plan" whereby 1 can sell your radio instruments. 

Name 

Address City 

`ronnty Rtate 

Splits a Single Degree Into Hair's Breadth 
Divisions! 

You'll never know how much difference 
a dial can make until you get this new 
MARCO dial in your set. Without the least 
suggestion of backlash, it responds instantly 
to your slightest touch. Smooth- working, 
handsome, supremely accurate, it's typical 
of MARCO. And you keep a record of dial 
settings in the two slots -right on the dial 
itself! 

Nickel Plated, $2.50. Gold Plated, $3.00 

Martin -Copeland Company 
Providence, Rhode Island 

This is the dial specified in the McLaughlin single -control 
superheterodyne described in this issue. 

M COvemie IA 
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Better reception this 
season than last ! 

NVOULD you like better 
reception this fall and 

winter than last? Better dis- 
tance? Better volume? Better 
tone? You will enjoy better re- 
sults in every way, this season, 
if you keep your tubes at full effi- 

ciency with the Jefferson Home 
Tube Rejuvenator. 

All tubes deteriorate rapidly 
with use. The Jefferson Tube 
Rejuvenator "brings them 
back" in 10 minutes! Use it once 
a month -keep your tubes like 
new. Completely restores 
paralyzed or exhausted tubes. 
Doubles and trebles tube life, 
quickly paying for itself through 
this great saving. 

Takes large or small tubes - 
types 201 -A, 301 -A, UV -199, 
C- 299, 5-VA. Attach to any al- 
ternating current electric light 
socket in your home. The Jef- 
ferson Home Rejuvenator for 
tubes is as essential to satisfac- 
tory radio reception as a charger 
for storage batteries. Get one 
now; start the season with your 
tubes inperfectcondition. Sold 
by leading dealers in radio sup- 
plies, and fully guaranteed. 

$ 
,SIo in Canada 

Jefferson Electric 
Manufacturing Co. 

501 S. Green St., Chicago, III. 

Makers of Jefferson Radio, Bell Ringing and 
Toy Transformers; Jefferson Spark Coils for 
Automobile, Stationary and Marine Engines; 
Jefferson Oil Burner Ignition Coils and 
Transfo: mers. 

for 
HOME 

Use 

JEFFERSON 
Radio Transformers 
Your radio, no matter how 
costly, can be no better than 
its transformers. Our experi- 
ence as the world's largest 
manufacturers of small trans- 
formers is everywhere recog- 
nized by leading radio engi- 
neers who carefully specify 
"Jefferson ". If you want am- 
plification without distortion 
-clear, pure, sweet, natural 
tones from your radio -make 
sure it is equipped with Jef- 
ferson Transformers. Sold by 
the better radio dealers, used 
by leading set manufacturers. 

JEFFERSON 
TUBE REJUVENATOR 

Keeps radio tubes like new 
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CALLS HEARD 
(Continued from Page 48) 

IPT- 1IINX, 34 Ellington St., Longmeadow, 
Bass. 

4aae, (4af), (4aslc), 4du, -leg, 4er, 4f1, 4iv, 
4jj, 4jr, 4js, (4mf), 4mi, 4nj, 4oa, 4oi, 4oy, 
4r1, 4rm, 4rz, 4sa, 4sh, 4si, 4ts, 4tv, 4ux, 
4xe, laaq, lac, lac'', 5afd, 5agn, lail, 5ame, 
5aph, 5ax, 5ek, 5ew, 5hy, 5ms, 5nj, 5oq, 
(5qs), Ise, 5uk, 5zai, Gabg, Gagk, 6bgv, 
6bni, 6bto, 6bve, 6cgw, 6csw, 6dab, (6dah), 
(iodai), 6dn, 6fi, 6kk, tnx. 6tx, Svc, Sxad, 
6zac -npu, 9adr, Sail, 9alcf, (9bbj), 9bpy, 
9ccs, 9dbz, 9dcc, 9dfh, 9dkv, 9drz, 9ecc, 9hp, 
9zt, Australia: 2bb. 2cm. (2ds), 2ij, 2ttn, 
2yi, 3bd, 3bm, 3bq, 3ef, 3ju, atm, 3yx, Ida. 
New Zealand: lao, 'lac, tae, 2xa, 4aa, 4ag, 
4ak, 4a1, 4ar, 4as. England: 2kf, 2nm, 
2wj, 51f, 5qv, 6kk, (Gtm). Cuba: 2mk. 
France: (8alg), 8bf, Bee, 8gm, (Swag), 
Danish: let. Argentine: aft, fa3, cb8. 
Mexico: lb, k, 9a, laa. Chile: leg, nkf, 
nrrl, f8z, numm, nve, wap, aga, xda. 

All cards answered. QRK 1PY? one 
fiver with 35 watts input on 38 meters. 
1BNX (portable) all amateur bands. 1 
201 -A. QRK? 

J. Barsby, by 611BV, 15111/ N. Common - 
wealth, Hollywood, Calif. 

laep, lare, 1pl, lxu, lza, 2bbx, (2ha), 
21u, 2mu, 2wc, 4af, 4a1, 4as, 4hg, 4iv, 411, 
4rm, 4rr, 4sa, Porto Rico. 4si, lac, 5adz, 
(lagn), (5agu), (5akn), 5a1j, (larn), 5aty, 
5ew, 5he, Ils, 4nw, 5nr, lox, 5ph, luk, 5wa, 
5z1, 5zai, 7adq, (7aek), 7ay, 7dd, Ide, 7do, 
7kg, 7ku, 71y, 7n1, 7nt, 8aj, 8ay, (8ajn), 
Sbce, (8cn1), seau, 8cy, 8dem, (Edon), 8eb, 
8ko, (8p1), 9abo, (9ado), 9aon, 9bnf, 9but, 
9cdv, 9cjw, 9c1d, 9cyu, (9dfh), 9dng, 9dvr, 
9efs, 9ek, 9no, 9nk, 9oo, 9qr, 9ui, 9uq, 
(9wo), 9xn, 9zt. Canadian: 4gt, (4bv), 
5go. Aust.: (2cm). N. Z.: 2xa, (4ak). 
Mex.: 9a. Hawaii: FX1. Samoa: (NPU), 
6zac. Army: CXI. Navy: (nkf), nve, nof, 
npg. (nedj off N. Z.), (nqg), nrrl, wap, 
kfuh. 

At 9DPX, St. Paul, Minnesota 
law, lhj, lii, lmk, (lmy), lnt, lrr, 

lsz, ite, Sts, (luw), (lwe), (1w1), lwy, 
lxg, (lxu), laae, laao, laap, labe, 
(ladd), laei, (laep), lall, (lahg), lahi, 
(lahl), laiu, (lajg), laki, lalp, (lamu), 
laos, (lare), (larh), lawy, laxa, (laxo), 
(layt), (lbal), (lbdh), lbdx, (lbgc), 
(lbgw), lbhs, lbke, (lbom), (lbqe), lbqt, 
(lbyx), (lbzc), lbzp, icaw, (lccx), lcjj, 
lckp, (lcln), (lcmf), (lcoe), (lcpc), lxae, 
izac, (2ax), (2bc), lbw, 2ch, (2dx), (2ev), 
2ff, 2fo, 2gc, (2gy), 2ha, 2kr, (21u), (2nf), 
2wc, 2afn, 2afp, (2agb), Zagt, 2ajx, 2akh, 
(2amj), 2aof, (2auo), (2bbx), 2bee, (2box), 
2bga, 2bur, 2buy, 2bxj, 2cbg, (2cft), 2cjj, 
2crb, (2cub), (2cvj), 2cyw, 2xaf, 3jw, (3kg), 
(3kq), 3mv, 3nf, (3ot), 3uy, (3zm), 3aak, 
(3aao), (3acu), (3afq), 3aha, (3auv), 3awh, 
3bct, (3bei), 3bgj, 3bmz, 3bnu, 3bof, 3cdk, 
(3ce1), 3cjn, 3ckj, 3cva, 4aj, 4cu, 4eo, 4er, 
4fj, 4f1, 4fm, 4iv, (4jj), (4jr), 4js, 4kr, 4kt, 
(4kw), 4me, 4mi, 4oa, (4oi), 4oy, 4pz, (4r1), 
4rm, (4ry), 4rz, 4sa, 4sh, 4si, (4tv), (4uv), 
4wp, 4aae, (4aah), 4ask, (5aj), 5eh, (5ew), 
(5he), (5nr), (5pa), 5qs, 5rg, (5acf), (5ach), 
5aej, (5afd), (5agn), (5akn), Sann, 5aph, 
(Salti), 5ask, (5ati), (5atu), 5aty, (6ae), 
(6bq), 6ct, 6dh, 6ea, beb, (6ih), 6js, (611), 
6rw, Gsb, (6sz), 6tq, fitx, (6vc), 6vr, (6aaf), 
(6aec), (Gaff), 6agk, 6agt, 6aiv, 6aji, 
(bake), 6akm, (Gapk), 6aqp, base, (6atu), 
Saum, 6awj, 6bcq, Sbdn, 6bev, 6bgv, 6bí1, 
(6bjj), (6bkx), 6bmw, 6bqr, 6bqu, Sbuc, 
6buy, (6bve), 6bvf, 6bv1, 6bvq, 6bvs, 6bwa, 
(6cah), (6cbb), (6cbj), 6ccv, (Scdy), (6cgc), 
6cgo, 6cgw, 6cig, (Sckx), Scmq, Gems, 
(6cpf), 6crs, Serx, (6csw), Seto, 6cua, 6cub, 
(6cuk), (6dab), (6dah), (Sdai), Sdam, 6das, 
6dat, 6dch, 6dck, Sxad, (Szbe,l, (7ao), lau, 
7ay, 7dc. (7dd), 7df, 7f1, lit, (71u), (7mf), 
(7ow), (7oz), (7to), 7uv, 7aek. 7aib, 7xaf, 
a2CM, a2DS, a2LT, a2YI, a3EF. (a3JU), 
a3YX, (c1AR), (c1EI), c2BG, c2CG, c3AA, 
(c4AA), c4AC, c4AX, c4CT, c4GT, eSBA, 
cSCT, (c5EF). eSHP, ch2LD, (huFX -1), 
hu6TQ, (hu6AFF), hu6BUC, m1AA, (m1AF), 
m1AX, m1B. mIG, m1.T, m1K, m1N, m1X, 
m9A, pr4KT, (pr4OI), (pr4RL), pr4SA, 
q2BY, z1AO. z1AX, z2AC, z2AI:. (z2XA), 
z4AG, (z4AK), z4AL, z4AR, z4AS, BR -7, 
XA -1, KFUH, MZ, NAS, NEW, NERK -1, 
NISV, NKF, NPG, NPM, NPU, (NRRT.), 
NSF, NUMM, (NVE), (WAP), WGY, WIR, 
WIZ, WVY. 

By 6ASM, R. 2, Box 952N, Inglewood. Calif. 
C. Nichols, i°op., 

2bbx, 2kuf, 2xaf, Salez, lagn, 5aty, Sae, 
6agp, 6bvy, 6bur, 6bgo, Sew!, Scia, Sens, 
Set, 6cej, Scfe, fiche, Edam, Sdat, iodai, 6dan, 
6ea, Ifa, Sip, 6js, 61i, 61j, Gnx, 6oi, 6rw, 
6sz, but, 6ws, 6yd, lay, 7adm, 7aci, 7dd, Teo, 
7ev, 7fd, 7kg, 7ku, 71o, 71y. 7uz, Snk, 8xn, 
9apm, 9akf, 9blcr, 9bht, 9ddp, 9dqu, 9dfh, 
9ek, 9oo, 9se, 9wo, 9xi, 9xn. Foreign - 
Canada: C -4AA, C -4GT, C -55W. Mexico: 
M -1AA, M -9A, M -1B. Commercial: nkf, 
npm, npu, npg, kel, wap, wir, wiz. Mis- 
cellaneous: FX -1. 
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CROSLEY 
2 TUBE 51 S. D. 

Mahogany finished cabinet C` 
holds all batteries $23.50 ^{ 

CROSLEY PUP 
A genuine long range 
receiving set $9.75 

CROSLEY DE LUXE 
COMBINATION 

Musicone De Luxe..._ $ 27.50 
Super -Trirdyn Special 60.00 
Console Table 25.00 
Complete 112.50 

eiasley Super-rirdyn Special $60°° 

erosley Auslcone $17 so 
CROSLEY 

3 TUBE 52 S. D. 
Highly selective; un- 
usual range; mahogany 
finished cabinet..$32.50 

Better Results From 
3 Tubes Than From 5 

Sounds improbable, doesn't it ? But it is a scientific 
truth, first demonstrated in the Crosley laboratories 
and then confirmed by the performance of thousands 
of Trirdyns the country over. 
These astonishing results are simple to explain. In- 
stead of passing the incoming signal once through 
each of 5 tubes, Crosley design passes it through two 
of the three tubes several times, each time building 
up its strength and adding to its volume. 
Even the technically unitiated can see the advan- 
tages: simplicity instead of complexity; fewer dials 
to adjust ; sharper accuracy in selecting stations; 
greater clarity; greater volume. 
Yet that is not all. Simplicity of design and fewer 
parts make manufacturing costs lower and bring 
about a lower cost to you. This, combined with the 
economies of gigantic production, makes possible a 

Crosley manufactures receiving sets 
which are licensed under Arm- 
strong U. S. Patent No. 1,113,149 
and priced from $9.75 to $60.00 
without accessories. 

SOZ.. -, m".7" 

price of $60.00 on the Super -Trirdyn Special, the 
most efficient and beautiful of all Crosley receiving 
sets. For Crosley is the world's largest builder of 
radio sets -- owning and operating parts factories, 
cabinet woodworking establishments and assembly 
plants. 
Listen to a Crosley Super -Trirdyn under the most 
exacting conditions. Make an unbiased comparison 
with the most costly receiver you have ever heard. 
Forget the radical difference in price. 
Then will you understand why the Crosley Super - 
Trirdyn represents a genuine achievement in radio 
performance and value which all America was quick 
to recognize and reward with increasing sales. 
Write for an illustrated catalogue of complete Cros- 
ley line or see them at your Crosley dealer's. 

Add 10% to all prices West of 
Rocky Mountains. Crosley owns 
and operates WLW, first remote 
control super - power broadcasting 
station. 

B E T T E R C O S T S L E S S 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO f5 
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Plays No Favorites 

Amplifies both 
Low and High 

Tones 

YOU want more from your loud speaker 
than noise, distortion, howls and squeals. 

You want pure tones, clear and mellow 
whether high, low or of medium pitch. You 
expect faithful reproduction. 
Such reproduction is made possible by resist- 
ance coupling amplification. Lower initial and 

operating costs, simpler assembly, 
and superior results make this 
method of amplification most pop- 
ular. 
"Electrad" 3 -Step Resistance Cou- 
pled Amplifier Kit No. 1 -C -A big 
$6.75 value. Contains the necessary 
Resistor Couplers, Certified Mica 
Condensers, Condenser mounting, 
Certified Grid Leaks and Resistors. 
Nothing else needed except sockets, 
rheostat and busbar. 

"ELECTRAD" 
LAMP 

SOCKET 
ANTENNA 

Price 75e 
Plugs in on any 
light socket. Re- 
duces static and 
other interference. 
No outdoor aerial 
needed. 

JE LECT RAD 

ONE 
PIECE 

THE "Electrad" Certified Fixed Mica Condenser 
is a revelation in accuracy and design. Ingenious, 

rigid binding and firm riveting fastens parts securely 
at Six different points insuring positive electrical 
contact. Impervious to temperature and climatic 
variations. Exerts even pressure upon the largest 
possible surface -can't work loose. Binding strap 
and soldering lug in one piece. Accuracy and quiet- 
ness assured always. Value guaranteed to remain 
within 10% of calibration. Standard capacities, 3 
types. Licensed under Pat. No. 1,181,623, May 2, 
1916 and applications pending. Price 30c to 75c in 
sealed dust and moisture -proof packages. 

Vize Six Point 
Pressure Condenser' 

Ask your dealer or write for FREE 
Resistance Coupled Amplification 

Folder. 

E LECT RAD, INC. 

428 Broadway 
New York City 

Variohms, Audiohms, Lightning Arresters, Lead -Ins 
and many other "Electrad" radio products are on 
sale at your dealer's. Sent direct if he can't supply. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

HOW TO REDUCE 
INTERFERENCE 

(Continued from Page 17) 

changes the wavelength- affects the 
tuning -excessively in most cases, too. 
This can be overcome partially or corn - 
pletely by proper construction of the 
tickler coil. The cause is clearly ex- 
plained by mutual inductance which 
mysterious technical term is discussed at 
great length in most text books on radio 
theory. 

This correct construction comes in 
the mechanical dimensions of the tickler 
more than its electrical. Nevertheless 
the electrical dimensions do their part. 
Exact dimensions for the tickler for your 
set can not be given, for they vary with 
the secondary, the way the set is wired 
up, and similar things. The diameter of 
the tickler can be taken care of by a 
simple rule : it should be half the diam- 
eter of the secondary it tickles, or less. 
The length of the winding on the tickler 

TN /s /J /T. 

Fig. 3. Primary of Second R. F. 
Transformer. 

needs to be as short as possible. This 
is easiest achieved with fine wire, so 
don't use a size greater than 30 d.s.c. 

Then there remains a final thing for 
you, the builder, to do. Make the set 
complete. Have the tickler with an ex- 
cessive number of turns -in general, any 
number of turns greater than 30 is too 
many. Then go about removing turns 
until the set will just oscillate at the 
highest wavelength it will tune to, with 
the tickler set at maximum or nearly so. 
Any tickler that will cause oscillation 
under those conditions will also cause 
it if the tuner is adjusted to its lowest 
wavelength, provided the wave tuning 
ratio is not more than 3 or 4 to 1. After 
each removal of a turn or two from the 
tickler, it should be re- connected and 
tried until the proper condition is 
reached. This is not as laborious as it 
sounds and can often. be completed 
within ten or fifteen minutes after 
starting. Once done you will have a 
receiver whose secondary log can be de- 
pended upon, assuming that a similar 
record is kept of the primary switch ad- 
justments. A record of the tickler ad- 
justments need not be kept, for it will 
have little effect on the actual tuning. 

All of this will be useless if one other 
detail is not remembered as a necessary 
point in the set design. Both the pri- 
mary coupling coil and the tickler must 
be mounted at the filament return end 
of the secondary. This is indicated defi- 
nitely in Fig. 2 by the schematic ar- 
rangement. 
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Quality Sells Them -Not Price! 

Brightson True Blue Radio Tubes 
TO THOSE who hold quality 

above price in making a pur- 
chase, True Blue Radio Tubes tell 
a story of values which continue to 
mark them The Finest Radio Tube 
in the World. Evidence of their 
value is given in their remarkably 
rapid increase in sales to thousands 
of radio fans, amateurs and engi- 
neers whose friends use and recom- 
mend True Blue Tubes. 

Exclusive Qualities of 
True Blue Tubes 

1. Every True Blue Tube is like 
every other True Blue Tube 
-there is no need of switching 
tubes to get best results. 

2. All True Blue Tubes are non- 

BRIGHTSON 
Waldorf Astoria Hotel 

THE FINEST RADIO 

microphonic; they operate noise- 
lessly without shock absorbers. 

3. Special Filament gives True 
Blue Tubes two to three times 
longer filament life. 

4. All True Blue Tubes have silver 
contacts. There are no corro- 
sion losses. 

5. Every tube is handsomely safety 
cased- singly or in sets. 

True Blue Tubes are sold with a 
60 day written guarantee against 
defects. Users can return them in 
10 clays if unsatisfactory. True 
Blue Tubes are 6 volt / ampere 
storage battery tubes made with 
standard base and small base. Ask 
your dealer to show them to you. 

LABORATORIES, Inc. 
16 W. 34th Street, New York 

TUBE IN THE WORLD 

1eeeeee©ee©oeeee©e®©©©eeeee®eeeeeeee®®4©©©4©©®©©©©®©©©©©©©®®©® ©4©©©©©©el 
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Build this phenomenal 
new radio in 45 minutes 

The revolution- 
ary Erle Cir- 
cloid -Five Fac. 
tory-Bilt Kit - 
as you receive 
it. 

Price 
$49.50 

This new type kit is factory assembled. Ready cut, flexible, 
solderless leads make it ridiculously easy to wire. Amazing 

new inductance principle brings results hardly thought 
possible. Send for book, Better Radio Reception. 

NOW anyone can build the finest of re- 
ceivers in only a few minutes. No 

more wire bending or soldering. Merely at- 
tach a few ready cut, flexible eyeletted leads 
and the job is done. The finished set is un- 
surpassed even by the costliest factory -built 
receiver. 

But most amazing is the new inductance 
principle incorporated in this last word in 
kits -called the Erla Circloid principle of 
amplification. 

Four vital improvements result from this 
great discovery, which are not found in or- 
dinary sets. 

1. Greater Distance: Erla *Balloon *Cir- 
cloids have no external field, consequently 
do not affect adjacent coils or wiring cir- 
cuits. This enables concentration of propor- 
tionately higher amplification in each stage, 
with materially increased sensitivity and 
range. 

2. More Volume: Increased radio fre- 
quency amplification made possible by Erla 
Balloon Circloids gives concert volume to 
distant signals inaudible with receivers of 
conventional type. 

3. Increased Selectivity: Erla Balloon Cir- 
cloids have no pick -up quality of their own. 
Hence only signals flowing in the antenna 
circuit are amplified. Static is greatly re- 
duced for this reason. 

Dealers 
Exclusive franchises are available to high - 
class dealers in localities still open. Write 
or wire immediately. 

4. Improved Tone Quality: The self -en- 
closed field of Erla Balloon Circloids elimi- 
nates stray feed -backs between coils and con- 
sequently does away with mushing of signals 
and distortion. Tone is crystal clear and per- 
fectly lifelike. 

Write for free information on kit -also 
book. See how 45 minutes of fun will give 
you the newest and most nearly perfected 
set known to radio science. Easy as A -B -C to 
finish. Examine it at any Erla dealer's, or 
send the coupon for full information, illus- 
trations and diagrams free. Also ask for re- 
markable new book, "Better Radio Recep- 
tion," describing the sensational new Cir- 
cloid principle. Enclose 10c for mailing and 
postage on book. 

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES 
Dept. 1 -A, 2529 Cottage Grove Ave.. Chicago 

Trade Mark Registered. 

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH 
LABORATORIES, 
Dept. 1 -A, 2529 Cottage Grove 
Avenue, Chicago, U. S. A. 

Send me free information on 

kit. fl Enclose l0c for postage for 

book "Better Radio Reception." 

Name ..... 

Address 

City 

This sign identifies 
authorized Erla 
distributors. All 
are equipped to 
give complete radio 

service. 

State 

The " Windham >> Variable Condenser 
A durable, rigid instrument with correct 
electrical characteristics and made by 
skilled mechanics. It is provided with 
adjustable bronze cone bearings, the 
brake is independent of the bearings and 
adjustable. The plates are straight line. 

It occupies small space, single bole mounting. 
The price is right. 

Desirable territory open. 

The Goyer Company, Willimantic, Conn., U. S. A. 
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LIMITATIONS OF HORN TYPE 
LOUD SPEAKERS 
(Continued from Page 19) 

not improve greatly the performance of a 
poor unit. Apparently that is the trouble 
here. Unit peaks occur at frequencies of 
450, 1100 and 1800 cycles. The unit 
does not respond with any degree of sat- 
isfaction above 2000 cycles, nor below 
300 cycles. Even though the horn may 
be superior, the loud speaker itself can- 
not give good results unless the unit is a 
good one. Either unit or horn can spoil 
a loud speaker, but either one alone can- 
not make a good speaker. 

The horn for Fig. 6 is similar in shape 
and size to No. 5 but the unit is better 
so that the response is quite good from 
900 to 4000 cycles. There are no sharp 
peaks over this region. Below 900 cycles 
we have one peak at 600 cycles, below 
which the loud speaker does not respond 
well. The frequency range covered by 
this loud speaker extends, then, from 
about 500 to 4000 cycles, whereas for 
No. 5, the range is 400 to 2100. 

The units for Fig. 1 and 6 were al- 
most identical in their construction and 
operation, but the horns were different. 
The latter curve indicates much more 
uniform and intense response than the 
former. This shows us again the need 
for both a good horn and an efficient unit 
if we are to obtain satisfactory results. 

It is apparent that the response -fre- 
quency curves should be flat curves par- 
allel to the horizontal zero pressure line. 
They should be as far as possible above 
this zero sound pressure, for this height 
will indicate the efficiency or sensitive- 
ness of the loud speaker. Furthermore, 
the curve should extend to as low and 
to as high frequencies as possible. The 
curve will then indicate the quality or 
faithfulness of reproduction. If the 
curve falls off rapidly at low frequen- 
cies, as all of them do for short horns, 
then the loud speaker will have a high 
pitched, nasal sound. If the higher fre- 
quencies (2000 to 5000) are absent, then 
the reproduction will not be clear and 
brilliant, but will be muffled and speech 
would be difficult to understand, and it 
would sound distinctly high pitched and 
unnatural if the low frequencies are ab- 
sent as will always be the case for small, 
short horns. 

The characteristics of various musical 
instruments and of the human voice in- 
clude frequencies from well below 100 
cycles to well above 6000 cycles. In 
radio these sounds should all be repro- 
duced by the loud speaker to correspond 
as nearly as possible to the original. A 
study of the various loud speakers by 
means of these curves will be the most 
certain way to know to what extent a 
loud speaker is doing this. 

In general loud speakers with small 
horns give incomplete sound reproduc- 
tion, covering only a small musical range 

(Continued on Page 70) 
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the 

Announcing 

7s(ew radio battery 
that is always charged 

HERE is something that will be wel- 
comed by all radio fans -a compact 

"A" storage battery and charger, known as 
the Exide Radio Power Unit. 

This unit is assembled in an attractive 
metal case, and is kept at all times connected 
to the ordinary house current as well as to 
the radio set. 

Upon raising a small switch on the end of 
the unit, the receiving set is ready for use; 
by throwing it down, the battery is auto- 
matically placed on charge. Thus battery - 
charging, in its most convenient form, prac- 
tically becomes a part of set operation. 

The battery, of course, is an Exide, spe- 
cially designed for the unit, and has ample 
capacity for any receiving set - whether that 
set uses one tube or ten. As there are no 
moving parts to wear or get out of order, 
maintenance cost is low. 

Finished in a rich mahogany color, the 
Exide Radio Power Unit is furnished in two 
sizes -one, for sets using 4 -volt tubes ; the 
other, for sets using 6 -volt tubes; retailing 
at $28 and $38 respectively -slightly higher 
west of the Rockies. 

There are, in addition, Exide "A" and "B" 
storage batteries for every requirement, and 
a rectifier for recharging "B" storage bat- 
teries. Inquire of any Exide Dealer cr at your 
favorite radio store. 

The Electric Storage Battery Company 
Philadelphia 

Lxit:e Batteries of Canada, Limited, 153 Dufferin Street, Toronto 

Exiòe 
RADIO POWER UNIT 

FOR BETTER RADIO RECEPTION, USE STORAGE BATTERIES 
Tell thorn that you saw it in RADIO 69 
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A structural superiority that insures accuracy and permanence. Demand 
Aerovox. Standard in size, they are interchangeable. Write for our 
catalogue including resistances, grid leaks, resistofonners and rheostats. 

Chicago Office: 53 W. JACKSON BOULEVARD 

Western Representatives: RICE -RITT COMPANY, San Francisco, Los Angeles 

AEROVOX WIRELESS CORPORATION 
ISO BROOME ST., NENN YORK (:ITY 

The B-T Torostyle Transformer 
A well known principle 

now applied to radio 

ET 
`fOROSTYLE FOR 

EASY \MI RING 

We will be pleased to send 
descriptive circulars. 

For years telephone engineers 
have known that "closed" or "tor- 
oid style" coils could be used to 
eliminate "cross talk" between 
trunk lines. 
The most intensive research work 
this organization has ever done 
has been to adapt this type of coil 
to the high frequencies employed 
in Radio. 
Our ambition has been realized. 
We now offer the B -T Torostyle 
Transformer with the assurance 
that its three great characteris- 
tics : 

Reduction of inter - magnetic - coupling. 
Nullification of "strong feed -back effect. 
Elimination of signal pick -up have been 
obtained without the usual broad tuning 
and difficult oscillation control. 

BREMER -TULLY MFG. CO. 
532 South Canal Street Chicago, Illinois 

Carter "IMP" Pilot Switc 
$1.75 

Half Size 

Coast 
Distributors: 

A. S. LINI)STROM 
& COMPANY 

274 Brannan St. 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Branch 
Offices 

at 
Los Angeles 

Portland 
Seattle 

Salt Lake City 

Eliminates possibility of going away and leasing tubes 
burning. Red light shows when filaments are lit. Com- 
plete quarter -turn snap switch and light in one. Simple 
to install. One -hole mounting. Works on 6 or 4,/, volts. 
Current consumption negligible. One of the latest Carter 
radio achievements. 

Ask your denier to show you. 

Irr Canada: Carter Radio Co., Limited, Toronto 
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(Continued from Page 68) 
with much irregularity, with non -uni- 
formity and with distortion. 

Curves for horns of intermediate 
lengths, about 28 in. long, cover a wider 
frequency range, but still with consider- 
able non -uniformity. With a cost ratio 
of 11/2 to 1 a better performance can 
be purchased at a small increase in price. 

Curves for longer horns, 3 to 10 ft., 
show that the mere bigness of a horn 
does not insure sucessful reproduction 
with loud speakers. Four ft. and 6 ft. 
horns are more sensitive than a 10 ft. 
horn and give more low frequencies. 
The 10 ft. horn is deficient above 2800 
cycles while the other two continue to 
radiate sound up to 4000 cycles. The 
longer horns go to much lower frequen- 
cies but do not go into any higher fre- 
quencies and have many more peaks due 
to resonance. 

Extensive tests show that a / in. 
opening at the small end gives the best 
results. Smaller openings introduce too 
much resistance to the sound transmis- 
sion and larger openings do not allow 
sufficient pressure variation at the rn=t 
diaphragm to cause efficient radiation in- 
to the horn. 

All curves indicate the marked su- 
periority of exponential as compared to 
conical horns for the low frequencies, 
besides the fact that the former can be 
coiled up into a smaller space without 
greatly modifying its properties. Reso- 
nance effects are equally bad in both. 

Many of the defects of the horn type 
have recently been remedied by means of 
the cone type loud speaker. Whereas the 
frequency range of the best commercial 
single horn type loud speaker is from 400 
to 3000 cycles, of the double horn from 
200 to 4000 cycles, and of the triple 
horn from 100 to 5000 cycles; a good 
cone type effectively covers the range 
from 100 to 7500 cycles with a nearly 
flat curve. One manufacturer has de- 
veloped a cone only 6 in. in diameter 
which shows this remarkable result. 

AN ODE TO RADIO 
There's a kingdom at your doorway, 

There's a nation at your feet, 
There's a world that does you homage, 

Kneels to you upon your seat. 
You're the god that stirs our fancies, 

Like Aladdin's lamp of old, 
You fulfill the dream of ages, 

Bringing treasures rare as gold. 
Like the wise men in the story, 

From the near and (listant lands 
Thrill our souls with songs of passion 

From the land of desert sands; 
Make our pulse rise with emotion 

When we hear Hawaiian strains, 
Soothe the babes to rest and slumber 

Where the god of fairies reigns; 
You can calm a flaming nation 

Through a subtle silver tongue, 
You can rouse a land to glory 

By a noble deed that's done. 
You have proven by electrons that 

All the universe is kin, 
You have made us vastly wiser, 

Wiser than we would have been. 
You can make the whole world better 

By a universal tongue, 
By a greater understanding 

You can make the nations one. 
-C. L. Parks. 
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SUPER SM 
PÁRTS_ 

New ! 
Entirely silver- plated! With this 
unique feature, Silver - Marshall 
has set a new standard for low - 

loss condensers. It is only logi- 
cal that the new S -M straight - 

line- wavelength condenser should 
be so built. Their losses are 
lower than laboratory standards, 
and the S -L -W plates insure real 
selectivity and separation. 

No. 305 .0005 $6.00 
No. 306 .00035 5.75 
No. 307 .00025 5.50 

Sand for free circulars of Nive 
S -M Parts, and reprints of arti- 
cles describing the Super -Auto- 
dyne and the All -Ware Superhet- 
erodyne. 

Silver- Marshall 
106 S. Wabash Avenue 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

RADIOCAST 
WEEKLY 

48 Pages of 

Programs, Photos, Humor, 
Musical Reviews, Schedules, 

Tables, Editorials, Etc. 

5 Per Radiocast Weekly 
Copy 433 Pacific Bldg., 

SAN FRANCISCO 

RADIO MAPS 
POSTPAI D 

ANYWHERE 

á0° 
PACIFIC RADIO PUB. CO. 
Pacific Bldg , San Francisco 

Preliminary Announcement 

ALL -AMERICAN RADIO RECEIVERS 

Model R: Price $900 

There will be available this 
fall a limited number of radio 
receivers, produced and wired 
complete in the big, new 
ALL -AMERICAN factory, and 
bearingtheworld- famous name 
ALL -AMERICAN. 

Many hundreds of sets 
have been constructed in the 
ALL -AMERICAN laboratories. 
Most of them have performed 
in a manner which, in less 
experienced factories, would 
have caused joyful excite- 
ment. A few of these sets 
have shown results truly re- 
markable even when measured 
by the ALL -AMERICAN stand- 
ard; but E. N. Rauland, pio- 
neer in radio and severest 
critic of ALL -AMERICAN prod- 
ucts, shook his head and said 
"Wait." 

And he was wise. If this 
achievement had not come until 
next year, it would still have 
been worth waiting for. But 
it is on view at the shows. 

Last year it was our pleas- 
ure to add to the family of the 
"World's Largest Selling 
Transformers" an audio ampli- 
fying instrument embodying 
features hitherto considered 

impractical, outside the labo- 
ratory, on account of their high 
cost. This new transformer, 
Rauland- Lyric, has in one 
season revolutionized the tone - 
amplifying art. And now, in 
the same spirit, we offer the 
ALL -AMERICAN Receiver. 

ALL -AMERICAN Receivers 
embody, necessarily, all the 
genuine improvements of the 
past year in radio reception - 
many of them the especial 
product of the ALL -AMERICAN 
laboratories. Multistage con- 
trol through two 360° dials, 
without gears, the elimination 
of "body capacity," the ex- 
treme of beauty in tone through 
Rauland- Lyric, and of distance, 
power and selectivity through 
ALL -AMERICAN Straight -Line- 
Frequency TUNING -these are 
combined with the utmost 
beauty and permanence in ex- 
ternal appointments. 

And yet, ALL -AMERICAN 
Receivers are not high -priced 
This is due to the fact that, 
although only a small number 
will be produced this fall, the 
price has been set on the basis 
of next year's extensive pro- 
duction. 

Dealers who realize the significance, 
for future growth, of handling merchan- 
dise of this character, are invited to write 
their jobbers or the factory for full in- 
formation, or to visit our booth at the 
Chicago or St. Louis radio shows. 

ALL -AMERICAN RADIO CORPORATION 
E. N. Rauland, President 

4209 Belmont Avenue Chicago 

OWNING AND OPERATING STATION W EN R - 266 METERS LLELI M C N 
Pioneers in the Radio Industry 
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QLAThI 
THE OBEDIENT SLAVE TO YOUR DESIRES 

ulA'S= __ 
FROM the mellow depth to 

the highest pitch of harmony 
-the improved APEX Receiv- 
ing Sets bring in, with startling 
clarity and naturalness, all of 
the delicate gradations of the 
entire range of sound- whether 
the highest soprano or the deep- 
est of bassos profundo. 

The charm of naturalness, 
combined with greater distance 
getting ability, positive selec- 
tivity and full volume, plus the 
enchanting elegance of design 
and finish, present radio receiv- 
ing sets that are most satisfac- 
tory in every element of opera- 
tion and a real delight to all 
whose choice of home furnish- 
ings is guided by true appre- 
ciation of artistic and refined 
beauty. 

Only a dependable merchant 
is given the APEX dealer fran- 
chise. Your APEX dealer will 
gladly make personal demon- 
stration of APEX Quality Radio 
Appa rat u s. 

Apex Electric Mfg. Co. 
1110 W. 301h .treet I lrpt. 1010 

Chicago 

Apex Entertainer 
Price $22.50 

Also makers of the famous 
APEX Vernier Dials and 

APEX Rheostats, which are 
sold by every good dealer 

in Radio. 

Quality Radio Apparatus 

11011114° - 
Apex Super Five 

Price $95 
without accessories 

Apex De Luxe 
Price $135 

Apex 
Baby Grand Console 

Price $225 

Apex Console Entertainer 
Price $27.50 

Prices West of Rockies slightly higher. Canadian prices 
approximately 40% higher. 

Apex Utility 
Radio Table 

Price $75 

Upon request, we 
will gladly marl you 
descriptive folder. 

Western 
Representative: 

A. S. LINDSTROM CO. 
San Francisco Californi 

BRANCH OFFICES: 

Seattle, Portland, Los Angeles 
and Salt Lake City 

Northern California 
Distributor: 

UNITED RADIO 
SUPPLIES COMPANY 

San Francisco California 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

PIERCING NEPTUNE'S 
SHROUD 

(Continued from Page 13) 

in the other. Confusion may also arise 
in some cases when taking bearings on 
shore beacons. It was an 180- degree 
error of this sort that two years ago 
at Point Arguello, California, wrecked 
an entire fleet of United States naval 
destroyers which were proceeding at 
high speed in a dense fog. 

This defect of the earlier compasses 
has also now been completely overcome 
in a very interesting manner. In Fig. 
5 (a) a loop is shown turned edgewise to- 
ward an advancing radio wave, the same 
as in Fig. 1 ; but here we have a single 
wire antenna connected to one side of 
the loop -in this case to the rear side, 
r. This antenna is of such length that 
it will pick up just about enough energy 
-combined with the energy induced in r 
-to neutralize the energy induced in f. 
The loop alone would have a current 
flowing in it, owing to the difference in 
potential of the radio wave at f and r, 
as already explained, but by using the 
antenna the difference is nullified. 

Now if this loop, with its attached 
aerial, is rotated half a turn, as shown in 
Fig. 5 (b), the conditions of Fig. 5 (a) 
will be reversed. What was the rear 
edge of the loop, with respect to the 
advancing radio wave, is now the front 
edge ; and its increased current by vir- 
tue of this new position will be aug- 
mented by the energy brought in by 
the connected aerial. The combined 
currents will greatly overbalance the 
feeble current in what is now the rear 
side of the loop. In one edgewise posi- 
tion of the loop, the energy brought in 
by the aerial is added to the low poten- 
tial side of the loop and therefore 
counterbalances the greater energy in 
the high potential side, with resultant 
zero current in the wire; when the loop 
is turned around the energy brought 
in by the aerial is added to the high 
potential side of the loop, which now 
completely overbalances the unaided 
low -potential side, and a comparatively 
large current flows in the wire. When 
the edge of the loop with the aerial at- 
tached is toward the distant trans- 
mitter, signals are heard ; when the other 
edge is foremost, the signals vanish, or 
at least they are greatly weakened. 

In the actual operation of the com- 
pass, therefore, the loop is used both 
edgewise and flatwise, first edgewise 
with the antenna switched on to get 
the general direction of the distant sta- 
tion; then flatwise with the antenna 
switched off to get the exact direction. 

As TO practical details of construc- 
tion : The loop of the modern com- 

pass consists of a rugged oaken frame 
frame 4 ft. square, upon which are 
wound 12 turns of Litz wire consisting 
of 270 strands of wire formed into a 
strong weatherproof cable. The loop, 

(Continued on Page 74) 
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THOMPSON MINUET. A 5 -tube dry 
cell Thompson Neutrodyne receiver com- 
bined with improved cone -shaped speak- 
er. Unique "apartment house special" 
for nse where space is at a premium. 
All batteries self -contained. Does not 
use a storage battery. Operates on dry 
cell tubes. If necessary, will operate 
on a wire around the picture moulding. 
Siae -21 / inches high, 18% inches wide, 
10% inches deep. Price, $150. (Slightly 
higher west of the Rocky Mountains and 
in Canada). 

MOM E[N0iN0 
N. E. TN0Ma50n 10.Ca.50 OOM1Ca S[ NT C 

Hear this extraordinary 
Thompson 

Receiver 
NEW in appearance - the Thompson 

Minuet. New in operation - the 
Thompson Minuet. New in performance - 
the Thompson Minuet. You have never 
seen, used or heard so supreme a receiver 
as this. 

The beautiful mahogany cabinet is unique 
in shape. It incorporates the acoustic prin- 
ciples of the violin and 'cello. And such qual- 
ity! Rich, resonant tones fill the room. The 
rolling thunder of the kettle -drums, the rum- 
ble of the bass viols come to you as well as 
the high -pitched violins and piccolo. Bass, 
baritone, tenor, contralto, soprano, with 
marvelous naturalness. 

The single tuning control lever moves 
over the long scale covering half the circum- 
ference of tlae speaker. It is a new sensation 
in radio to operate the Minuet. Simply swing 

the control lever over the scale and the sta- 
tions come in one following the other. Two 
verniers are provided, for those who wish 
hair -line tuning on distant stations. All bat- 
teries "A," "B," and "C," are contained 
within the case, and the only external con- 
nections needed are to antenna and ground. 

The long, unexcelled radio experience of 
the Thompson Company is yours when you 
buy the Minuet. It is your absolute assur- 
ance that in design, manufacture, and per- 
formance, you are buying the best. 

The Thompson Minuet is sold by the bet- 
ter dealers everywhere. They are glad to let 
you see it, operate it, hear it. Investigate 
this instrument, the product of fifteen years' 
radio experience. The R. E. Thompson 
Manufacturing Company, 30 Church Street, 
New York City. 

CDO(DPSOI) 117-IDIO 
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Perfect 
COflfrO11J 

WDAF 

WCBD 
IW . 

WOS 
urGN 

KGU --- s 
CAN you handle your radio set as easily as 

your automobile ? Slip through radio 
traffic without bumping into unwanted sta- 
ticns, throttle down on the locals, or speed 
up to full volume on distant stations? 
Control your radio receiver with a Cen- 
tralab Radiohm for greatest flexibility and 
power. Gives smooth variation of resis- 
tance from zero to 200,000 ohms. Ideal 
for plate circuit control of oscillation. Now 
used as a standard unit by more than 
a score of prominent radio manufacturers. 

$2.00 at your dealer, or mailed direct. Write 
for literature and circuits describing this 
and other Centralab patented controls. 

CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 
14 Keefe Avenue Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

i 
Buy all your stocks from us 

and make more money. 
Get this big catalog 
The most complete dealers' cat- 
alog ever c mpiled. Standard 
parts, kits, and sets at better prices. 
Write now for your copy. 

WCBRAUN 
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32-48 S. Clinton St., Chicago 

GOSILCO SUPER WIRE 
Heavy silver plate on No. 14 copper with sheath 

of 24 karat gold. 
Sets rewired with GOSILCO show 35% increase in 

volume and range (Official KNX Laboratories test). 
Aerials permanently efficient. Out -distance all others. 

75 -foot aerial, $4.50; 100, 56.00. Round bus wire, 
15e per length, postpaid. C.O.D. orders filled. 

American Luminous Products Co. 
Sole Manufacturers 

320 -R, blarbrisa Ave., Huntington Park, Calif. 
Patent Applied For 

CARDWELL TORO -TRAN 
The ideal inductance 

Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp. 
81 Prospect Stree, 
Brooklyn, N. v. 
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which turns on ball bearings, has a 
heavy shaft extending downward into 
the ship's chart -room or wheel -house be- 
low. On this shaft a large polished 
hand -wheel is mounted for rotating the 
heavy loop, below that is the mechani- 
cal compensating device for absorbing 
errors, and still below that are mounted 
the two sight -wires, one above the 
other and about an inch apart, which 
swing over the face of a compass or 
dial. 

The sight -wire system and dial, the 
general construction of the loop and its 
supports, and of the apparatus on the 
loop shaft below is clearly shown in 
the accompanying pictures. Nearest the 
ceiling is the automatic condenser device 
shunted across the loop, for balancing 
out the interfering capacity effects of 
the ship's funnels, ventilators, and so 
forth. The two loop wires may be 
seen running thence to the radio receiver, 
a six -tube tuned -frequency instrument 
comprising two stages of radio frequency 
-using ultra -permeable iron -core trans- 
formers- detector, and three stages of 
audio. The ends of the loop wires are 
shunted by a tuning condenser of about 
.001 mfd. capacity, and the independent 
loop system is inductively coupled to 
the first radio frequency tube by means 
of a transformer. In the very latest 
installations, the receiver is incorporated 
in a weatherproof metal compartment 
below the compass itself. 

The radio compass has supplied the 
final "missing link" in the art of ocean 
navigation. By the aid of a single shore 
beacon, and her own log, a vessel can 
in the thickest fog determine her posi- 
tion and distance from land ; taking 
bearings upon two or more beacons she 
can quickly and safely enter the most 
dangerous harbor in the thickest 
weather. The time of a ten thousand - 
ton steel freighter is conservatively 
worth one hundred dollars an hour ; that 
of a large liner often a thousand dollars 
an hour or more; therefore the radio 
compass often saves enough in one short 
voyage to more than equal the cost of 
its installation. This, however, is of 
comparatively little importance as com- 
pared to the safety it affords to lives 
and to costly ships and cargoes. 

The radio compass, by its annihilation 
of the perils of the fog, removes the 
last element of uncertainty at sea. It 
sets at naught the damp shrouds of Nep- 
tune, and leaves the hoary old sea -king 
little recourse but that of stirring up tre- 
rific storms and gales with his trident, 
.whereby he may perhaps occasionally 
founder some of the older out -worn iron 
nags still wandering about the seven 
seas, but with which he can inflict no 
great injury upon the modern high -pow- 
ered steel steamship. The radio com- 
pass has indeed made travel on the deep 
considerably safer than any form of 
travel on land -except perhaps that ob- 
tainable in a Chinese wheelbarrow. 

; 
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Unconditionally Guaranteed 

RD e RSO Super 
AMPLIFYING TRANSFORMERS 
Standard on the Jori y of quai 9 sets 

KENNEDY 
Mie cRoyalty f cRa dio 

"We are cranks on audio -frequency trans - Wr it es: formers and our engineers are constantly 
runnir g comparative tests on them. The 

fact that we continue to use Thordarsons exclusively, in ever increas- 
ing numbers, simply means that we believe that it is the best available 
at this time." 

Thordarsons are 
Absolutely. Uniform! 

Jheyah ays "match up-perfectly 

One reason that leading builders of fine 
sets use more Thordarsons than all com 
petitive transformers combined is because 
Thordarsons run absolutely alike, abso- 
lutely uniform; always "match up" per- 
fectly. 
Daily we hear from fans who paid high 
prices for musically named, fancy -looking 
transformers, only to discover that their 
old standbys -- Thordarsons - were the 

real musical instruments. For the benefit 
of others, we therefore repeat: "when 
better transformers can be bought they 
will be Thordarsons." 
Few, if any, transformers actually cost as 
much to make as Thordarsons. Why, 
then, pay more? Follow the lead of the 
leaders -build or replace with Thordar- 
sons. Any store can supply you. If dealer 
is sold out, order from us. 

THORDARSON TYPES AND PRICES 
Thordarson Super Audio Fre- 
quency Transformers, sub -panel 
or top mounting types: 2 -1, $5; 
3%-1, $4; 6 -1, $4.50. 

The Thordarson INTER -STAGE Power Amplifying 
Transformer provides two stages of POWER amplifi- 
cation when inserted in circuit between Input and 

Output Power Amplifying trans- 
formers. Four tubes are required, 
but the quality of the reception 
more than repays you. Only 
Thordarson builds a transformer 
of this type. Earls, $8.00. 

Thordarson Power Amplifying 
Transformers give best 

r 
esults 

when preceded by two stages 
using 3% -1 Thordarson A. F. 
Transformers. Pair, $13. 

Thordarson AUTOFORMER, the All Frequency Am- 
plifier, amplifies clearly the lowest notes of any in- 
strument as perfectly as the highest notes. Auto - 
former amplification is an adap- 
tation of impedances, resistances 
and capacities -- developed and 
perfected by Thordarson. Write 
for the Autoformer Hook -up 
Bulletin. Autoformers are $5.00 
each. 

Write for the latest Thordarson bulletins on amplification. 
Thordarson dealers everywhere. 

THORDARSON ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
Transformer specialists since 1895 

1VORLD'S OLDEST AND LARGEST EXCLUSIVE TRANSFORMER MAKERS 

Chicago, U.S.A. 
Tell them that you saw it in I:!_DI0 
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GyuDE 
Deresnadyne 

ADLER-ROYAL 
MURDOCK 
MU-RAD 
Valley 

Silver-Marshall 
OZARKA LTrnanE 

cNTewport 
LEICH 

NUN N-LAND ON 

Kmáÿ ólthäns 

SUB -PANEL MOUNTING 
THORDARSONS ON SALE! 
They permit a neater assembly, the shortening of 
leads and the concealing of wiring -as in factory 
built sets. Same ratios -same prices -as stand- 
ard type Thordarsons. If dealer cannot supply, 
order from us. 

Super -Het Builders 
For the "Best" 45,000 Cycle Super- Hetero - 
dyne, "Radio" and other leading authorities 
recommend in highest terms the Thordarson 
2 -1 -Ratio Transformers. Take no others. 

. ' '. ' éktlf r i'äi`lir;a 
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Who Built 
That Fine Set? 

Dear Mr. Radio -Shop Owner and Mr. Set-Builder: 
How many time are your customers asked the above question by 
their friends? And how often the answer is, "A fellow over in town." 
Why not have your name and address in fine, attractive engraving on 
every panel? We will put it there for you for from 25 to 50 cents per 
panel. Then the receiver is not an unknown job; it is your set. 
BAKELITE ENGRAVING COSTS SMASHED! With newest types of high -speed 
engraving machines, imported from Germany, we have halved the costs of Bake- 
lite engraving. Even if you are already using engraving, get our prices. 
HIGH -QUALITY CELERON BAKELITE PANELS AND TUBING. Cut any size, to order. Panels, list price, 
!4 inch thick, 1% cents per square inch; 3/16 inch thick, 2 1/3 cents per square inch, including smooth - 
sawing, waxing, and polishing. Standard wholesale discounts, with extra 5' - -'c for orders of over $25.00. 
We drill panels. 

Get our discount sheets. Wholesale only. 

660 Twe;fth St. Volney G. Mathison & Co. Oakland, Calif. 
Distributor of Engraving Machines, $525.00, and up. 

HOYT METERS Insure Reliable Radio Reception 

This HOYT 
2 INCH 
MILLIAMMETER 
TYPE I7 

with accurate mov- 
ing -coil action at- 
tached to your 
radio set will save 
its cost in B bat- 
teries many times 
over because it 
checks continuously 
your B battery con - 
sumption ;and pos- 
sible short circuits. 

HOYT builds 
a full line of Ra- 
dio Meters in 
all sizes and 
types. These 
are described 
in our book 
"Hoyt Meters 
for Radio." A 
request will 
bring it to you. 

BURTON -ROGERS COMPANY 
26 BRIGHTON AVE., BOSTON, MASS. - - National Distributors 

Notice to our Readers 
We have a few copies of the August, 1925 issue of "RADIO" 
on hand. This issue contains Best's Super- Heterodyne fea- 
ture. 

Send 25c for a Copy 
Pacific Building " RADIO" San Francisco 
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L -C CIRCUIT 
(Continued from Page 16) 

by means of a small screw mounted in 
the center of the condenser, a rough ad- 
justment being made by turning this 
screw until oscillation ceases, or is re- 
duced to a very small part of the con- 
denser scale. Then remove the r.f. 
amplifier tube from its socket and place 
a piece of paper on top of the positive 
filament spring, replacing the tube in 
the socket. The local station will no 
doubt be heard faintly, and the neutral- 
izing condenser can now be adjusted un- 
til no signal is heard, as is customary in 
the adjustment of neutrodyne receivers. 
One make of vacuum tube has such a 
low interelectrode capacity that the neu- 
tralizing condenser is not needed, and 
may be omitted. 

After the neutralizing condenser is in 
order, the piece of paper on the socket 
spring contact can be removed and the 
tube filament lighted. If oscillation still 
persists, the antenna coil and r.f. trans- 
former may be closer than is desirable, 
and the coils should be separated further, 
if such a procedure is possible. 

Ordinarily, the volume control of this 
set can be obtained by changing the tun- 
ing of either of the variable condensers 
slightly, but many prefer a separate vol- 
ume control, and in this case, it will be 
advisable to mount a 25 ohm wire type 
rheostat on the panel, between the two 
tuning condensers and underneath the 
feedback condenser to replace the auto- 
matic filament cartridge in the r.f. am- 
plifier tube positive lead. The position 
of this rheostat in the circuit is shown in 
Fig. 1, and in dotted lines in Figs. 2 and 
3. This rheostat was not used in the 
experimental layout, as it was desired 
to make the set as simple as possible in 
regard to controls. 

If more volume is required, for loud 
speaker operation in a large room, one 
of the new UX -112 power tubes, which 
draw .5 amperes at 6 volts, can be 
placed in the last audio stage, the B 
battery for that tube being increased to 
135 volts, and the C battery to minus 9 
volts. A type 112 Amperite should be 
used in that case, to control the filament 
current. 

With an average antenna having a 
total length of 75 feet, including lead - 
in, the range of this receiver at night is 
very great, stations 1000 miles distant 
being brought in with ease, through 
powerful locals. For those luckless in- 
dividuals who reside a few rods from 
one of the high powered stations, a sug- 
gestion about shielding will be in order. 
Shield the inside of the cabinet, and the 
back of the panel, with a fairly heavy 
grade of sheet brass, such as No. 16 
gauge, drilling holes in the brass to clear 
the panel apparatus. As there are rela- 
tively few parts on the panel, this will 
be an easy job. Connect the shielding 
to the ground terminal, and little diffi- 
culty will be experienced with interfer- 
ence from local stations. 

1 
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What Do You Know About 

Short Wave Broadcasting? 
TDo you know that Station KDKA has been heard in Spain, Eng- 

land, France and even South Africa on Low Waves? 

cl Do you know that short waves point the way for future interna- 
tional broadcasts and rebroadcasts of foreign programmes? 
Do you know that high frequency broadcasting requires special and 
absolute precision in its application as a means of communication? 

Within the last few weeks radio listeners on four 
continents have become aware of a new phase in the 
development of radio broadcasting, namely, the use 
of short wave lengths in the transmission of radio 
broadcasting programs. A quick succession of spec- 
tacular accomplishments in radio broadcasting and 
rebroadcasting has brought this system of transmis- 
sion prominently to the attention of the public. The 
successful reception and repeating in England of 
programs from KDKA at Pittsburgh, Pa., the re- 

ception of this same station by the ship Arctic, 
while lying in the frozen North, only 11 degrees 
from the North Pole ; then the successful reception 
of the Wills -Firpo boxing match in Argentine; and 
finally the consistent reception of Station KDKA in 
England, France, Germany, Spain and South Africa 
during the recent international tests, have made it 
evident that something different was being intro- 
duced in broadcasting which has pushed the limits 
for successful reception out to much greater dis- 
tances. 

NEW! Only $10.00 

Super LoWave Adapter 
Attach to Any Superheterodyne 

Receive 
KDKA - WGY - KFKX 

and other Radiocasting stations on their 
Powerful Low Wave Programs 

SIMPLE AND EASY TO USE 

The Baldwin- Pacific "Super LoWave Adapter" is designed to 
cover a wave length from 40 to 125 meters so as to enable 
reception of various radiocasting stations operating from 62 to 
100 meters such as KDKA, WGY and KFKX. 
Just connect the adapter to the Super- Ileterodyne receiver so 
that the three terminals ordinarily connected to the three tap 
loop antenna are connected to the three binding posts at the 

SUPE R 

LVlrvee 
ADAPTER 

RECEIVING SET 

MT 

GND 

ÌiIIIIIIW11WU61Wi6 

right of the adapter. In case the receiving set uses a two tap 
loop, connect the receiver to the upper and lower binding 
posts, or when used with Radiola and similar Super- Hetero- 
dyne receivers, ABANDON THE CENTER POST ON THE 
ADAPTER. The antenna and ground are connected to the binding posts so marked on the adapter. Complete and simple 
directions accompany each adapter. 

Send for your Super LoWave Adapter today. Order from your 
regular dealer. If he cannot supply you, shipment will be made 
direct upon receipt of remittance or via Parcel Post or Express 
C. O. D. 

Dealers and Jobbers: 
write for attractive proposition 

BALDWIN- PACIFIC & COMPANY 
Cable Address "Balpaco" PACIFIC BUILDING, SAN FRANCISCO 

Chicago: Indianapolis: St. Louis: 
53 W. Jackson Blvd. 336 Burgess Avenue 1724 Olive Street 

PACI 11c 
Buffalo: 

73 W. Eagle Street 
New Orleans: 

Whitney Central Building 
Detroit: 

4417 Vancóuver 
Q11A1.fIY GüARANr® 
S A N F R A N C I S C O New York: 

220 Broadway 
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 Side and Bottom View of 
Cornfield Bull Dog Grip Socket 
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The NEW 

CAMFIELD 
Bull Dog Grip Socket 

Fits Every Type of Tube! 
The Caulfield Universal Bull Dog Grip Socket - 

like all oilier Camfield products has utility fea- 
tures that place it in the lead: 

1. It fits all types of tubes, including the new X 
Type. 

2. It grips the tube prongs on all sides, assuring 
a solid contact. 

3. Contacts are made of heavy phosphor bronze. 
4. Flanges on prong grips allow tubes to slip into 

socket easily. 
5. And the price -65c each. 

< c STRAIGHT .41, 
LINE / 

LOW LOSS 

GQNDE SER 
In the transparent dust.prool case 

This condenser embodies a new principle of construc- 
tion, combining every essential and desirable feature in 
a single unit. Its straight -line action, together with the 
360° dial, absolutely eliminates the necessity of a ver- 
nier. 

The Camfield Condenser is enclosed in a transparent 
Dust -Proof Case, which prevents the accumulation of 
dust between the plates, thus making it PERMANENT- 
LY LOW -LOSS. Sold in three sizes, as follows: 

Type 886 .00026 mfd 56.00 
Type 887 .00035 mid 6.00 
Type 888 .0005 mfd 6.50 

CAMFIELD RADIO MANUFACTURING CO. 
807 Harrison Street, Oakland, California 1268 W. 115th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 

Factory Representatives: 
A. S. LINDSTROM CO., San Francisco, Los Angeles. Portland, Seattle, Salt Lake City 
BAKER -SMITH CO., INC., 120 Broadway, New York City; 30 N. Dearborn, Chicago 

MUSICAL QUALITY 
DX RECEPTION, SELECTIVITY and 
NOISE ELIMINATION is improved to an 
unusual degree by the use of NEW YORK 
COIL COMPANY'S PRECISION MICA 
FIXED CONDENSERS. 

Used by the leading set manufacturers 

Our "Selector" Variable Condensers, Mounted and Un- 

mounted Audio Transformers and B. Battery Eliminator 
Condensers, are leaders. 

New York Coil Company 
338 Pearl Street New York City 

Pacific Coast: MARSHANK SALES COMPANY 

926 Insurance Exchange Building, Los Angeles, Calif. 

I \t: It t.4SEti r.l.l'.1., tt 
1 T Y --Gives wonderful results 

with any radio set. Not attached 
to, but merely placed under the tele 

phone. Price, One Dollar. Complete 
with insulated wire and simple instruc- 
tions. At Your dealer or Mailed C. O.!ï 
D. on 3 days approval. 

ANTENNAPHONE CO., 90 West St.. New York City 

You Can Get 
Greater Reflex or Crystal 
Set Reception if you ose 
the 
BROWNLIE 
Vernier Detector 

$2.00 at Your Dealer or Direct 
ROLAND BROWNLIE & CO. 

22 Saunders St. Medford, Mau. 
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ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS 
(Continued from Page 21) 

rather pronounced directional properties. 
Thus the directional effect of the anten- 
na itself should not be given any par- 
ticular thought or worry, but instead, 
consideration should be given to keep- 
ing it away from intervening objects, 
particularly metal obstructions. 

Effective height is a gage of the 
amount of energy intercepted from the 
electro- static or electro- magnetic corn - 
ponent of the wave front. Effective 
height is, of necessity, less than the ac- 
tual height, although the ratio of effec- 
tive to actual height is an extremely 
variable quantity. An antenna only 20 
ft. above the ground may have a greater 
effective height than one 10 ft. above a 
grounded metal roof on a high build- 
ing. Effective height is increased by 
placing the receiving set close to the 
ground. In general, the greater the ef- 
fective height of an antenna the better 
the results, assuming no interference. 
However, an excessively high antenna, 
especially one having many wires, gives 
a considerable increase in static to signal 
ratio. This idea is not imaginary for it 
may be verified by actual experiment. 
To illustrate, a test made by the writer 
will be described. 

A large multi -wire antenna having a 
horizontal portion 90 ft. above the 
ground was used with a regenerative re- 
ceiving set and audio amplifier. On a 
certain night static was so severe as to 
prevent reception from any station from 
a greater distance than 100 miles. The 
receiving set was then disconnected from 
the outside antenna and an improvised 
single -wire antenna was erected inside 
the building. Understandable reception 
was then obtained from stations three or 
four hundred miles distant. From this 
one must not assume that an inside an- 
tenna is to be recommended. This test, 
while showing the disadvantage of too 
large an antenna, was made under un- 
usually severe static conditions. 

One frequently hears the remark con- 
cerning the antenna -"The higher the 
better." The basis of this statement is 
undoubtedly the greater effective height 
which may result by suspending an an- 
tenna from tall supports. However the 
single objection of an increase in static 
to signal ratio usually places a fairly 
definite limit to the size and height of 
the antenna. In general, if the antenna 
is erected in a locality which is free from 
obstructions, it should not be more than 
50 ft. above the ground nor more than 
100 ft. long. In most cases the limit- 
ing values of capacities previously speci- 
fied will satisfactorily determine the 
size of the antenna. 

Study the characteristics of your an- 
tenna and you will not only add to 
your knowledge of radio principles but 
you will be able to obtain improved re- 
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sults. Remember that the antenna is not 
merely a wire stuck up in the air for the 
purpose of "catching" radio waves, but 
like other parts of the receiving circuit, 
it behaves according to certain well -de- 
fined laws. Before placing too much be- 
lief in claims made for a particular type 
of antenna or for a particular kind of 
antenna conductor, let these claims be 
brought before the tribunal of antenna 
characteristics and in many cases they 
will be found wanting. 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send for Trial Subscription 

$1.00 for Six Months 

Radio Never Had a Tube 
Equal to 

EMPIRE -TRONS 
Every- tube is a 
model of perfec- 
tion; finest me 
chanical construc- 
lion, unequally. 
for clarity, 
tivity and perfect 
reception. Has 
been tested for 
1200 hours' con - 
tinuous operation. 

Satisfactory 
Per formance 
Guaranteed 

Comparative t e sts 
invited -- -ask your 
dealer for an EM- 
PIRE -THON and Type '99 a 1 o hear the difference. supplied wi b 

'01 b a se ( a I Superior Quality 
Bakelite) . Priced Right 

Made in U.S. 
Tested in 

our factor, 
Dist ibutors and Dealers Wanted 

Some Choice Territory Still Open 
Write for Circular and Particulars 

EMPIRE 
SPEAKERS 

and 
UNITS 

MODEL A 
Bell 10 in. 

Height 22 in. 

Model C 
Bell 14 in. 

II eight 22 in. 

A beautiful line of 
Speakers made of 
unbreakable comp o- 
sition handsomely 
finished in rich dark 
brown, crystalline ef- 
fect. Very graceful 
and an ornament to 
any home. Brings 
out lone perfectly. 
Model "A ": Bell 10 
in., height 22 in., 
fitted with EMPIRE 
Adjustable U n i t- 
retails at $13.50. 
Model "C ": Bell 14 
in., height 22 in., 
fitted with EMPIRE 
Adjustable U n i t- 
retails at $16.50. 
EMPIRE Adjustable 
Unit; c onstructed 
with greatest scien- 
tific care. Guaranteed 
to bring out the full 
volume of any set - 
true and clear- toned. 
Retails at $6.50. 

"The Home of Empire Products" 
They speak for themselves. 

Write for circulars and prices. 

American International Trading Co. 
59 -61 Pearl Street, New York 

Cable Address: "Stanmarks N. 1'." 

mplions chosen tare produce ce 
-.,,:(gt °Papal Ceremonies 

fry ly 
p: throughout Saint Peters, Rome 

li 

n r[f,9;ï .r. 

kñ+_t aiLty1Ì14y4s, 
_...._ 

7' 

ee. 

His Holiness thePope seated 
-- `` on his throne upon the occur 

Sion of the recent canonization of 
* s St* Sister Teresa. The microphone is 

on the right arm of the throne. 

Of ALL loud speakers, Amplions enjoy the 
honor and high compliment of having been 
installed throughout the famous Cathedral of 
Saint Peters, Rome, that important ceremonies 
conducted by His Holiness the Pope may be 
clearly audible to great multitudes of people. 

Supreme clarity of reproduction was the prime 
requisite. It is only logical that The Amplion 
-creation of the actual originators and oldest 
makers of loud speakers - should have been 
chosen. Amplions outsell any other loud 
speaker throughout the world, chiefly because 
of unrivaled clarity of tone. "The clearness of 
the reproduction of the Pope's voice was an outstanding 
feature," writes a witness to the first ceremonies. 
Hear The Amplion in comparison with any or all other 
reproducers. Prove to your entire satisfaction that it is the 
world's finest loud speaker. Amplion Loud Speakers, 
$12.00 up. Phonograph units in two sizes. Write for inter- 
esting literature and dealer's address. 

THE AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
Executive Offices: Suite O, 280 Madison Ave., New York City 
Canadian Distributors: Burndept of Canada, Ltd., Toronto 

Alfred Graham & Co., London, Eng., Patentees 

AMPLION 
Wie?PlorldsStandard Joud Speaker 

,. -: jli ..,!yilp9a 
o> 7l lf 

.f} 

11 itT1i t : 

Aportion of the magnificent canopy over 
Saint Peter's Tomb, showing two of many 
Amplions installed for amplifying Papal 
services to vast assemblages of pilgrims. 

POWRPEP" 
A brand new device for eliminating the. antenna. Simply place 
POWRPEP under your telephone and listen -in. The results are 
amazing. Order one of these novel devices today. They are selling 
fast. 

ONLY 35 Cents -- Postpaid 
Dealers and Jobbers' Prices on Request 

ATLANTUS MFG. CO. 
74 Front Street Port Jervis, N. Y. 
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Takes the MYSTERY 

out of RADIO! 

100,000 SOLD 
514 PAGES 

Compiled by 
HARRY F. DART, E.E. 

Formerly with the 
Western Electric 
Co., and U. S. 
Army Instructor of 
Radio. Tech - 
mcolly edited by 
F. H. DOANE. 

DE A RADIO expert -it's easy for the 100,000 
LI who own this compact, complete Radio Hand- 
book. Written in good, plain, understandable 
language. Crammed full of facts, every one use- 
ful and important. Explains how receivers and 
transmitters work, how to build and operate 
them. Whatever you or your friends want to 
know, it's here. Will save you many times its 
small cost. 

TELLS ALL ABOUT: Electrical terms 
and circuits, antennas, batteries, genera- 
tors and motors, electron (vacuum) 
tubes, most receiving hook -ups, radio and 
audio frequency amplification, broadcast 
-and commercial transmitters and receiv- 
ing, super -regeneration, codes, license 
rules. Many other features. 

Nothing else like it. Make this extraordinary 
book your radio library -just this one little 
giant is all you need. Everything in one index, 
under one cover, in one book, for one dollar. 
The biggest dollar's worth in radio today. Com- 
bines the knowledge of many expensive works. 
Buy this and save the difference. 

Just mail the coupon with a dollar bill and 
your name and address, and this 514 -page I. C. S. 
Radio Handbook will be sent to you by return 
mail. Note the other good books listed below at 
low prices. 

T INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE 
SCHOOLS 

Box 8261 -D, Scranton, Penna. 

I enclose $ for which send me, post -paid, 
the Handbooks marked X. at $1 each. It is under- 
stood that if I am not entirely satisfied I may 
return them within fine days and you will refund 
my money. 

RADIO HANDBOOK, 514 PAGES, 
Automobile Handbook, 354 pages - 
Electrical Handbook, 414 pages - - 

111 Chemistry Handbook, 348 pages - 
Pharmacy Handbook, 324 pages - - 
Traffic Handbook, 386 pages 
Building Trades Handbook, 409 pages 
Machine Shop Handbook, 335 pages 
Salesman's Handbook, 352 pages - - 

Advertising Handbook, 445 pages - 
Bookkeeper's Handbook, 302 pages - - 
Civil Engineer's Handbook, 411 pages - 

Steam Engineer's Handbook, 298 pages - 

Name 

$1 
$t 
;1 

$1 

Ri 

Ri it 
sl 

Address 
Enclose $1.50 for each book if you want the 

Leatheroid binding. 411 of the above books can 
be had in this binding except the Traffic Handbook 
sad the Building Trades Handbook. 

Rc1IoPa?tJ .$etsK 

at BIG SAVINGS 
ca.;o°s °.,wáá Get our big FREE 
Catalog.Illustrates and 
describes most advanc- 
ed hook -ups. Newest 
standard kits. and lat- 
est parts at prices far 
below others. Save 
money! Write for this 
book at once. No 
charge. No obligation. 
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ROUDFOOI 
100 to 1 

VERNIER DIAL 
At last, a 100 to 1, 4 in. 
dial that matches up with 
market. Entire mechanism 
cue in the knob. Nothing 
extremely fine readings can 

genuine bakelite vernier 
all standard dials on the 
fitted into a small metal 
complicated about it, but 
be obtained. 

The Proudfoot 100 to 1 Vernier Dial fits all con- 

densers -both screw and locknut mounting types. 
Easily attached. See one at your deal. 

413.00 er'.. If he cannot supply you, write us 

Complete 

PROUDFOO1 
Straight Line 
Wave Length 

Low Loss 
Condenser 

Theoretically and prac- 
tically perfect. Most 

compact unit built. Write us for complete litera- 
ture. Four capacities. At your dealer's. 

Cruver Manufacturing Co. 
2456 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago, III. 

Western Distributor: 

DON E. CAMPBELL 
1216 Hearst Bldg., San Francisco, Calif. 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send for Trial Subscription -_ 

$1.00 for Six Months 

Electric 
Soldering 

IRON - -- 

FREE 
Subscribe to "RADIO" for one year 
-$2.50 -and get a 110 -volt MAR- 
VEL Soldering Iron FREE 

"RADIO," San Francisco 
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ELIMINATION OF 
OSCILLATIONS 

(Continued flan; Page 22) 

to reduce stray fields several principles 
are utilized. To reduce electrostatic 
coupling the different radio frequency 
stages may be placed in separate screened 
compartments. Such amplifiers have 
been made commercially, although they 
are not popular in radiocast receivers. 

The coils may also be wound so as to 
reduce electrostatic and magnetic coup- 
ling while placing each condenser in a 

metal grounded case. It was known 
long ago that if a winding be added to 
any single layer coil of the same number 
of turns as the coil and closely superim- 
posed but oppositely wound, then by con- 
necting one end of the superimposed coil 
to the main coil and leaving the other 
end free, we will get a marked screening 
effect and the main coil will have little 
external electrostatic field. 

The geometric form of winding will 
also greatly influence both fields. Thus 
a toroidal coil has a much smaller exter- 
nal magnetic field than a simple cylindri- 
cal coil. Similarly the "figure eight" 
coil has a reduced external field. Many 
variations of these principles are conceiv- 
able and used in modern receivers, all of 
which have the advantage of retaining se- 
lectivity and sensitivity while still rid- 
ding themselves of the undesired oscil- 
lation feature. 

In our third group of methods we in- 
clude those wherein an attempt is made 
to balance out or neutralize whatever 
electrostatic couplings exist in the tubes 
themselves, a type of coupling which we 
have not yet discussed. It will be found 
that when all coupling between coils, 
condensers and wiring has been elimin- 
ated there still may remain a tendency 
to oscillate, especially at the lower wave- 
lengths. Such a tendency can be ex- 
plained only when we look into the va- 
cuum tubes themselves. Each vacuum 
tube consists of three elements, the plate, 
grid and filament. There is some slight 
electrostatic capacity between the plate 
and grid as shown in Fig. 2. Any cur- 
rent variation in the plate circuit will 
cause the potential of that electrode to 
rise and fall correspondingly. As the plate 
voltage fluctuates it tends to force a cur- 
rent across the minute plate -to -grid cap- 
acity Ct, thence through the condenser 
circuit back to the filament. In this 
way any radio current in the plate will 
tend to cause a minute grid current which 
will reinfdree the original plate current. 
Thus any slight accidental oscillation in 
the second stage of amplification will 
tend to perpetuate itself in this way 
and build up a continuous oscillation of 
the whole system. 

What steps can we take to reduce this 
unavoidable capacity between grid and 
plate? First, obviously by making the 
plate and grid as small, geometrically, 
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as possible. Small tubes should therefore 
show less of this effect than larger 
ones, which is a fact. The other method 
is typified by the principle of the neutro- 
dyne receiver, where we neutralize 
instead of reduce the tube capacity. 
The capacity is neutralized by artificially 
introducing a potential which will be op- 
posite in effect to the potential causing 
the oscillation. 

How the result is obtained may be 
seen by the circuits in Fig. 2. Ct repre- 
sents the disturbing plate and grid capaci- 
ty, C, is the capacity of the neutraliz- 
ing device. To cause a grid current 

Fig. 2. Circuit Showing Tube Capacity 
and Neutralizing Capacity. 

equal and opposite to the one flowing as 
a result of Cr, use is . made of the trans- 
former T2. The voltage of the second- 
ary of this transformer is opposite in 
phase to that across the primary, because 
its windings are put posely made opposite. 
Hence if a tap be made at some point in 
the secondary and led through a small 
neutralizing capacity Ca to the grid, then 
we will have the condition of an opposite 
voltage being impressed on the grid 
through this new agency. Bfr proper 
choice of the tapping point and by ad- 
justing Ca we can get an equal as well 
as opposite voltage. Thus the disturbing 
current due to Ci is always opposed and 
neutralized by a current through C2. 
Each stage of the neutrodyne receiver is 
neutralized in this manner. The ad- 
vantages of receivers working under this 
principle are these: selectivity and sen- 
sitivity, no tendency to oscillate when 
each stage is properly balanced, and 
large tubes may be used because the min- 
ute tube capacities play no part after 
being neutralized. 

The soft white cotton sold in drug 
stores as "absorbent cotton" makes a 
very good shock- absorber for tube bases. 
It should be kept well away from the 
metal terminals, however, as it usually 
will absorb some water in damp weather, 
and may cause trouble. 

Paraffined paper drinking cups make 
fine utensils to handle battery solution 
or distilled water for storage batteries. 
When once used, they can be thrown 
away, and can always be had perfectly 
clean, and free from foreign matter, and 
are acid and alkali proof, for temporary 
use. 

MACK R ECONDITIONER 
"THE CURE FOR RUN -DOWN TUBES" 

ONLY 

$295 
EVERY ONE 

THOROUGHLY 
GUARANTEED 

Old Tubes Made 
Good As New- 

OUR 
GUARANTEE 

PROTECTS 
YOU 

With this Laboratory product anyone can recondition old, run down 
Tubes and make them good as new in a few minutes' time. 
Operates on either A.C. or D.C. 110 to 120 volts- simple, efficient 
and practical. Full directions accompany each instrument. 
Reconditioner costs only a few cents more than a new tube. Abso- 
lutely guaranteed to do the work or your money cheerfully refunded. 
With a Mack Reconditioner your Tubes are all working at full 
capacity. No more ruining a good evening's programme on account 
of one or two faulty tubes. 
Tubes can be reconditioned time and time again. 
Pays for itself in one evening and pays big dividends by recondition- 
ing the Tubes of others. 

MACK LABORATORIES 
Mail Coupon CHICAGO Today 

A Laboratory 
Product 

MACK LABORATORIES 
728 Cass St., CHICAGO 

Gentlemen: Inclose $2.95 check or money order (stamps not 
accepted) ; please send me the Mack Tube Reconditioner postpaid 
-on your guaranteed refund plan. 

Name 
Street 
Town State 

Check type of tube 
you desire Recon- 
ditioner for: 

A-Type 
199-Type 

New LeFAX RADIO 
HANDBOOK -$2.00 

(Seventh Edition) 
in bound form. For sale by 

"RADIO," San Francisco 

ZILTR,71-LOIMO65 
CON DENSER 

SPECIAL CUTLASS PLATES DISTRIBUTE THE -1A 
TIONS EVENLY OVER THE DIAL SIMPLIFIES 
'TUNING. CAPACITY OOOS MED. . 

$5.00 
PHENIX RADIO CORP., 116 -F East 25 St., N.Y.C. 

10 
R A D I O L O G B O O K S 

FOR KEEPING STATION RECORDS 

"RADIO" PACIFIC BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

oc 

Sl 
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TRUE TONE QUALITY 

D I ST ORTIO,Nr 

THE DAVEN 

SUPER - AMPLIFIER 

PRODUCTION 

RESISTOR MANUAL 
The Handbook of Resistance 
Coupled Amplification. At Best 
Radio Dealers 25e. Direct by mail, 
postpaid 30c. 

CLIP THIS COUPON 
A-10-25 

DA t'EN RADIO CORPORATION 
158.160 Summit St., Newark, N. 1. 
Please send me the following on Re- 
itance Coupled Amplification: 

Check one 
Resistor Manual. 30c is enclosed. 

D Complete Catalog (free). 

Name 

Addrees 

FOR DEALERS. Send vour let- 
terhead or cord, or this coupon 
and we will hai, nur nearest dis- 
tributor communicate with you. 

VOLUME was formerly the goal of radio engineers. 
The blare of discordant trumpets succeeded the tink- 
ling of the harp. The goal had been reached. 
But true tone quality is the star we now are shooting at. This ex- 
plains the phenomenal growth of the demand for resistance 
coupled amplification. The end of the era of distortion is in bight. 
Daven engineers have pioneered in resistance coupled amplifiea- 
ation. Daven Resistors and Mountings, Ballasts, Amplifier Kits 
and Super -Amplifiers are standard everywhere. 
The Daven Super - Amplifier is the aristocrat of amplifiers- Abro- 
lutely no distortion. A revelation to music lovers. It is sold by 
dealers everywhere, complete, ready to connect with tuner and 
batteries, for $15.00. 

DAVEN HIGH -MU TUBES 
MORE volume of true tone quality is the latest achievement of 
Daven Engineers. 
The new Daven Tube Type MU -20 increases the amplification of 
the Daven Super to equal or exceed that obtainable with trans- 
formers. 6 volt, ampere -$4.00 each. 
The Daven Power Tube Type MU-6 for the last, or output stage 

DAVEN PRODUCTS ARE SOLD ONLYBY GOOD DEALERS c Jlne eve 

AV, iA C 

Newark 
aesirfor .Siuecia/isfs 

Itou. U. S. Pat. Off. New Jersey 

THE BIG LITTLE THINGS OF RADIO 

r G The 100% 
sSelf Shielded 
Transformer 

bat made bit hit with both cet nakero tad rrt 
manufacturer. became of it. rmII tire. + its anus 
olume, and molt of all. because of itr pu nfios- 

twtd ton.. It it half the rise of other trans - 

formen, but Its result. are annrrpaued. Ahndut ely 
new and seienliSe design and construction. Ratios 
1 to I. I to 4. 1 to S, $3.30; Ratio 1 to 10. $4.50. 
SEND FOR BULLETIN No. 94. Head all the eaclu- d feature. of this sod other Premier parts. Tells 
how to get free hook up dis.rmr beautifully 
printed In two colon. 
Premier Electric Co.. 3113 Rrwood Ae., Chicóo 

IjItEMiEit oPt 

Get a 
Phonograph Unit 

FREE 
With only one subscription to 
"RADIO" for one year -$2.50. 
Unit is made by The Union 
Fabric Company. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 
" RADIO " 

Pacific Building, San Francisco 

Tell them that you saw It In RADIO 

A UNIVERSAL METER 
(Continued from Page 28) 

meter indication to 1 /10 scale. This 
makes the 10 ampere range. 

If the work has been carefully done 
you will now have a fairly accurate uni- 
versal meter with which you can meas- 
ure any voltage from 1 /1000 to 200 
volts and any current from 1 /1000 to 
10 amperes. For anyone having ready 
access to a variety of meters much of 
this work can be eliminated. Instead of 
stepping up from one range to the next, 
as we have described here, it would be 
possible to calibrate all the ranges from 
a standard in the same manner as was 
described for the initial ranges of this 
meter. 

Also if it was not desired to bother 
with adjusting each range to an even 
value on the scale by means of extra re- 
sistance in series with the regular re- 
sistors, one could put in standard ready - 
made resistors of any desired value and 
then, noting from the standard meter 
what the full scale value was with any 
given resistor, straight line curves could 
be plotted and used with the meter. 

If each of the ranges is made a divisor 
or multiple of 100 as described herein, 
and the meter is equipped with a 0 -100 
scale, a table showing the ranges obtain- 
able on each point may be made and 
fastened in the cover of the instrument. 
An example of such a chart is shown 
herewith. 

UNIVERSAL VOLT -AMMETER 
Voltage Range Current Range 

Point 1 .050 Volt Point 1 .020 Amp. 
Point 2 -100 Volt Point 2 .040 Amp. 
Point 3 1.000 Volt Point 3 .100 Amp. 
Point 4 10. Volts Point 4 -500 Amp. 
Point 5 20. Volts Point 5 1.000 Amp. 
Point 6 200. Volts Point 6 10. Amps. 

HOW RADIO CIRCUITS 
WORK 

(Continued from Page 251 

better than words how the opposition to 
currents of resonate frequency is ex- 
tremely high. So far as reactance is con- 
cerned, this opposition is infinite. This 
is desirable, for the greater the opposi- 
tion, the greater will be the voltage drop 
across the combination, and consequently 
more voltage will be impressed on the 
detector. The opposition cannot approach 
infinity, however, because of the resist- 
ance in the circuit. 

The grid circuit of the amplifier tube 
has its source of voltage in the secondary 
coil, where it is induced by currents 
flowing in the antenna coil. The sec- 
ondary coil, with the condenser, may 
be considered in series, with the induced 
secondary voltage across them, as in 
Fig. 4. The reactance diagram is then 
similar to that for the antenna circuit. 
The reactance diagrams are simple to 
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Fig. 4. Equivalent of Amplifier Grid Circuit. 

use, and are extremely helpful in the 
cases of complex and coupled circuits. 
By drawing the simplified, equivalent 
circuit, combining susceptances for par- 
allel connections, and reactances for 
series connections, the total reactance 
curve will be obtained, which will give 
a perspective of the action of the circuit 
as a whole. 

Resistance has no part in the deter- 
mination of resonance conditions, as can 
be seen from inspection of the formula 
for resonate frequency- resistance does 

not enter. However, when the resonate 
condition is reached, resistance becomes 
the all- important factor. It alone de- 
termines what current will flow, and 
what energy will be lost. The less the 
resistance in a series circuit, the greater 
will be the flow of current; the less the 
resistance in a parallel circuit, the great- 
er will be the voltage drop across the 
combination. That is the reason for the 
"low- loss" products of today. 

The grid condenser, the leak, the bat- 
teries, rheostats, etc., are not strictly 
parts of radio circuits. They are auxil- 
iaries in the functioning of the tube, 
helping to convert the radio -frequency 
energy delivered by the radio circuits, 
into audible sound. The capacity of the 
tube, and its accessories, are small enough 
to have negligible effect, at broadcast 
frequencies, on the radio circuits. 

The Famous Truly Portable 

TELMACO P -1 Receiver 
Four Tubes Do the Work of Seven 

The peer of portables in size, weight, ease of tuning, 
selectivity, distance, volume, workmanship and price. 
Aerial. loud speaker and batteries self contained. 
Complete with tubes and batteries, $125.00 
8143.50. Receiver only . . . 

PI Sts Saves You Money! 
Our offer of the Telmaco P -1 Receiver In kit form has 
met with enthusiastic reception. This contains all 
parts. as built by us, including case, drilled and en- 
graved panel, and illustrated Instructions. $80.00 
Aomylete kit 
Ask your dealer oe write as. Descriptive folder free. 

'Radio' Division: 

Telephone Maintenance Co. 
20 So. Wells St. Dept. A Chicago, In. 

Quality 'Radio Exclusively KY Established 1918 

The New 
PRECISE 

PRICES: 
.00035 Cap. $4.00 
.0005 Cap. $4.50 

Syncrodenser 
A scientific combination of straight -line 
frequency where it is vital with straight 
line capacity where that is superior. 

With a coil of proper inductance, the Syncro- 
denser produces straight line frequency character- 
istics from 0 to 50 on the dial and capacity char- 
acteristics from 50 to 100. This allows ideal 
separation of stations on the dial. The lower half 
of the dial, which normally has most broadcast 
stations, now has fewer, while the upper half has 
more than on ordinary condensers. This permits 
much finer tuning for every station on broadcast 
wave lengths. 

Unusual design and great strength permit the 
Syncrodenser to be mounted on panel or sub -panel 
in any position. Ask your dealer to show you the 
Syncrodenser and the complete Precise line. 

PRECISE MANUFACTURING CORP. 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK 

BRANCHES: 
126 Liberty St., 

N. Y. City, N. Y. 

53 W. Jackson Blvd., 
Chicago, Ill. 

821 Market St., 
San Francisco, Calif. 

454 Builders' Exchange, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 

CANADIAN DISTRIBUTORS: 
PERKINS ELECTRIC. LTD.. Toronto, Montreal, Winnipeg 

How broadcast stations are 
spaced on the ordinary 

condenser 

How broadcast stations 
are spaced on the 

Syncrodenser 

EVERY PRECISE INSTRUMENT IS A LABORATORY PRODUCT 

Send $1.00 for a trial subscription to "RADIO" for 6 months 

RAS LA 
FIXED 

CRETE TOR 

, 
w LIOR louder, clearer reception with 

your reflex set, go to your near- 
est dealer and ask for the RASLA 

.)sit Fixed Detector. Lists at only $1.25. 

Write to the Davidson Radio Corpo- 
ration, 222 Fulton Street New York 

N. Y., for the FREE _N 11;1 -la Book of Hook -ups 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

FROST -RADIO 

FROST -RADIO PAN -TAB 
JACKS ARE BEST 
for YOUR RADIO SET 
The finest radio jacks made, for either 
panelhung assembly or usual installa- 
tion. At your dealer's 65e to 90e list. 

HERBERT H. FROST, Inc. 
314.324 West Superior Street Chicago 

53 
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Lullaby 
Through the air of the 
evening, calm and sweet 
comes a cradle song from 
a distant city. Then, as 
never before, we feel the 
need of radio amplifiers 
which will bring out, 
strong and clear, just the 
pure beauty of music. For 
such moments is the joy 
of owning the one ampli- 
fying instrument selected 
by world -famed musical 
authorities for the purity 
of its tone: Rauland- Lyric. 

Rauland -Lyric is a laboratory - 
grade audio transformer de- 
signed especially for music 
lovers.The price is nine dollars. 
Descriptive circular with am- 
plification curve will be mailed 
on request. All- American 
Radio Corporation, 4201 Bel- 
mont Ave., Chicago. 

Pte,- AMERIC,9 
TRANSFORMER 

The Choice of Noted Music Critics 'FI 

t 

?QTOIVX CRIER 
IQadioéflostlleau f 1 Speaker 

Send for illustrated description, in colors, of 
the Green and Golden Polychrome Model.. 

Ask Your Dealer to Show You a 
Town Crier. 

$17.50 List Price 
$18.50 West of the Rockies 

Representative: S. A. WINSOR 
1221 Venice Boulevard Los Angeles, Calif. 

GALE RADIO LABORATORIES 
2511 Irving Park Boulevard CHICAGO 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send for Trial Subscription 

$1.00 for Six Months 

RATIOS 3t/t TO 1 -5 TO I 

Fast becoming the world's most pop- 
ular transformer, because of its un- 
equalled ability to amplify without 
distorting and to bring in smooth, 
clean, clear -cut, reproductions of 
broadcasted programs. 

Distributed by 
L. W. Cleveland Co.. Portland, Me. 
E. P. Denham, Seattle, Washington 
Waite Auto Supply Co., Providence, R. I. 
Gray Sales Co., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Rice -Hitt Co., San Francisco, Calif. 
S. B. Darmstader, Chicago, Ill. 
Whiting Radio Co., Bridgeport, Conn. 
Paterson Radio Co., Paterson, N. J. 
Buffalo Radiophone Co. Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. 
The Jack L. Hunch Co., Denver, Colo. 

FORD RADIO & MICA CORP. 
111.113 Bleecker St., N. Y. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

A DETECTING, OSCILLATING 
AND MODULATING RADIO - 

CAST WAVEMETER 
(Continued from Page 30) 

of the panel, front and left side of the 
cabinet. Such shielding was found un- 
necessary in the instrument illustrated. 

Test of the modulator buzzer can 
also be made at this time. The regener- 
ative receiver is set at a non -oscillating 
point, as is customary in ordinary re- 
ception; and our wavemeter buzzer 
switched on. The distance between the 
wavemeter and receiver is then gradually 
reduced until the modulated wave be- 
comes audible in the loudspeaker or 
phones of the receiver. The phones of 
the wavemeter may be left in circuit, but 
much 'stronger modulation of its wave 
will be obtained when they are discon- 
nected, as the plate current of the tube 
is thus considerably increased. It must 
also be remembered that the inductance 
coil of the wavemeter is lying on its side 
and the waves from it are propagated bi- 
laterally, being somewhat analogous to 
reception on a loop. The wavemeter is, 
in fact a miniature loop transmitter, and 
our receiver must be somewhat in the 
direction of the plane of its coil for 
maximum energy transfer. 

Calibration 
ROUGH calibration of the com- 

pleted instrument may be made 
from reception of available radiocast 
stations. The instrument is very loosely 
coupled (2 or 3 ft.) either to a coil com- 
posed of a few turns of wire which is 
connected to an antenna and ground ; or 
to a standard receiver, which at the same 
time will be helpful in determining the 
identity of each station tuned in. A cali- 
bration chart or graph for the instru- 
ment is prepared, giving dial settings on 
the lower horizontal scale and wave- 
lengths in meters on the left hand verti- 
cal. Ordinary cross- section paper may 
be used, or a chart of special size so as 
to fit the cover of the cabinet may be 
formulated, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Headphones are plugged in, and the re- 
generative coil set on the point of maxi- 
mum coupling, as indicated by the Oscl 
marker, and the tube switched on. Sta- 
tions whose wavelengths are definitely 
known are first tuned in on the receiver; 
then on the wavemeter and by fine ad- 
justment of the vernier knob the point 
of zero beat reception is noted (the 
middle of the squeal). In this condi- 
tion the wavelength of our wavemeter 
circuit is the same as that of the trans- 
mitting station, and a dot is placed on 
our chart at the point where this wave- 
length in meters and dial setting of the 
instrument cross. Stations of other 
wavelengths are tuned in similarly, cor- 
responding dots being placed on the 
chart, until a continuous row is formed, 
through which may be drawn a line, 

(Continued on Page 86) 
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"7or the Critical `Part 
-e/1 Precision Coil" 

COCKADAY COIL 

Price 

$5.50 

Because the success of his 4- circuit 
tuner so largely depended on the 
efficiency of the coil, Cockaday in 
specifying the Precision Cockaday 
Coil, paid a great compliment to the 
marked accuracy and efficiency of 
Precision Coils. 

Price 

$2.50 
Each 

PRECISION R -F COUPLERS 

This highly efficient coil is one of 
the finest radio frequency coils on 
the market. The hard rubber core 
is octagonal in shape, with the sides 
concave, permitting the wire to 
touch at only eight points. This 
gives a coil that is 90% air core 
and yet having the rigidity of one 
wound on a solid surface cylinder. 

PRECISION COIL CO., Inc. 
209 Centre St. New York, N. Y. 

Coil Sel No. 24 for Browning -Drake Circuit 

SICKLES 
DIAMOND WEAVE 
(Trade Mark Registered Aug. 4, 1925) 

COILS 
For Browning -Drake 
Roberts, Craig and 

Hoyt Circuits 
(Patented Aug. 21, 1923) 

Sickles Coils for the famous Browning -Drake 
Circuit are the latest Sickles achievement in ef- 
ficient design for a particular use. They are 
priced at $7.50 a set. 

The New No. 18A Coils for any Roberts Cir- 
cuit are absolutely standard equipment. They 
are priced at $8.00 per set. 

Coil Set No. 20, at $4.50, is for use sepcifically 
with the New Reflex Receiver designed by Al- 
bert G. Craig using the Sodion detector. 

Coils for the Hoyt Circuit at $10.00 a set for 
the Knockout Reflex Circuit at $4.00 a pair, and 
the Tuned Radio Frequency coils at $2.00 each 
are other standard Sickles Coils. We manufac- 
ture also for manufacturers special requirements. 

Send for descriptive catalog 

The F. W. Sickles Co. 
138 Union St. Springfield, Mass. 

Built to Amateur Specifications for the Amateur 

,(4,-(11( 

,\\ \11`11'1 ';`,a a- t : , 

NATIONAL 
TRANSMITTING CONDENSER 

T DEAL for Short - Wave Experimenta- 
tion. Used by Lieutenant Frederick 

H. Schnell, Traffic Manager, American 
Radio Relay League, for communication 
with amateurs during the Pacific Fleet 
cruise in Australian waters. 

Prices: 
Type 150 -3000 150 MMFd. (.00015 MF). 3/16" 

spacing (ordinarily known as double spacing), 3000 
volt flashover. Fine for 5W and normal 50W sets. 
Proper size for Primary circuits. Price, $7.50. 

Type 450- 3000 450 MMF. (.00045 MF). 3/16" 
spacing, like those NATIONAL supplied to N. R. R. 
L. (Lieut. Schnell). Price, $16.50. 

Type 100-6000 100 MMF. (.0001 MF). 3/8" spac- 
ing, 6000 volt flashover, for the overloaded "50" and 
the "250" W. Plenty big enough for the primary, 
too. All prices include 4" Velvet Vernier Dial. 
Price, $12.50. 

"NATIONAL" can furnish you with 5 or 3 plate 
Receiving Variables for that short wave receiver. 
Send for Bulletin 106 R. B. 

NATIONAL CO. , Inc. 
W. A. READY, President 

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

110 Brookline Street Cambridge, Mass. 

Send $1.00 for a trial subscription to "RADIO" for 6 months 

LOUD SPEAKER 
With Concert Unit 

The large size of this Unit gives great range with tone of 
most pleasing quality, which, combined with the special 
amplifying properties of the Burns horn, produces remark- 
able results. A speaker that will add to the enjoyment of 
any receiving set. Pleases the eye as well as the ear. 

Horn is of a distinctive design with 
handsome finishes. 

pyralin flare in several 

No. 205B-With Black Flare $22.50 
No. 205D- Mahogany Tinted Flare 25.00 
No. 205P- Mother -of -Pearl Flare 30.00 
No. 100 -Medium Phonograph Unit 10.00 
No. 120 -Concert Phonograph Unit 12.00 

At your dealers. or write direct to manufacturers. 
Get Our Trade Proposition Now. 

z,/Reptfl1L 6lecir7C 
State and Sixty -fourth Streets CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

N //A1 ,/ 4 alifir_ t 39 ---- - 
\ ` ' 

f 2/ SCORES AGAIN! 
A complete Radio Receiver 

s Z k $2.00, List 
Pyradiolin Panel, Key to the Air Low Loss Coil, Clever and Sharp 
Tuner, Westinghouse Type Binding Posts, Key to the Air Permanent 
Detector. (No cat -whiskers). 
The lowest priced Receiver in the world equipped with this standard 
Detector. A real little inonder. 

Usual Key to the Air Guarantee. 

STAFFORD RADIO COMPANY 
2R, Medford Hillside, Mass. 

Jobbers and Dealers, Send for Sample Receiver. 
Western Representative: A. S. Lindstrom Co., 274 Brannan St.. S. F. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO S5 
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With 
Added Features 

These new models defy comparison, possessing all the refinements and efficiency of the highest priced 
sets. The ultimate in selectivity and volume. yet a child can get results. 

The Super -Five, with its beautiful mahogany cabinet, rugged bus wiring, hand- soldered connections, 
no unsightly binding posts, and other advanced features, meets the popular demand for a moderately 
priced Receiver of highest quality. 

7/írcc 11,6c, 'Receiver 
Licensed Under 

Armstrong Patent 
No. 1113149 

The only genuine Armstrong circuit 3 -Tube Receiver with a 

duet -proof, fool -proof inside panel protecting the "vitals." 
Cord connections to batteries and many other refinements. 
For distance and real tone quality, the equal of many $100 

Sets. See it at your Dealer's. 

Other Chelsea Models include the Super -Six, 860, and the 
Super -Five with fine Built -in Speaker, $125. 

There's a Chelsea Dealer in nearly every City. If you do not know your 
Chelsea Dealer, write us for his nacre and illustrative Circular B. 

CHELSEA RADIO COMPANY 
179 SPRUCE ST'CHELSEA,MASS. 

HOOKUPS ! 

HOOKUPS ! 
HOOKUPS! 

Lots of Them in Radio World 
The first national illustrated radio weekly. 
Other features: Diamond of the Air Circuit, by 

Herman Bernard, which has swept the country; a 
somewhat different Question and Answer Depart- 
ment; seven days of programs; list of broadcasting 
stations; latest developments in the art and science 
of radio, weeks ahead of other publications; techni- 
cal and human -interest pictures. 

15e a copy; $6 per year (52 nos.) ; $3, six months, 
$1.50, three months. 

SPECIAL to Radio readers: Send us $6 and we 
will send you RADIO WORLD for one year (52 
nos.), and also with our compliments RADIO for 
twelve months; or send $1 for trial subscription of 
eight issues for RADIO WORLD. 

RADIO WORLD 
1493 Broadway New York City 

86 

Potter 
BY -PASS 

CONDENSERS 
-Prevent "B" voltage fluctuation 
-Allow undistorted amplification 
-Make possible full bass tones 
-Improve reception with "B" 

Supply Units. 
Made in Vie, i, 1,1, 2, 3 and 4 Microfarad sizes 

At Your Dealer's 
POTTER MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

North Chicago, Illinois 

ARE YOU A SUBSCRIBER? 
Send for Trial Subscription 

$1.00 for Six Months 

Tell them that you saw It in RADIO 

(Continued from Page 84) 

thus filling in the blank spaces, and giv- 
ing us a complete calibration curve. 

As before stated, no antenna and 
ground connection is made to the in- 
strument, and its coupling to the coil or 
receiver used in connection with its cali- 
bration is very loose, a matter of sev- 
eral feet. No closer coupling is neces- 
sary, in fact too close coupling will give 
false readings and also interfere with 
our neighbor, since the instrument is os- 
cillating. Thus by observing file golden 
rule we attain accuracy. 

The foregoing is considered the most 
continuously available means of calibra- 
tion. The simplest method is by com- 
parison with a commercial wavemeter, 
determining resonance by the click 
method, which will be subsequently dis- 
cussed. Calibration may also be effected 
by using honeycomb or duo -lateral coils, 
their natural period being given by the 
manufacturers. Of these three the first 
is considered the most reliable, provided 
you know accurately the wavelengths of 
the various stations. Commercial wave - 
meters having good accuracy on the 
lower wavelengths are seldom available, 
and coils even of the same manufacture 
are found to vary. 

Final calibration should be made from 
either one of the Standard Frequency 
Stations. One of these is located at 
Washington, D. C., and the other at 
Palo Alto, California, and of such power 
that practically the entire United States 
is covered in their combined transmis- 
sions. For those residing within about 
500 miles of either of these stations, cali- 
bration may be obtained by loosely coup- 
ling the wavemeter to a small coil in 
series with an antenna and ground, as 
described. Use of a receiver will be un- 
necessary except at greater distances, 
where some form of tuned pickup may 
be employed. At the extreme limits a 
regenerative receiver may be first tuned 
to either WWV's or 6XBM's wave by 
the zero beat reception method ; then the 
wavemeter tuned to the receiver in like 
manner, thus giving an accurate point 
for our chart. The constructor of this 
instrument is urged to take advantage of 
these transmissions, as accuracy in the 
finished product is thus assured. These 
transmissions are bi- monthly, announce- 
ments of which, including time, wave- 
length, etc., appear in the Monthly 
Radio Service Bulletin and most radio 
publications. 

The determination of resonance, and, 

Fig. 5. Determination of Resonance and 
Wavelength by the Click Method. 

(Continued on Page 88) 
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LABORATORY 
SERVICE OF 

"RADIO" 
Established 1917 

433 -436 Pacific Building San Francisco 

CALIBRATION FEES 

WAVEMETERS: 

VARIABLE 
CONDENSERS: 

FIRED 
CONDENSERS: 

GRID LEAKS: 

INDUCTANCES: 

$1.00 for first two coils, $.35 
for each additional coil; $.50 
extra for each curve. For 
buzzer type the calibration 
covers 100 -3000 meters; for 
vacuum tube type 25- 25,000 
meters; tube type to be ac- 
companied by actual tube and 
statement of filament, plate 
and grid voltage to be used 
and anticipated range of each 
coil. 

$1.00 for capacity curve drawn 
from 10 tested points, includ- 
ing maximum and minimum. 

$.25 each for calibration at 
either radio or audio fre- 
quency as specified. 

$.25 each for d. c. resistance. 

Fixed or variable; $.50 each up 
to 100 millihenries; $.75 from 
100 millihenries to 1 henry; 
$1.00 above 1 henry. 

I. F. TRANSFORMERS: $2.00 for matching with speci- 
fied tuned transformer; $1.00 
for frequency characteristic 
curve. 

A. F. TRANSFORMERS: $1.00 for curve of frequency 
characteristic from 60 to 5000 
cycles; $.50 for impedance or inductance measurement at 
any desired frequency. 

VA('1 TUBES: $.50 for measurement of am- 
plification constant at any one 
audio frequency. 

All equipment should be securely packed in wooden 
box with screwed lid so as to be usable for return 
shipment. Fees do not include return express or in- 
sured parcel post charges, which should be added. 
Stamps not accepted in payment. 

Address All Communications to 

CALIBRATION LABORATORY 

PACIFIC RADIO PUBLISHING CO. 
PACIFIC BUILDING SAN FRANCISCO 

THE TUBE WITH A SENSIBLE GUARANTEE 

GENUINE 
SuIioN TUBES 
GUARANTEED BY 
SERIAL NUMBER 

PÉ'ft 
AcooDruirgi 

7»atomnt.. 
THE last inning - tie score - and 

the bases are full -you hear the 
crowd yelling !!!-then you hold your 
breath, for that moment-Alas! You 
are disappointed, reception has Ceased, 
due to faulty tubes. 

Supertrons Play Right 
Thru to the End of the Game 

Insist on Supertrons --at your dealer. 

Each Supertron Tube Is Serial Numbered 
for Your Protection. 

All Types, $2,00 Each 
CANADA, $2.75 

Distributors 
Fireside Radio Set Co Chicago Alberta Radio Co Calgary 
Yahr & Lange Drug Co...._.... M. A. Baker & Son Elmira 

Milwaukee M. H. Johnson Electric Co. 
The Roycraft Co Minneapolis Utica 
Sorenson Lamp Co Des Moines Hinsdill Electric Co Troy 
Hippee- States Auto Sup America Phonograph Co...Albany 

Des Moines Rosen Talking Machine Co... 
Orr Bros. Cedar Rapids Boston 
Radio Dealers Sup. Co ..... Balt. Hub Wheel & Mfg. Co. 

San Francisco Baltimore 
Western Light & Fix. Co Cycle Auto Supply Co Buffalo 

Los Angeles H. D. Taylor Co Buffalo 
Franklin Elec. Sup. Co....__Phila. Iroquois Radio Co Buffalo 
Keystone Radio Dist. Co...Phila. Hamburg Bros. Pittsburg 
Allentown Radio Diet Co Reynolds Radio C...._........Denver 

Allentown Radio Stores, Inc Denver 
Goodlin Auto Sup. Co Burr -Flower Syracuse 

South Bend.. Ed. J. Goeta Co. Cincinnati 
Swanson Electric Co.....Evanaville Elgin Radio Corp Elgin 

C. E. Niehoff & Co., Chicago, Ill. 

Branch Offices 
SOUTHEAST 

Georgia Savings Bank. Bldg., 
Atlanta 

SOUTHWEST 
2006% Commerce St., Dallas 

PHILA. SECTION - 

353 N. 4th St., Philadelphia 
INDIANA SECTION 

19 Arcade, Indianapolis 
CHICAGO 

21 E. Van Buren St. 
PITTSBURGH 

1406 Keenan Building 
TWIN CITY SECTION DETROIT 

229 So. 4th St., Minneapolis 714 Lafayette Building 

CENTRAL STATES 
410 E. 14th St., Kansas City 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
1641 Stoyt St., Denver 

PACIFIC COAST 
American Commercial Co. 

Rialto Bldg., San Francisco 
Pacific States Commercial Co. 

443 San Pedro St., Los Angeles 
BUFFALO 

293 South Elmwood 

SUPERTRON MFG. CO., Inc. 
HOBOKEN, NEW JERSEY 

Export Department, 220 Broadway, N. Y. C 

S U P E R T R O N 
A SERLAL NUMBER 
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Affording a plug and socket connection between the radio 
set and all outside connections, Jones Multi -Plug is as 
essential to the radio as a cord and socket to the electric 
iron. For safety and convenience, leading set manufac- 
turers have adopted this item as standard equipment. 
You, too, need a Multi -Plug for the set you are building 
or the set you now have. See your dealer or write direct 
for descriptive folder A. 

Type BM -For set building $4.50 
Type BP- Adaptable to any set $5.00 

Howard B. Jones Chicago, Ill. 
614 South Canal Street 

Lombard J. Smith, 24 N. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Calif.; A. S. 
Lindstrom, 274 Brennan St., San Francheo, Calif.; Mr. H. A. Killam, 
146% N. Tenth St., Portland, Oregon; Mr. G. H. Maire, 95 Connecticut 
St., Seattle, Washington; Jennings & MrCollom Co., 407 Dooly Bldg., 
Salt Lake City, Utah; Jack L. Hunch Co., 1641 Stout St., Denver, Colo. 

MUL I; ID 
THE STAND p CONNECTOR 
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if our instrument is properly calibrated, 
the measurement of wavelengths is sim- 
plicity to the nth degree. We simply 
hold the coil or circuit whose wavelength 
is to be measured close to the instrument 
and slowly rotate the 4 in. dial, as illus- 
trated in Fig. .5. When the wavelength 
of our wavemeter circuit coincides with 
that of the unknown coil or circuit, a 
sharp click is heard in the wavemeter 
phones. This click denotes the point of 
resonance, and by referring to our cali- 
bration chart we find the wavelength of 
the circuit under test. 

If you are the owner of a regenera- 
tive receiver, this determination of reso- 
nance by the click method may be dem- 
onstrated to your own satisfaction on 
your own set. Cause the detector tube 
to oscillate and place a 150 turn honey- 
comb coil near the coil of the detector 
circuit. The inductance and distributed 
capacity of a 150 turn honeycomb coil 
is such that its natural wavelength, with 
the ends free is approximately 281 met- 
ers, and when we tune our oscillating 
detector circuit past this wavelength set- 
ting, a sharp click will be heard in the 
phones or loudspeaker. In the absence 
of a coil, a wavetrap may be used. When 
the wavelength of the trap and detector 
circuit coincide, we obtain the same re- 
sults, provided the coupling is close. 

This last procedure is also an excel- 
lent method for determining which is 
the oscillating tube in an unbalanced 
neutrodyne or defective tuned R. F. re- 
ceiver. Since the wavelength of the 
trap is variable, a tube's oscillation may 
be detected on any wave setting. Such 
experiments on a receiver should be per- 
formed with antenna and ground discon- 
nected, better still, outside of radiocast 
hours, since it is necessary to have an 
oscillating circuit. 

The explanation of this click phenom- 
enon is quite simple. In our wave - 
meter we have an oscillating circuit 
which is radiating energy at a constant 
rate. Thus the current in the head- 
phones is constant. When a second cir- 
cuit is magnetically coupled to the wave - 
meter and the two circuits brought in 
tune, the oscillations in the first circuit 
suddenly disappear when the point of 
resonance is reached. Their disappear- 
ance is caused by the greater amount of 
energy absorption from the wavemeter at 
exact resonance, less amount being 
transferred between the two circuits at 
points near resonance, and practically 
none when the wavelengths of the two 
differ by any appreciable amount. Dis- 
appearance of oscillations in our wave - 
meter causes a sharp change in the tube's 
plate current, thus giving rise to the 
click, which is quite similar to the click 
produced in any regenerative receiver 
when changed from the oscillating to the 
non -oscillating state by varying the re- 
generation. 

(Continued on Page 90) 
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REGISTERED INFRINGEMENTS 
u.SCATENTS OFFICE 

,e- 
VGOROUSLY ROHM= 

Adjustable to Any Position 
Wiring Always Taut 

GUARANTEED FOR LIFE 
THE AALCO -the lowest resistance loop made -as- 
sures maximum selectivity and range - -- Perfect dial 
matching made possible by variable inductance. Con- 
structed of the finest materials throughout in new 
and masterly fashion. 

SPECIFICATIONS: Length, 24 in. - -- Normal Ht., 30 
in. - -- Wavelength range 120 -600 meters. Laboratory 
test results sent upon request. 

LIST PRICE, $15.00 
If your dealer cannot supply you send money order 
pod we will ship dlirfcl, 

REPRESENTATIVE: 

A. M. MURTON & CO. 
214 Chronicle Building San Francisco, Calli. 

AALCO RADIO LABS. 
6340 Cottage Grove Avenue CHICAGO 

aMoo 
Absolutely warranted to protect your set from 
lightning, with a guaran- 
tee to pay you $100 or repair your set, should it 
be damaged through any fault of the 

FIL-KO-ARRESTER 
Listed as standard under the re- 
examination service of National 

Board of Fire Underwriters. 
I, your dealer has none, send his 

name with remittance to 
Dept. R -1025 

1) -X INSTRUMENT CO. Harrisburg, Pa. 
DX Instrument Co. 

Harrisburg, Pa. 

lAc i ° lOc BOOK 
For Recording Stations 

"RADIO" -San Francisco 

True Straight Line 
Frequency Results! 

The Signal 
Spiral Cam 
Condenser 

No more "bunched up" stations when 
you equip your sets with Signal Spiral 

Cam Condensers. Distribution over the 360° of the dial makes tun- 
ing simple. Ten more points of superiority are as follows: 
1. Concentration of electrostatic field in center of 6. Die cast throughout, giving a uniformity in 

condenser. production. 
2. Entire elimination of back lash 
3. A balanced condition of the plate assemblies, 

making unnecessary any friction device and per- 
mitting a smooth velvety action of the con- 
denser. 

4. The full 360 degrees of the dial utilised. 
5. Dead dial shaft. Shaft is not connected to 10. Design which permits mounting air core trans - 

either set of plates. formers directly on the condenser. 

The Signal Spiral Cam Condenser is built in three capacities - 
all one price. See one at your dealer's. Write us for a chart that 
proves the efficiency of this unit. It's conclusive evidence ! 

7. Compactness, being no larger than the old 
semi- circular job. 

8. Pig -tail connections. 
9. All condensers have provisions for single or 

three hole mounting. 

This Loop Attaches 
to Your Cabinet 

Solves the problem of using a loop in close quar- 
ters. It is designed with a special bracket to be 
mounted on the end of the radio cabinet. This does 
away with "that extra piece of apparatus." At the 
same time, the aerial may be easily disconnected for 
moving about without unmounting the bracket. It 
can be turned a full. 360° in a space no greater than 
the width of the average cabinet. 

The Signal Bracket Type Loop Aerial has all the 
advantages of the famous Signal Table Type Loop 
Aerial illustrated at the left. Built of solid walnut 
with extra tap for super -heterodynes and other cir- 
cuits requiring a shorter aerial. See both types at 

your dealers. They are built for results. 

SIGNAL ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 
Dept. 3 -J, Menominee, Michigan 

B0 

H 
L 14 JU .. :. 

B' to ee' hl _: 

.111 

.t,. 

Western Representative: 

DON E. CAMPBELL 
1216.17 Hearst Bldg., 

N zr d.= San Francisco - - California 
Branches in All Principal Cities 

"ru here Millions of Good Radio Parts Come From" 

Best's Super - Heterodyne 
DESCRIBED IN LAST MONTH'S ISSUE 

25c Per copy 
A Few Copies of September "RADIO" 
Are on Hand. Get Your Copy Now! 

"RADIO," Pacific Building, San Francisco 
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Audio Transformers 
and Voltmeters 

42 Set Mfgrs. Use Them 

Type 

Audio Transformer 
Special quality in this 
handsome mounted 

transformer. 
Attractive pr, -. 

Type N 

Voltmeter 
One of 5 types. Range 
0.7, 0 -50, 0 -100 volts. 

A guaranteed high - 
grade instrument 

It is only natural 
that Dongan can 
continue to manu- 
facture Audio 
Transformers that 
suit the require- 
ments of the great 
majority of receiv- 
ing set manufactur- 
ers. Many of the 
men in today's or- 
ganization have 
been designing and 
building Dongan 
Transformers for 
fifteen years. 
Better Audio Transform- 
ers priced specially for 
set manufacturers; a 
reputation for quality 
always maintained; de- 
liveries when you need 
them -a II are assured 
Dongan customers. 

This year many sets 
achieve a new sales ap- 
peal by the use of Don - 
gan Voltmeters. Built 
into the set, Dongan 
Voltmeters become most 
essential to fans who 
like to keep performance 
up to par. Accuracy 
throughout the scale is a 

dependable feature of 
Dorgan Voltmeters. 

JOBBERS -DEALERS 
The Radin Public is demanding reliable merchan- 
dise like Dorgan Transformers and Voltmeters. You 
will find Dongan parts the last word in design, con- 
struction and appearance. Our discounts allow you a 
generous profit -Dongen Repeat Sales assure it. 

Type B. A. C. Tube Transformen 

For B- 

Eliminators 
Use Dongan 
Transformers 
and Chokes 

Type CSB 
Audio Transformer 

One of 35 types exclusively for set 
mfgrs. Performance equal to any. 

Pacific Coast Representatives: 
San Francisco- 

. Industrial Sales Co., 171 Second Street 
Los Angeles - 

w. A. Breniman, 443 So. San Pedro Street 
Portland, Ore. - 

C. E. Gay, 166 Lownsdale Street 
Seattle, Wash. - 

E. P. Denham, 2726 45th Avenue S. W. 

DDNGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. 

2981 Franklin St. Detroit, Mich. 
"Transformers of Merit for 15 years" 

90 

Awn's° 
now offers the 

Mocking 
Bird Unit 

Patented 

$7.50 List 

All fans remember the pio- 
neer of adjustment units - 
Morrison Model C. For 3 
years this unit was a stand- 
ard of comparison. In trend 
with radio's great growth, 
Morrison now offers the 
Mocking Bird Unit, the peer 
of all units. 

You cannot equal the tone 
reproduction of the Mocking 
Bird Unit attached to the 
phonograph. Radio assumes 
new delights -purity of tone 
and the remarkable volume 
(adjustable) are marvelous. 

The Handsome Mocking 
Bird Cabinet at $30 list is a 
real musical masterpiece. 
Morrison Mocking Bird 
Cabinets and Units at most 
good dealers or send your 
order to factory. Absolute 
money -back guarantee if not 
satisfied. 

Set Manufacturers: 
Attractive quantity prices on Units to build 
into your Sets. 

Dealers: 
Morrison has always been a merchandising 
leader. New schedule of discounts ready - 
wire or write. 

Morrison Laboratories 
Inc. 

325 E. Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich. 

Pacific Coast Distributors: 

D. S. Spector Co. 
Rialto Building, San Francisco 

ud Cipeak,er 
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By varying the coupling between 
these two resonant circuits, the degree of 
sharpness of this click may be changed, 
the smaller the coupling the sharper the 
click, until a point is found where a 
barely perceptible movement of the dial 
is all that is necessary. Thus accuracy 
of resonance observation is obtainable 
within less than 0.1 degree on our wave - 
meter dial. Just so, when determining 
the wavelength of a circuit, we first 
couple it close to the wavemeter and de- 
termine its approximate resonant point; 
then by gradually increasing the distance 
and at the same time varying the wave - 
meter setting in slight amounts across 
this click point, we attain accuracy in a 
high degree. 

Uses and Refinements 
HE wavemeter as thus far described 
is considered as an all purpose test- 

ing instrument. Its first obvious use is 
as a receiver. In the experimenter's or 
constructor's laboratory, or in the radio 
shop its uses are manifold. As an os- 
cillator, regenerative receivers may be 
calibrated with great accuracy ; and 
when the buzzer is used in conjunction, 
any non -regenerative set may be cali- 
brated. With such an instrument it is 
not necessary to wait for a radiocast sta- 
tion of sufficient strength to come on the 
air, when it is desired to test a receiver, 
balance a neutrodyne or tuned radio fre- 
quency outfit. In use, the stability of 
adjustment and sharpness of its wave is 
practically a duplicate of the wave 
emitted by any transmitting station, 
thus being superior to the customary 
buzzer circuit. 

In the balancing of a tuned R.F. re- 
ceiver it is invaluable, as it enables exact 
balancing or testing on any or all waves. 
In neutralizing by the unlit tube method, 
if sufficient strength of signal is not ob- 
tained, a connection between one bind- 
ing post of the wavemeter and the 
ground post of the receiver will suffice. 
Still greater volume may be obtained by 
connecting the remaining post through 
a small condenser to the antenna post of 
the receiver, and if this condenser has 
a capacity approximating the average an- 
tenna's capacity, we have in effect a 
dummy antenna circuit. Such a connec- 
tion will not be required, nor should it 
be used in calibrating, as our wavemeter 
settings will be in error. 

The approximate natural period of 
an antenna may be determined by the 
click method by simply coupling the 
wavemeter to the antenna coil in a con- 
nected receiver. In the absence of a re- 
ceiver, the antenna and ground may be 
connected direct to the wavemeter, but 
such measurement will be rough, since 
the coupling cannot be reduced so as to 
obtain a sharp click. Swinging connec- 
tions and grounds will be audible. 

With a well constructed and accurate- 
ly calibrated instrument the determina- 

(Continued on Page 92) 
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UNITROL 
Made Under Hogan Pat. 

No. 1,014,012 

The new UNITROL is a Straight 
Line wave length double condenser 
that is designed to separate low 
wave length stations and simplify 
the operation of quality receiving 
sets. It will operate a four -tube set 
with one control. 
Notice the patented balancing plate 
feature illustrated above. The in- 
genious device is found only in 
Continental Unitrols. 

UNITROL PRICES: 
14 Plate .00025 Capacity 47.00 
18 Plate .00035 Capacity 7.50 
25 Plate .0005 Capacity 8.00 

What You Save on Condensers 
You Lose in Reception ! 

The set builder who shops around for cheap parts is always the one to offer 
alibis for his receiver's performance. Especially is this true when "bargain" 
condensers are used for they are the heart of the set; and its value as a fine 
instrument depends on the electrical and mechanical prrfection of these devices. 

Continental LoLoss Condensers 
are used and approved by many of the biggest names in radio. Their extremely 
low dielectric losses, exact capacities, and mechanical precision make them in- 
valuable to fine reception in high -grade sets. Most reliable radio stores carry 
the complete line. If not, write us direct. 

JUNIOR 
The Perfect Vernier 

Continental "Lo Loss" Junior does away with 
all friction and geared vernier devices. It is a 
miniature condenser designed with exactly the 
same low loss, rigid construction and precision 
workmanship as all Continental Condensers. 
Shunted across standard condensers, this little 
Junior gives amazing results. 

CONDENESERETTE 

The Neutralizing Condenser has a minimum ca- 
pacity slightly less than the internal capacity of 
a vacuum tube and a maximum equal to twice 
or three times its internal capacity. 

It is an excellent neutralizer- taking the squeal 
out of the Neutrodyne, Superheterodyne and 
other high frequency circuits. 

Price $1.25 Price 50c 

Gardiner & Hepburn, Inc. 
611 Widener Building 

Philadelphia, Pa. 

JUST OUT ,.._,.. 
The Fall issue of the CITIZENS RADIO CALL 
BOOK is now ready. 

it* BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER 
Gç1-11;. s It contains many new features in the form of 

articles showing how to build a 45 kilocycle super- 

.. 

- , ...'. heterodyne with impedance coupled amplifica- 
tion. This is, without a doubt, the most wonder- 
ful of all superheterodynes for distance and its t -- `, "All Quality" with wonderful volume. Be sure 

J ,:l and read this article. Other articles on Brovming- 1 f , , Drake, 6 -tube tuned radio frequency set, Hark - 
{ ' ness Counterflex, Roberts and many others. 

. t 
' 5 uti A very complete directory showing pictures of F: .Y,. s Y P Y g P 

sr +; t .04.19' ,,a'5 ;t%',' radio announcers and artists from all the leading 
x 

f > 

ßYaaá pans s 
` stations in the country. 

4 ̂ , ° Arraé 1orÿ ', Calls, schedules, wavelengths, etc., of broadcast- 
.. p'` otax \\ ing stations all over the world. 

b 
8`° se% uo.9 Log Sheets, Maps, Distance Chart, Hook -ups. 

\. - ,0 to ß l If your dealer cannot supply you, order direct and 
add 10 cents to cover cost of mailing. 

. 
°4 

CITIZENS RADIO SERVICE BUREAU 
Price 50 cents 508 South Dearborn Street 

Chicago, Illinois 

ON SALE AT ALL NEWS STANDS, BOOK AND RADIO STORES 
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-Line of 2 -inch case diam- 
eter radio panel instruments 
-(High Resistance Volt- 
meters) . 

Just what set owners have 
been looking for. (Write for 
Circular No. 776). 

Watch your tubes -Check 
your batteries- Better recep- 
tion -Less expense. 

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. 
1650 Walnut Street 

"Twenty -six years making good instruments" 
Chicago, III. 

Jusi'Pv6 /shed 
Our Nov 

.96 Page 
1409:0/O G? /DE 

"Chockful" of data and 
valuable information for 
RADIO ENTHUSIASTS. 

Trouble shooting chart. 
Latest released list of 
BROADCASTING STA- 
TIONS, and hundreds of 

RADIO VALUES 
WRS Prices Are Lower! 

WRS Service Is 
PROMPT. EFFICIENT, 

COMPLETE! 
EVERYTHING IN RADIO! 

GET OUR PRICES 
FIRST! 

You'll Save Money! 

Be sure to write for 
Catalog CR10 

t%//OULO BE /N EVERY 
FANS LIBRARY 

FEEró .a kNOIY 

. ° 
i.rni t..yta.a :I. vi*I°a!ssl 

Nil 

,,rett C R0 
OyRCri LTRLLT 

WR4D/0 ,SE,7,F Co. 

Note that word "service'. in our name. 1 

It Is your SATISFACTION INSURANCE! 
Everything you buy here from bus bar 
to the finest multi tube set is guaranteed 
with "money- baokl" You 

r 
ecelve one 

hundred cents' worth of value for EVERY 
dollar you invest at WRS. 

HOLESAL 

Complete parts for latest 
model BEST SUPERHET- 
ERODYNE, new 8 -tube 
loop model, covering the 
range from 50 to 600 
meters. WRS prices for 
this circuit, including ALL 
standard, exactly as speci- 
fied by the inventors. Be 
sure to get our prices 
FIRST- you'll save money, 
get better value and bet- 
ter service. 

$71.50 
WRS is headquarters for 

All Standard Parts, Kits 
and Sets. Every Approv- 
ed Circuit! 

Everything Fully Guar- 
anteed. Money -back Basis! 

CHURCH ST 
(JNt -w YORK, N.Ya . 

CELESTO RADIO PANELS 
A superior quality at attractive prices. (Made in 
Plain Black, Shadow Black and Combination), which 
is one side Shadow Black, the other Mahogany - 
something new in Radio Panelling. 

Send for Price List 

CELESTO RUBBER CO. 
68 -74 South Street Boston, Mass. 
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tion of wavelength is simple; and with a 
large variable condenser and a few in- 
ductance coils of known value for use 
as standards, the determination of un- 
known capacity and inductance is but a 
few moment's work. Honeycomb coils 
are catalogued with distributed capacity, 
pure inductance and natural wavelength. 
Thus using these as a base, any large 
variable may be calibrated, and with the - 
addition of a few sheets of cross -section 
paper and such a chart as given in the- 
June issue of this magazine, the experi- 
menter is well equipped to design and 
formulate any circuit used in receivers_ 

In the case of binocular and toroidal 
coils, the wavelength, capacity and in- 
ductance may be determined by coupling 
the wavemeter through an intermediate 
circuit. The two binding posts of the 
wavemeter are connected to a few turns 
of wire closely wound around the coil 
under test, thus giving an untuned coup- 
ling circuit. Readings obtained by this- 
method will be in slight error, but 
much less than it is possible to deter- 
mine by physical measurements. The 
amount of this eritor can be approxi- 
mately determined by first measuring the 
wavelength of a circuit containing the 
customary tubular coil in the regular 
manner, then measuring the same circuit 
through the intermediate coupling. The 
difference between the two readings on 
any particular portion of the scale may 
be taken to represent the approximate 
amount of error in the measurement of 
toroidal or binocular coils. Torotrans 
or R.F. transformers constructed along 
binocular lines can thus be measured by 
connecting their untuned primary direct 
to the wavemeter bindingposts. 

For high accuracy in measurements, 
an instrument constructed along the 
foregoing lines should be shielded and 
the shielding grounded. A straight line 
frequency condenser could then be used 
so as to give finer readings on the lower 
dial settings, and a chart, either in met- 
ers or kilocycles, preferably both, plotted 
on logarithmic scale paper, thus enabling 
ease of reading at the high frequencies. 
The instrument would warrant the use 
of a vernier scale as illustrated in Fig. 
6. Such a scale is also a valuable addi- 
tion to the portable instrument, also to 
any sharp tuning receiver. A piece of 
metal or bakelite conforming closely to 
the curvature of the dial is marked off 
into ten equal divisions in the space re- 
quired for only nine divisions of the 
dial. The zero mark of the vernier 
scale is then placed to correspond with 
the dial marker; the whole numbers be- 
ing read from the dial at the point of the 
marker, and tenths of divisions read from 
the vernier scale at the point where the 
two scales coincide. Thus the reading 
of the illustration is 26.6. 

Using the small tube in the portable 
instrument, the strength of its oscilla- 
tions is such that measurements of in- 
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ductances and capacities ordinarily used 
in receivers is quite fairly balanced. 
Using a six volt tube, the portability is 
lost, but at a gain in accuracy and a 
strength of oscillation to enable much 
more latitude in measurements. At the 
time of calibration from a Standard Fre- 
quency Station, it is well to have pre- 
pared two stable circuits, which may 
consist of honeycomb coils shunted by 
small condensers; one of short wave- 
length and one of long, to be used as a 
check against the wavemeter at future 
times. Immediately upon calibration of 
the instrument, the wavelength of these 
two circuits should be measured, such 
measurement and wavemeter dial setting 
being marked upon the coils. They 
should then be put by and used only 
for checking the instrument. Using 
such check methods, on an instrument 
using the standard 6 volt tube and hand 
rheostat, it is found that by slight ad- 
justments of the regenerative coupling 
and rheostat, compensation for varying 
voltage and circuit dearrangements may 
be had, so it is possible to maintain ac- 
curate calibration under all conditions. 
Accuracy in the portable instrument 
may be checked in like manner, but so 
long as the tube will oscillate it will be 
found sufficient for its purposes ; varia- 
tions being much less than one degree 

lieu` of FRONT PANEL 

Rebuild Your 
Present Set 

The new and vital parts of the 
SAMSON TC Assembly are in- 
cluded in the SAMSON Trans - 
script Kit and may be com- 
bined with the 
parts you have. 
Kit Price 

In a space of but 18x7x7 inches SAMSON 
Engineers, by combining new and vital 
parts of SAMSON manufacture with other 
fine standard parts, have created this im- 
proved assembly based on a fundamental 
and successful circuit. Easily wired in a 
few hours. An independent Radio Test- 
ing Laboratory reports: "A high power 
set designed to cut thru locals and to 
bring in distant stations with perfect 
quality and volume." A copy of the com- 
plete article will be mailed 
on request. SAMSON T. C. 
Assembly 

Fig. 6. Fernier Scale. 

even on the lower dial settings. Ob- 
viously, the remedy is renewal of bat- 
teries. 

With a low reading milliammeter 
used in place of the phones, much 
greater accuracy of observation may be 
obtained than is possible by the click 
method. Using the same amount of 
coupling as is necessary in the click 
method, the direct current measurement 
will give a reading of approximately 
34 milliampere, and as ' resonance is 
closely approached this reading rises 
slightly until at the point of non- oscil- 
lation it jumps to 3 or 4. Adjusting 
slowly out of resonance, the reverse 
conditions take place. Reducing the 
coupling between the two circuits be- 
yond the point necessary for good click 
readings, we find that the tube con- 
tinues oscillation, even though the cir- 
cuits are in tune, such resonance being 
indicated by a sharp rise in plate current. 
Thus we may have stable visible obser- 
vation, greater separation between cir- 
cuits, and with attendant increase in 
accuracy and precision of adjustment. 

MANUFACTURERS SINCE 1882 

Canton, Mass. 
Sales Representatives in Principal Cities 

LOOK! 
Radio Mileage Chart, 10x16 inches. Not a map. No 
scale necessary to get your mileage. Mailed on re- 
ceipt of 50 cents. Address: 

Graph & Chart Service 
P. O. Box 945 Waterbury. Conn. 

Tell them that you saw It In RADIO 

RADIANT CONDENSERS 
For Real Radio Reception 

HEATH RADIO AND ELECTRIC MFG. CO., 
208 First Street, Newark, N. J. 

Na -ald DeLuxe Sockets are the only 
ones with these 3 exclusive features - 
lowest loss, lowest capacity and posi- 
tive side -scraping contact. Send for 
booklet and laboratory test. Alden Mfg. 
Co., Dept. GS, Springfield, Mass. 
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?he7Uilson "B" 

maimpowEi. 

Operates from light socket. Supplies 
the uniform voltage necessary for per- 
fect reception. Absolutely noiseless. 
Guaranteed not to set up the slightest hum. 

No acid to spill. No moving parts to get 
out of order. Requires no attention. As easy 
to operate as switching on a light. Conven- 
ient and dependable. The least expensive 
plate current supply because of its long life. 
In handsome walnut case. Price complete, $35. 

Your dealer can supply you. 

`1heAndrews 
ad entincelCal 

Pats. Pend. Improves tone quality. 
Increases selectivity, 
range and volume. 
Losses are negligible 
Has exceptionally high 
ratio of inductance to re- 

- t 
Price 

sistance with minimum 

$3.00 distributed capacity. 

Used in well -known receivers such as the 
Deresnadyne and Buckingham. Can be used in 
any standard hook -up. Ask your dealer for 
blue -prints of circuits employing this coil. 

Our Technical Dept. will answer inquiries. 

Dn®l/SPira 
(3-ölclirsg oop 

Highly directional 
and very selective. 
Reduces static 
and helps to cut 
out interfering 
stations. 

Price 
$8.50 

11 

Pata. 
e.na. 

Handsomely finished in silver and mahogany. 
Easily portable. Has long handle and gradu- 
ated diaL A special model for every circuit. 

See these standard units at your dealer's 
or write for complete information. 

Ma®® UeitO IOC® 
-`hi'd1VTn/lodt IINn^'s 

1303 First Avenue 
Perkins Elect. Ltd., Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg 

Equip your set with 
FAN TEFL 

Balkite 
Rad1000werUnits 

Balkite Battery Charger 
Balkite Trickle Charger 

Balkite «B" 
Balkite "B" II 

the ideal radio 
power supply 

The Balkite Battery Charger 
for charging "A" batteries. The 
Balkite Trickle Charger for con- 
tinuous charging. Balkite "B" 
replaces ̀ B" batteries -for sets 
of 6 tubes or less. Balkite "B" 
II -for sets of 6 tubes or more. 
FANSTEEL PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 

North Chicago, Illinois 

PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS: 
Seattle, George H. Maire, 95 Connecticut 
St. San Francisco, A. S. Lindstrom Co., 
274 Brannan St. Los Angeles, Lombard 
J. Smith, 324 N. San Pedro St. Portland, 
H. A. Killam,146% N. 10th St. Salt Lake 
City, Jennings- McCollom Co.,407 Dooly 
Bldg. Denver, Jack L. Hursch Co., 1641 
Stout St. 

t TEEI 
Wadio - yK`ái1 

Balikite Power Units 
BALKITE BATTERY CHARGER BALKITE "B" 
BALKITE TRICKLE CHARGER BALKITE "B" II 

S 

Copies of September, 1925, issue 
of "RADIO" are still available 

25c 
Per copy 

Get a copy of last month's number containing Best's 

Superheterodyne article. The supply is limited, 

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW ! 

Pacific Bldg. " RADIO ff San Francisco 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

LABORATORY 
SERVICE 

By G. M. BEST 

THE complete laboratory 
of the Pacific Radio Pub- 

lishing Company is at your 
service. We make tests - -- 

calculations - -- give you ex- 

pert advice on your radio 
problems. Gerald M. Best is 

in charge of our own labora- 
tory. We have an assort- 
ment of the finest testing 
equipment available. 

Use this service. Let us answer 
your radio questions for you. We 
give you expert advice on your 
radio problems. Our service is 
most accurate-entirely dependable 
and PROMPT. 

We will answer test of your 
radio questions if you subscribe to 
"RADIO" for only one year. With 
your subscription to "RADIO" you 
will receive ten coupons, entitling 
you to answers to ten radio ques- 
tions. 

The regular cost for answering ten 
questions is $2.50. Save this money! 
Subscribe to "RADIO" and get 
your answers without cost. 

Use the coupon. Attach your re- 

mittance of $2.50 to it and mail 
now. Your investment of $2.50 will 
pay big dividends. The coming is- 

sues of "RADIO" will surprise you. 

- - -- COUPON - - -- 
"RADIO," Pacific Building, 

San Francisco, Calif. 

Here is $2.50. Send me "RADIO" for one 

year and 10 free coupons entitling me to an- 

swers to ten radio questions. 

Name 

Address 

City and State 
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BINDING POSTS 

Standard Equipment 
On 150 Manufacturers' Sets 

Unvarying, built -in superiority made them select 
EBY posts. They are your logical choice, too. 

Furnished either plain or engraved in twenty -five 
different markings and the base of every post is 
clearly marked EBY. 

The Tops Don't Come Of} 

15c - -- At All Dealers - -- 15c 

The H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Phila., Pa. 

Th e -= HEART 
of the Circuit 

is 
AMPF' 

The "Self -Adjusting" 
Rheostat 

AMPERITE controls the flow of current through the tubes automatically just as the heart controls the flow of blood through the body. Does away with hand rheostats and filament meters. Elimi- nates guessing and all tube worry. Prolongs tube life. Lowers set cost. Proved and adopted by more than 50 set manufacturers. For perfect filament con- trol you must use AMPERITE. f1.10 everywhere. 
RADIALL COMPANY 

Dept. R -I5, 50 Franklin Street, New York, N. Y. 
Write for 
FREE 

Hook- ups 

Jhe "SELF-ADJUSTTNG"Rheortat 

RADIO LIBRARY 
"Elements of Radio Corn - 
munication" (by Stnoe) 

"The Radiobuster" 

RADIO MAP of U. S. 
RADIO LOG BOOK 
All of these for $3.00 

"RADIO" - - San Francisco 

$ 00 

RADIOADS 
A Classified Advertising Section Read by Better Buyers 

The rate per word is eight cents net. Remittance mast accompany all advertisements. 
Incinde name and address when coasting words. 

ADS FOR THE NOVEMBER ISSUE MUST REACH US BY OCTOBER FIFTH 

ARC & SPARK SYSTEMS 
Send for Descriptive Circular QRD. 

Interesting and Instructive 
Pacific Radio School 433 Call Bldg., San Francisco 

2650 MILES DISTANCE with one tube. Any novice 
understands our Simplified Instructions including Panel 
Layout, picture diagrams, etc. Write for BIG FREE 
BOOKLET. VESCO RADIO CO., BOX 117 -RC, OAK- 
LAND, CAL. (TC) 

AGENTS -Signs for stores and offices. Entirely new. 
$50 week easily made. World Signs, 116 W. Washington, 
Chicago. (TC) 

RADIO HOSPITAL -Specialista in Nentredyne and 
Superheterodyne, Dept. 3, Abilene, Kansas. (T.C.) 

TESTED GALENA CRYSTALS 50e pound, bulk. 
Buskett, Metallurgist, Joplin, Mo. (3TO). 

THE NEW square plate Ensign Variable Condensers. 
JUST OUT! Brass plates. Efficient on low waves. 
Get one of these condensers without cost in return 
for your subscription to "RADIO" for only two years. 
Five dollars brings you the condenser and the maga- 
zine. Send your check now. There are only few 
of these condensers in our stock. "RADIO,' Podia 
Building, San Francisco. 

THE LEFAX RADIO HANDBOOK. 7th Edition. In 
bound form. Contains a wealth of useful radio data. 
Very convenient sine for carrying in your pocket. This 
$2.50 book is given to you free of cost if you subscribe 
to "RADIO" for one year. $2.50 coven the entire cost 
of this big offer. "RADIO," Pacific Building, San 
Francisco. 

PHONOGRAPH UNITS FREE. The new Union 
Fabric Unit with soft rubber attachment. One subscrip- 
tion to "RADIO" for one year at $2.50 brings you the 
unit as a premium. Get one now. Only a few on hand. 
"RADIO," Pacific Building, San Francisco. 

KEEP station recorde in THE RADIO LOG BOOK, 
handy pamphlet for recording stations heard, sial 'set- 
tings and other data. The price is only 10 teats per 
copy. For sale by Pacific Radio Pub. Ce., Pacifie Bldg., 
San Francisco. 

SUPERSENSITIVE GALENA CRYSTALS, pound, 
$1.00, prepaid. ALKEMITE Allsensitive Crystals, 50e. 
Buskett, Metallurgist, Joplin, Mo. (T.C.) 

22% volt 
un -acid 

everlasting 
recharge- 

able 
ccBi, 

storage 
battery 
$2.95 

includes 
chemical 

Does not lose charge standing idle. SPECIAL - 
2 -22% (45 volts) $5.25; 90 volts $10.00. Any special 
detector or amplifying voltage easily had. Very 
easily charged. Nearly 3 years sold on a non -red 
tape 30 -day trial offer with complete refund if not 
thoroughly satisfied. Further guaranteed 2 years. 
Knock -down kits at still greater savings. Complete 
ready to run "B" Battery charger $2.75. Sample 
cell 35c. Order direct -send no money -simply pay 
expressman when delivered, or write for my free 
literature, testimonials and guarantee. My large 36 
page radio goods catalogue 10e. Same day ship- 
ments. 

B. E. SMITH 
31 Washington Avenue, Danbury, Conn. 

Tell them that you saw it in RADIO 

RADIO REPAIRING AND SETS WIRED. All work 
guaranteed, prices right. Write. Radio Smith Shop, 676 
Euclid, Beaumont, Texas. 

RADIO USED MAGAZINE BARGAINS, club any four 
year, big saving. Subscriptions payable monthly. Spen- 
cerlight Agencies, W. Los Angeles, Calif. 

FOR SALE -Why bother with dry or storage B Bat. 
teries. It's easy to build an everlasting B Battery 
Eliminator with Rex K. D. Eliminator Kit. Brings in 
music sweet and clear. Advise whether you have 110 
volt, 25, 50 or 60 cycle house current. Silicon Steet 
Transformer core, $3.00; Filter Condensers, $3.25; Volt- 
age Divider, $1.25; Filter Choke Coil, $1.25; Socket, 30c;. 
Machine Wound Transformer Winding, $4.00; Rex 
Vacuum Tube, $2.00. Diagram and free catalog with 
order. Transportation charges are prepaid. Other trans- 
former windings made to order. The Radio Experiment- 
ers Shop, 206 Logan Street, Waseca, Minnesota. 

$1.00 FOR YOUR OLD TUBES, regardless of make or 
condition, towards the purchase of each new Standard 
$2.50 tube. Positively guaranteed. We do not sell re- 
built or bootleg tubes. Order today. Luxem & Davis 
Mfg. Co., 6229 Broadway, Chicago, Ill. Agents Wanted. 
Paste this ad in your set. 

HAVE YOU RECEIVED a copy of our new 32 -page 
"Ham" Bulletin? Hundreds of rare bargains in trans- 
mitting and receiving apparatus. Write for copy FREE 
today. Chicago Salvage Stock Stores, 509 So. State St., 
Dept. R6, Chicago. 

MAKE $100 WEEKLY in spare time. Sell what the 
public wants -long distance radio receiving sets. Two 
sales weekly pays $100 profit. No big investment, no 
canvassing. Sharpe of Colorado made $955 in one month. 
Representatives wanted at once. This plan is sweeping 
the country -write today before your county is gone. 
OZARKA, INC., 126 West Austin Avenue, E. Chicago. 

VIRGINIA MAN RECEIVES KGO, Oakland, Califor- 
nia, every night for a period of six weeks, using a 
TRANSCON Receiver. Anyone can build this efficient 
receiver in a few hours with our simplified instructions. 
Write for FREE booklet. JAMES M. CHAPPLE, 1809 
West 54th St., Los Angeles, Calif. 

WANTED -Nov., 1924, RADIO -Will pay 75e. Radio 
8 -MO, Birmingham, Michigan. 

MAKE $100 WEEKLY in spare time. Sell what the 
public wants -long distance radio receiving sets. Two 
sales weekly pays $100 profit. No big investment, no 
canvassing. Sharpe of Colorado made $955 in one month. 
Representatives wanted at once. This plan is sweeping 
the country-write today before your county is gone. 
OZARKA, Inc., 126 U. West Austin Ave., Chicago. 

BARGAINS -Crystalstat panel mounting detectors, 95e. 
Carborundum fixed detectors, 85c. Both wonderful for 
reflex. Crystalstat mounted crystals, 20e. Crystalstat 
lowloss receiving set, $1.25. Lowloss vario- coupler, $1.25. 
All prepaid. BRECKENRIDGE ELECTRIC, 1923 LY- 
SANDER, DETROIT. 

BARGAIN QUARTER KW TUBES -Limited number, 
new, in original crates, both types at jobbers discount, 
thirty per cent from list. Type ÚV204, $77; Type UV 
204A, $101.50. Cash, plus express charges and insurance, 
Shipping weight, eight pounds, must accompany orders. 
Wilford Deming, Jr., 1404 Magnolia Ave., Los Angeles, 
California. 

FOR BETTER EDISON ELEMENTS, write Henry 
Chapelle, Woodburn, Ore. Sample, 10e. 

A LIFETIME TROUBLE -PROOF "B" BATTERY! 
Made from genuine largest size Edison elements, wired 
with pure nickle wire, electrically welded. Complete 
parts for 48 volt size, $7.00, postpaid ; includes hard- 
wood cabinet, 36 jars with rubber stoppers, 36 pairs 
wired elements, separators and chemicals. Send 15 cents 
for sample cell, "dope" sheet and price list on separate 
parts. Chas. Snively, Woodburn, Oregon. 

FUNNY RADIO STORIES. 12 of 'em in the 
"RADIOBUSTER," Velar/ C. Mathison's humorous 
thriller. 112 pages in bound form. Mathison knows how 
to write. You will enjoy his stories. Send $1.00 today 
for a copy of the "RADIOBUSTER," or get it free 
with your subscription to "RADIO" for one year 
($2.50). Pacific Radio Publishing Co., Pacific Bldg.. 
San Francisco. 

YOUR RADIO QUESTIONS ANSWERED FREE. - 
Gerald M. Best, technical editor of "RADIO,' will an- 
swer ten radio questions for yon if you subscribe to 
"RADIO" for only one year at $2.50. Get this won- 
derful technical service, together with s good, practical 
radio magazine. "RADIO." Pacific Bldg., San Francisco. 

9; 
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IW 
TheRADIO 

WEEKLY POST 
"The National 5c Weekly For Everyone" 
RADIO : FICTION : ILLUSTRATIONS : COMICS 

Watch it Saturday, 
For the October 
First Copy U 31st 

5c EVERYWHERE 5 
Subscriptions by Mail 
$2.00 per Year in Advance 

THE RADIO WEEKLY POST, with illustrated color covers, differs from all other 
Radio Publications in essential features that go to make up a modern magazine of proved 
success. It will be carefully edited by NATIONALLY KNOWN WRITERS that have 
the art of holding the readers' interest and confidence. 

Not too technical, but expressive of all the newest developments in Radio. 

PLENTY OF ILLUSTRATIONS. A sprinkling of rare fiction, some comics and above 
all "NEWSY AND READABLE" from cover to cover. 

Avoid disappointment by leaving your ADVANCE ORDER TODAY with your 
newsdealer for the first issue of The Radio Weekly Post. 

C 

Write us your opinion 

(favorable or otherwise) 

of the first issue 

The RADIO 
WEEKLY POST 
N. E. Cor. Third and Walnut Streets 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

We solicit articles 
of popular appeal 

on Radio 

96 Tell them that you saw It in RADIO 
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From the Listeners 
Point of View 

Sweet -z 

Mellow 
Natural 

Type 285 

Audio Amplifying 
Transformers 

6 to I ratio for first stage 
2 to 1 ratio for second stage 

6 each 

General Radio transformers are true mir- 
rors of tone quality. They reproduce instru- 
mental and vocal music as pure, full, and 
natural as it enters the microphone at the 
studio of the broadcasting station. 

Due to the special design of the core and 
adjustment of the coil turns these transform- 
ers are capable of unusually high and even 
amplification of all tones common to speech 
and music. 

In spite of their recognized superiority 
over other transformers they sell at a pop- 
ular price. 

Enjoy the programs of radio artists in un- 
modified form -use a General Radio 6 to 1 

ratio transformer in the first stage and a 
2 to 1 ratio in the second. 

Ask to see them at your local dealers or 
write for our descriptive folder No. 285 -C 
showing amplification curves and wiring 
diagrams. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
Cambridge, Mass. 

"Behind the Panels of Better-Built Sets" 
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RCA 
announces 
three new 

power tubes 
forareater volume 

RCA, concentrating great efforts on the study 
of vacuum tubes, has developed three important 
new Radiotrons. They will be widely used in 
sets of all kinds in the last stage of audio fre- 

quency amplification. Their contribution to 
radio progress is greater power. They mean greater 
volume on dry batteries -and greater volume 
on storage batteries. They mean better tone, be- 

cause they mean volume of sound without dis- 

tortion. 

These new Radiotrons are now ready for gen- 
eral sale, after months of testing. 

UX -120 UX -112 UX -210 

Radiotron UX -120 -A new, powerful amplifier tube 
that means great volume of tone on dry batteries. $2.50 
Radiotron UX -112 Anew power tube similar to the 
familiar UV-201-A, but several times as powerful. $6.50 
Radiotron UX -210 -A super -power tube, several 
times as powerful as UX -120. Probably the most power- 
ful receiving tube in existence. . $9.00 

adiotron 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

AN RCA PRODUCT 
NEW YORK 

For details and 
technical de- 
scription of the 
new Radio - 
trons, write to 
the nearest 
RCA office for 
the illustrated 
booklet. 

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 

PRINTED BY THE LEIGHTON PRESS, SAN FRANCISCO 
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